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Nóta an Uachtaráin
Dear friends,
’M really excited about next
weekend’s game in Croke Park
and I’m sure all of you readers
will be looking forward to potentially seeing Mayo lift the Sam
Maguire Cup on the steps of the
Hogan Stand.
It was an outstanding performance against Dublin, it was
always going to take something
JOHN MURPHY
special to topple Dessie Farrell’s
Connacht GAA President
side and that’s what Mayo
produced in the rain.
Mayo have consistently performed well over the years
and they have just been really unlucky along the way. It
seems a bit different this year though and they appear to
be in pole position now.
Tyrone are going to present an intense challenge,
much the same as Dublin did, Mayo will have experienced
that whereas Kerry hadn’t. Mayo are a more battle-hardened team than Kerry and I would be quietly confident
that they will have enough to seal the historic win.
Connacht counties continue to perform throughout the
various football, hurling, Ladies football and camogie
ranks. And at underage this year it was a particular highlight.
It’s peculiar in that a lot of it is was somewhat unexpected. Roscommon will tell you it was unexpected at U20 and in the minor they probably felt they could have
won it.
The experience of Sligo being there last year and
losing probably drove them on. Everything went right for
them on the day and it was great for Sligo to finally win
again at that level.
If you look at it all round it’s pretty positive for the
province. There is competition from Mayo on a number of
a different fronts and where it may be just down to Mayo
and Galway some years, the other counties are really
making a mark recently. Leitrim weren’t too far off in this
year’s minor too.
In the U-20 hurling, Galway are always competitive and
although Cork got the better of them in the most recent
final it was great to see Galway win the 2020 minor final.
So, all in all, if Mayo could cross the line at senior level
it would cap off a really successful year for the province.
And we’re all rooting for them to do it.
And away from the physical action when you have
infrastructure like the Dome in the Connacht GAA Centre
of Excellence at Bekan, we are ahead of most provinces in
that respect.
Connacht GAA are also blessed to have some fantastic
staff and volunteers that work tirelessly throughout the
year. And we are so lucky to be able to call on them to
help our teams get ready to fight on the national stage.
Now all eyes are on Mayo against Tyrone, I think they
can do it, do you?
Is mise, le meas

I

John Murphy
Uachtarán Chomhairle Connacht
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Nóta an Rúnaí
A chairde,

M

AYO are back in an All-Ireland
final and you’d have to say this
is their best opportunity to
claim the Sam Maguire Cup in a very
long time.
It’s been a hectic few months, with
the games coming thick and fast after
the Covid-19 extended winter break.
And the Connacht counties have
done us proud across the spectrum with a few notable standout performances and victories along the way.
Mayo’s historic win over the dominant Dubs will live long
in the memory and has put them in a position to win their
first All-Ireland SFC since way back in 1951.
James Horan’s men gave a phenomenal display on that
Saturday evening and they will need to do so again when
they rock up against a Tyrone side who have silenced plenty
of doubters.
But it hasn’t been all about Mayo, we had Sligo’s sensational victory in the Connacht minor final. Their 0-19 to 1-11
win over Roscommon ended a 53-year wait for glory at that
level.
The future is bright in Sligo as it is in Galway where their
minor hurlers made it four-in-row in the delayed 2020 AllIreland minor final after another exquisite display against
Kilkenny.
Galway weren’t so lucky when they got back to this year’s
final against Cork, but there is no doubt they have a raft of
young hurlers about to burst into the senior ranks.
Roscommon were another county who made a statement
at underage level in 2021, and their U-20s went all the way to
Croke Park where they took part in an enthralling final in
front of a huge crowd.
It was great to see the Rossies out in full force on the
Jones’ Road again but it was disappointing that Offaly
prevailed in a tight encounter.
The Leitrim Ladies footballers came on leaps and bounds
again this year too and their performances in the All-Ireland
intermediate championship shows they won’t be a million
miles off silverware again next season.
It was a great summer but one game in particular will
steel the show next weekend. Is it Mayo for Sam?
Is mise, le meas

John Prenty
Rúnaí, CLG Cuige Connachta
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Mayo finally
topple the Dubs
Mayo .................................0-17
Dublin ..............................0-14
By COLM GANNON
The Mayo Advertiser

A

FTER so many near misses, bad
bounces of the ball and agonising
moments – Mayo saw off Dublin in
the championship for the first time since
2012.
Nothing has been won yet, and there
is another monumental challenge coming
down the tracks in the All Ireland final but
days like this are to celebrate and remember and the Mayo faithful will remember
this one.
At half time, it looked like it was
going to be another hard-luck story
for Mayo. A young team in transition, shorn of their key attacker
and another rising star ruled out
through injury on the eve of the
game, were trailing by six points
and looking at sixes and
sevens, as they let Dublin do
their thing.
Hold onto the ball, play it
around and wait for the
chance to appear or a stray
hand or hip to give away a
free in scoring range.
But in the second half,
a different Mayo
showed up.
They went at Dublin,
forced them into turnovers,
drove hard at their defence
and held their nerve at the very
end.
There were many memorable
moments in the second 35 minutes, Diarmuid O’Connor stretching out to keep a
ball that was drifting over the end line in
play that ended up with Kevin McLoughlin
getting Mayo’s first score in 11 minutes to
bring them back to four points.
Enda Hession coming on early and
driving at the Dublin defence all day,
causing all sorts of problems, Ryan
O’Dongohue’s constant forward driving
and dash. Rob Hennelly holding his nerve
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and driving over a 45 at
the death to send the
game to extra time
and swing the
momentum in
Mayo’s favour.
Mayo never do it
easy and this was no
different. Dublin
without setting
the game

CONCENTRATION: Mayo goalkeeper
Rob Hennelly scores the equalising
point at the end of normal time in
Croke Park.
Photo: Seb Daly / SPORTSFILE.

alight, looked in total control in the first
half. Dean Rock, Ciarán Kilkenny and co
were having things their own way, holding
on to the ball and popping it over the bar
when a chance came up.
Mayo struggled to get to the pitch of
the game early on and when they did they
were errant in their shooting and found

themselves 0-4 to 0-0 down by the
ninth minute.
It was 11 minutes in when
Matthew Ruane drove over their first
point of the day but Dublin responded
through a Kilkenny score to go 0-5 to
0-1 up. Ryan O’Donoghue pointed a
free, before Rock landed another point
to send Dublin in leading 0-6 to 0-2 at
the first water break.
Things didn’t get better for Mayo in
the second quarter, Rock rolled off two
on the bounce and Paddy Small put
Dublin seven clear.
Hennelly hit Mayo’s second point from
a long range free, but Dublin hit back
right away with a Kilkenny mark for
Dublin’s tenth point of the half.
Mayo did manage to get a score
before the break when Conor Loftus hit
one from distance to leave a six-point
gap between the teams, but it looked
like Mayo were a long way off bridging that gap.
But this team, or to be more exact
teams with various contingent parts of
this team, have gone to the well before
and know how to come out fighting and
they did just that.
Three points in the third quarter
through O’Donoghue, Hennelly and
Keegan and keeping Dublin scoreless in
that period, gave the faithful hope.
Two quickfire points from
Small and Rock, looked like it
was going to be enough to see
Dublin hold off the Mayo challenge. But O’Connor’s end line intervention kick-started a final round rally
the was fit to grace the greatest of games.
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MIRACLE: Mayo’s Diarmuid
O’Connor somehow keeps the
ball in play to set up a crucial
Kevin McLoughlin point.
Photo: Stephen McCarthy /
SPORTSFILE.

Jordan Flynn, hit Mayo’s ninth point,
O’Dongohue put over a free and Tommy
Conroy found his range and there was
two in it.
Dublin hit back when Rock put a free
over from the Hogan Stand side just on
70 minutes, but there was seven minutes
injury time.
O’Donoghue pointed a free after
McLoughlin was fouled on the break and
there was just one point in it. Mayo went
hunting and hassling, Conor O’Shea
forced a turnover on the line and Mayo
got a 45.
Hennelly stood up and took a crack, it
was drifting wide, but referee Conor Lane
blew the whistle for him to take it again as
there was too many players on the field

STRENGTH: Aidan O’Shea of Mayo in action
against Dublin’s Eoin Murchan in the All-Ireland
semi-final. Photos: Ramsey Cardy / SPORTSFILE.

when a sub was taking place. The Breaffy
shotstopper held his nerve and drove it
true and over the bar sending the game to
extra-time.
Dublin got the first score of extra-time
when Sean Bugler pointed, but from then
on it was Mayo all the way. Conroy hit two
on the bounce, Darren Coen drove over a
long-ranger and O’Donoghue got another,
and Mayo were three clear at the break
an advantage they held onto right to the
final whistle.
SCORERS – Mayo: R O’Donoghue 0-5 (2fs), T
Conroy and R Hennelly (2fs, 1 45) 0-3 each, D
Coen, J Flynn, K McLoughlin, L Keegan, C Loftus,
M Ruane 0-1 each.
Dublin: D Rock 0-7 (5fs), C Kilkenny 0-3 (1m), P
Small 0-2, C O’Callaghan and S Bugler 0-1 each.

CHALLENGE: Jonny Cooper of Dublin gets in
his challenge against Mayo forward Ryan
O’Donoghue.

MAYO: R Hennelly; P O’Hora, L Keegan, M Plunkett; P Durcan, S Coen, E McLaughlin; M Ruane,
D O’Connor; C Loftus, K McLoughlin, D McHale; T
Conroy, A O’Shea, R O’Donoghue. Subs: E
Hession for McHale (27), J Carr for O’Shea (49), B
Walsh for Plunkett (49), J Flynn for McLaughlin
(57), C O’Shea for Loftus (65), D Coen for S Coen
(76), C Loftus for McLoughlin (80), J Durcan for
Carr (85), B Harrison for D O’Connor (87), A
O’Shea for D Coen (90).
DUBLIN: E Comerford; M Fitzsimons, D Byrne, J
Cooper; B Howard, J Small, E Murchan; J
McCarthy, B Fenton; P Small, C Kilkenny, N
Scully; D Rock, C O’Callaghan, C Costello. Subs: C
Basquel for Costello (50), T Lahiff for Cooper
(52), S Bugler for Scully (62), S McMahon for
Murchan (67), P McMahon for S McMahon (76), R
McDaid for J Small (80), A Byrne for Howard
(82), C Costello for P Small (85).
REF: Conor Lane (Cork).

HANDLING: Mayo midfielder Matthew Ruane holds
onto possession despite the attention of Michael
Fitzsimons from Dublin.
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Reigning Champions
crowned kings again
Mayo .................................2-14
Galway ...............................2-8
By COLM GANNON
The Mayo Advertiser

T

HE classical western contest upped
sticks and headed to the big city for
one day only and while it may have
been played out on fancier turf than the
old sod from home, it still had that old
familiar feeling from days gone by in the
old shed in Tuam Stadium and the memories from MacHale Park.
And for the 44th instalment of the
Mayo v Galway rivalry in the provincial
showpiece the victory went to the men in
green and red – something that didn’t
look very likely when the half-time whistle
was blown and Galway headed in to the
break, via another local quarrel in the
tunnel five points to the good.
The second half was something very
different from what had gone before.

FAST: Galway forward Shane Walsh gets his pass off ahead of the challenge from Lee Keegan of
Mayo.
Photo: Ray McManus / SPORTSFILE.

OPEN: Galway’s Kieran Molloy surveys his
options against Mayo.
Photo: Ray McManus / SPORTSFILE.
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Galway went from footloose and fancy
free at the tail end of the first half, to
forlorn and frustrated by the final whistle.
James Horan made two decisive
changes at the half-time break, out went
Bryan Walsh and Darren McHale from a
Mayo attack that wasn’t quite firing right
and in came Kevin McLoughlin and
Eoghan McLaughlin.
McLaughlin’s driving running style and
McLoughlin’s guile and experience proved
crucial in turning the game back in Mayo’s
favour. Just after the resumption the
Knockmore man collected a pass from
Mattie Ruane and drove a pinpoint pass
into arms of Aidan O’Shea who had been
posted on the edge of the square, he
found Ruane who continued his run and
was hauled to the ground inside the
penalty area and a spot kick was
awarded.
Up stepped Ryan O’Donoghue who

dispatched it with aplomb to the back of
the net and got Mayo right back into the
game. Tommy Conroy who had a first half
that wasn’t up to his usual high standards
burst by a few tackles and shot over to cut
the gap to a single point and Mayo were
motoring, while Galway were starting to
take In water.
Mayo hauled themselves level through
a long-range effort from Ruane 47
minutes in and two minutes later Kevin
McLoughlin tipped toed his way into some
space and slotted over to put Mayo into a
lead they never looked back from.
O’Donoghue tapped over a free just
before the second water break to send
Mayo into it leading by two – but almost
more importantly they had wrestled
control of the game back from Galway
and were on top in every area.
Early points after the restart from
Conroy and Conor Loftus stretched

• CONNACHT GAA FOOTBALL SENIOR CHAMPIONSHIP - FINAL

Mayo’s lead to four, with nine minutes left
in normal time Galway registered their
first score of the second half through a
Tierney free and he added a second one
four minutes later to give Galway a slim
chance to get back into the game – but it
was quickly extinguished by Ruane, who
was allowed to waltz through the Galway
defence at his ease, despite looking like
he had lost control of the ball on more
than one occasion and slot the ball under
the legs of Conor Gleeson.
Eoghan McLaughlin had a chance
straight after to put a third goal past the
Dunmore man – but Gleeson got a toe to
it to send it out for the 45. Rob Hennelly
stepped up to drill the resulting 45 over
the bar to keep scoreboard moving for
Mayo. Tierney did tag on one more point
for Galway before the end and James
Carr also had time to decide to kick the
ball over the bar rather than go for goal
for Mayo to round off the scoring.
Galway had led by five at the break
thanks to goals from their two key men
Shane Walsh and Damien Comer. Walsh
rattled the back of the Mayo net 19
minutes in when he was the quickest man
to react to Paul Conroy’s effort for a point
that came back off the post. That score
put Galway into the lead for the first time
on a score of 1-3 to 0-4 and six minutes
later he burnt Aidan O’Shea and Paddy
Durcan for pace down the Hogan Stand
side of the field and found Comer who
drove the ball powerfully to the back of
the net.
The game had began well for Mayo
with Matthew Ruane and Ryan
O’Donoghue putting them into an early

two-point lead. Galway had the
game levelled up by the
eighth minute thanks to scores
from Walsh and Conroy. But a
brace of Mayo scores
through a typical
Paddy Durcan effort and
O’Donoghue close range free
put Mayo back in front by
two again. Conroy cut
the gap back
to one
before the
first water
break as the
game was
starting to find
its feet.
The
second quarter was all
about Galway
with Walsh’s
goal coming just
resumption of
hostilities and on 22
minutes Comer’s
three-pointer put his
side into a 2-3 to 0-5
lead.
Darren McHale’s point
stemmed the tied for Mayo,
before Cathal Sweeney fisted
over his sides fourth point of the
day that put Galway into a four
point lead. Conor Loftus should
have rattled the back of the net for
Mayo in injury time, but his effort
flew off the bar for Mayo’s sixth point and
there was still time for Matthew Tierney to

CHAMPIONS: Mayo captain Aidan O’Shea lifts
the Nestor Cup after their Connacht final
victory over Galway at Croke Park.
Photo: Ray McManus / SPORTSFILE.

fire over a long-range point and for a
Peter Cooke effort to be ruled out by
Hawkeye before the half-time whistle went
and Galway went in at the break looking
good leading 2-5 to 0-6.
But this was a story that was only half
told at this stage.
SCORERS – Mayo: R O’Donoghue (1-3, 1-0 pen, 1

CHARGE: Mayo midfielder Matthew Ruane moves forward ahead of Galway’s Dylan McHugh at
Croke Park.
Photo: Ray McManus / SPORTSFILE.

free), M Ruane (1-2); T Conroy & C Loftus 0-2
each); P Durcan, D McHale, K McLoughlin, R
Hennelly (1 free) & J Carr (0-1 each).
Galway: S Walsh (1-1); M Tierney (0-4, 3 frees);
D Comer (1-0); P Conroy (0-2); C Sweeney (0-1).
MAYO: R Hennelly; L Keegan, P O'Hora, M Plunkett; P Durcan, O Mullen, S Coen; M Ruane, C
Loftus; B Walsh, A O’Shea, D O’Connor; T Conroy,
D McHale, R O’Donoghue. Subs: E McLaughlin for
Walsh (h/t), K McLoughlin for McHale (h/t), J
Flynn for Loftus (45-51); R Brickenden for O'Hora
(57-f/t, blood), E Hession for Plunkett (64); J Carr
for A O’Shea (68), C O’Shea for O'Connor (76).
GALWAY: C Gleeson; S Mulkerrin, D McHugh, L
Silke; K Molloy, S Kelly, J Heaney; P Conroy, M
Tierney; P Cooke, C Sweeney, P Kelly; R Finnerty,
D Comer, S Walsh. Subs: F O Laoi for Finnerty
(17); J Glynn for Sean Kelly (26); M Farragher for
Sweeney (51); E Brannigan for Paul Kelly (57), J
Duane for Walsh (72).

REF: C Lane (Cork).
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Walsh limps off but
Tribesmen go through
Galway ..............................2-11
Roscommon ...................0-12
By JOHN FALLON
Media West Ireland

G

ALWAY advanced to the Connacht
final with a deserved 2-11 to 0-12
triumph over Roscommon at Dr
Hyde Park.
But the big concern for manager
Padraic Joyce ahead of that meeting with
either Mayo or Leitrim will be a hamstring
injury which threatened Shane Walsh’s
participation and which forced the Galway
captain to go off in the closing stages.
Heavy rain throughout the morning in
Roscommon continued in periods through
the game and made conditions very difficult.
It meant scoring chances were scarce
in the opening quarter and the sides went
into the first water break deadlocked at 02 apiece.
Corner-back Sean Kelly edged the
Tribesmen in front after three minutes but
this was cancelled out by Diarmuid
Murtagh after he was set up by his
brother Ciaráin.
Damien Comer landed a superb effort
from distance but Enda Smith cancelled
that at the other end.
Roscommon kept plenty of men
behind the ball but Galway found a way
through when Paul Kelly finished to the
net after a move instigated by his brother
Sean with another Moycullen clubman

LOW: Galway forward Peter Cooke of Galway
gets a shot away ahead of the challenge of
Roscommon’s Niall Daly.
Photo: Harry Murphy / SPORTSFILE.
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FAST: Galway attacker Robert Finnerty holds off the tackle from Roscommon’s David Murray in
the Connacht semi-final.
Photo: Harry Murphy / SPORTSFILE.

Peter Cooke provided the key pass in
between to set up the goal.
The Roscommon response was good
with Conor Hussey and Conor Daly pointing and after Paul Kelly tacked on a point,
corner-back Daly went forward for his
second point and Donie Smith levelled the
sides for the third time at 0-6 to 1-3 after
29 minutes.
Walsh pointed a free from 45 metres
and after Enda Smith levelled Galway
went in leading by 1-5 to 0-7 at the break
when Mattie Tierney pointed a free from
20 metres on the right.
The sides exchanged points after the
restart before Rob Finnerty and Tierney
pushed Galway 1-8 to 0-8 in front after 49
minutes.
Cathal Cregg fisted a point for
Roscommon after coming on but he was
injured in the process and had to go off
again.
Tierney kicked a free from the right
and then Shane Walsh landed a free from
his hands to take a four-point lead into the
second water break.
Ciaráin Murtagh reduced the gap to a
goal with after 58 minutes but Finnerty
extended Galway’s lead seven minutes
from time from the left after being set up
by Walsh.
And it was a sublime pass from Walsh
across the field which set Sean Kelly
away and with Roscommon failing to clear
their lines, Tierney pounced to drill the ball
low into the bottom right corner of the net
as they advanced to the Connacht final.
SCORERS – Galway: M Tierney (1-3, 0-2f, 0-1

’45); P Kelly (1-2); R Finnerty, S Walsh (frees) (0-2
each); D Comer, S Kelly (0-1 each).
Roscommon: E Smith (0-3); D Smith (0-2, 0-1
’45), C Daly (0-2); D Murtagh, B Stack, C Hussey, C
Murtagh (free), C Cregg (0-1 each).
GALWAY: C Gleeson; L Silke, S Mulkerrin, S Kelly;
K Molloy, D McHugh, J Heaney; P Conroy, M Tierney; D Comer, P Cooke, F O Laoi; R Finnerty, S
Walsh, P Kelly. Subs: C Sweeney for O Laoi (61), E
Brannigan for Walsh (67), Johnny Duane for P
Kelly (67), P Costello for Finnerty (70), T Flynn
for Conroy (72).
ROSCOMMON: C Lavin; C Daly, B Stack, D
Murray; C Hussey, N Daly, S Mullooly; E Smith, E
Nolan; N Kilroy, C Murtagh, S Killoran; C Cox, D
Smith, D Murtagh. Subs: T O’Rourke for Nolan
(19), C Cregg (0-1) for Killoran (41), C Devaney for
Cregg (47), C McKeon for D Murtagh (51), U
Harney for Cox (55).
REF: Joe McQuillan (Cavan).

TURN: Roscommon defender Brian Stack
looks to clear the ball despite the attentions
of Matthew Tierney at Dr Hyde Park.
Photo: Sam Barnes / SPORTSFILE.
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Five of the best for Mayo
Mayo ................................. 5-20
Leitrim .............................0-11
By COLM GANNON
The Mayo Advertiser

M

AYO waltzed into the Connacht
Senior Football Championship
final without having to break a
sweat against Leitrim in MacHale Park.
For the fifth time in the six games they
have played this season they passed the
20-point marker and on this occasion only
three of the points they hit came from
placed balls.
Mayo were overwhelming favourites
before the game and even dealing with
the Covid issues that had affected the
camp they backed the favourites tag up.
When the game had to be won in the
opening exchanges they hit Leitrim hard
in the tackle and turned them over numerous times and helped themselves to eight
points before the first water break was
called.
Leitrim thought they had taken the
lead inside the opening minute when
Shane Moran hit an effort that drifted just
wide - but from then on it was all Mayo.
Tommy Conroy opened Mayo’s
account cutting in from the left, then
Matthew Ruane pointed after Darren
Coen had turned over a Leitrim player in
the middle of the part. Ryan O’Donoghue
could have bagged Mayo’s first goal of
the day after he was played in by Ruane
but Brendan Flynn saved well.
Mayo continued to press home their
advantage on the scoreboard with Conroy
tagging on two more points, Stephen

SPEED: Tommy Conroy of Mayo in action
against Leitrim’s Conor Dolan at MacHale
Park in Castlebar. Photo: Harry Murphy/SPORTSFILE.

Mayo’s Paddy Durcan grabs possession ahead of Jack Gilheany of Leitrim in the Connacht semifinal at MacHale Park in Castlebar.
Photo: Harry Murphy / SPORTSFILE.

Coen popping up to drop one over Ryan
O’Donoghue opening his accounts and
Ruane getting his second - before Keith
Beirne got Leitrim’s first of the day right
before the first water break - which Mayo
went in leading 0-8 to 0-1.
The game was completely killed off as
a contest in the second quarter when
Mayo hit the back of the net three times.
Darren Coen was the first to land a
three pointer - Conor Loftus aimed a pass
to the Hollymount-Carramore man and the
ball was deflected into his path, he
rounded Flynn and hammered the ball
home.
Knockmore’s Darren McHale then
bagged two goals for himself inside of 60
seconds, the first when he applied a deft
flick to the send the ball home after Paddy
Durcan and Oisin Mullin had cut a hole
right through the heart of the Leitrim
defence.
Then he picked up a ball that broke off
Conroy and wasted no time in hammering
the ball home from close range for Mayo’s
third.
Mayo also registered points from
Darren Coen and Conor Loftus who hit
long range efforts and Ryan O’Donoghue
getting the other score to send their side
in leading 3-11 to 0-4 at the half-time
break.
The second half was an exercise in
seeing the game out and not picking up
any injuries for Mayo and they helped

themselves to two more goals in the third
quarter - with O’Donoghue hammering the
ball home after being picked out by a
great ball from Jordan Flynn and Conroy
getting one for himself after Darren Coen
slipped a little hand pass in behind the
Leitrim defence.
Having had to deal with the upheaval
that occurred during the week due to
Covid issues, James Horan will be happy
with how his sides preformed on the day but he’ll hope that those issues clear up
as quick as they can before the face
Galway in the Connacht final in two
weeks’ time.
SCORERS – Mayo: R O’Donoghue (1-6, 3f), D
McHale (2-1), T Conroy (1-3), D Coen (1-3), M
Ruane (0-2), C Loftus (0-2) S Coen (0-1), A O’Shea
(0-1), J Carr (0-1).
Leitrim: K Beirne (0-5, 5f), R O’Rourke (0-2), C
Dolan (0-2), P Maguire (0-1), E Sweeney (0-1).
MAYO: R Byrne; E Hession, P O’Hora, M Plunkett; P Durcan, O Mullin, S Coen; M Ruane, A
O’Shea; C Loftus, D McHale, J Flynn; T Conroy, D
Coen, R O’Donoghue. Subs: J Carry for Conroy
(45), C Boyle for Durcan (52), F McDonagh for M
Ruane (58), A Orme for D Coen (61), J McCormack for Flynn (BS) (63), J Coyne for Mullin (65).
LEITRIM: B Flynn; C Reynolds, D Wrynn, M
Diffley; C McGloin, P Maguire, D Bruen; J
Gilheany, M Plunkett; C Dolan, S Moran, T Prior;
D Rooney, K Beirne, S Quinn. Subs: E Sweeney
for Rooney (HT), R O’Rourke for Bruen (HT), K
Keegan for Diffley, A Hore for Wynn (50), J
Mitchell for Bruen (52).
REF: F Kelly (Longford).

• CONNACHT GAA FOOTBALL SENIOR CHAMPIONSHIP - SEMI-FINAL
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McHale leads the way
Mayo .................................3-23
Sligo ..................................0-12
By COLM GANNON
The Mayo Advertiser

I

T’S a case of job done and on to the
next one for Mayo following their 20point win over Sligo in Markievicz Park.
They did the job without Cillian O’Connor and, with Ryan O’Donoghue taking
over the free taking duties and he kicked
four from four while he was on the field.
Darren McHale fitted right into the side
on his first championship start getting 1-5
for his efforts on a day when his Knockmore club mate Kevin McLoughlin was
making his 150th appearance in league
and championship for the county.
What Mayo can take from this will
have to be see later on down the line,
because truthfully Sligo posed no real
serious challenge to Mayo - who went
about the job in a very polished and
professional manner when the game was
there to be won.
They did the heavy lifting in the opening half and went in leading 3-13 to 0-8,
with McHale finishing up with 1-4 in the
opening half and Aidan O’Shea having 22 to his name by the turnaround.
McHale kicked the first three points for
Mayo, showing calmness and composure
along with the elusiveness for defenders
that marked him out so much in the club
championship for Knockmore last year.
Mayo’s first goal came 12 minutes in
when they overpowered the Sligo defence
for Aidan O’Shea to barrel through and
finish on the run. The Breaffy man who is
CHANCE: Sligo’s Cian Lally turns away
from Conor Loftus of Mayo in the
Connacht quarter-final. P
hoto: David Fitzgerald / SPORTSFILE.
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CHALLENGE: Darren McHale of Mayo is tackled by Sligo’s Karl McKenna at Markievicz Park.
Photo: David Fitzgerald / SPORTSFILE.

once again captaining Mayo this year got
his sides second goal a dozen minutes
later when he finished from close range
after being found inside the cover. McHale
rounded off the goalscoring seven
minutes before the interval when he was
the quickest to react after Tommy Conroy
forced Eammon Kilgallon into a good
save.
It was all very controlled for Mayo they ran with power and pace when the
opportunities were there, and they were
also comfortable keeping and controlling

the ball in front of the massed Sligo
defence - while they waited for a chance
to come, before going for it.
The second half was an exercise in
seeing it out for Mayo without picking up
any more injuries. They only had 25 in
their match day squad with Brian Walsh
going over on his ankle in training late last
week after the match day 26 had been
submitted.
That’s another injury blow that Mayo
will have to deal with over the coming
weeks - alongside the absence of his club
mates Diarmuid and Cillian O’Connor who
both picked up injuries against Clare.
SCORERS – Mayo: D McHale (1-5), A O’Shea (22), R O’Donoghue (0-5,4f) C Loftus (0-2), E
McLaughlin (0-2), T Conroy (0-2), J Flynn (0-1), P
Durcan (0-1), F Boland (0-1), S Coen (0-1), J Carr
(0-1).
Sligo: N Murphy (0-6, 1f), S Carrabine (0-2), M
Gordon (0-1), P O’Connor (0-1), K Cawley (0-1), L
Gaughan (0-1).
MAYO: R Hennelly; E Hession, O Mullin, L
Keegan; M Plunkett, P Durcan, E McLaughlin; M
Ruane, C Loftus; K McLoughlin, D McHale, J
Flynn; T Conroy, A O’Shea, R O’Donoghue.
Subs: F Boland for Flynn (46), P O’Hora for
Keegan (53), S Coen for Durcan (60), P Towey for
O’Donoghue (62), J Carr for McLoughlin (69).
SLIGO: E Kilgallon; R Feehily, E McGuinness, K
McKenna; N Mullen, P McNamara, P Laffey; P
O’Connor, P Kilcoyne; D Quinn, L Gaughan, M
Gordon; B Gorman, N Murphy, S Carrabine.
Subs: E Lyons for McKenna (29), K Cawley for
Mullen (29), R Og Murphy for Gorman (36), C
Griffin for Gordon (53), C Lally for Cawley (61).
REF: Paul Faloon.

CONNACHT GAA FOOTBALL SENIOR CHAMPIONSHIP - QUARTER-FINAL

Late rally comes up short
Offaly ................................1-14
Roscommon ...................1-11
By IAN COONEY
Roscommon Herald

R

OSCOMMON’S dream of All-Ireland
U-20 football glory is over after a
late revival wasn’t enough to
prevent the Faithful County from capturing
the Clarke Cup for the first time since
1988.
Liam Tully’s side were really struggling
when they found themselves 0-13 to 0-7
behind at the second-half water break and
when substitute Keith O’Neill’s surging run
allowed full-forward Jack Bryant crash the
ball to the back of the Roscommon net,
the Connacht champions had a mountain
to climb.
But they set about trying to scale that
summit with the introduction of Enda
Crawley into the full-forward line appearing to cause panic in the Offaly rearguard.
And when the Éire Óg player set Adam
McDermott scampering towards goal in
the 56th minute, the Castlerea St. Kevin’s
player, one of his side’s better players
alongside Paddy Gavin, shook the rigging
with a terrific goal.
Amazingly, the margin was back to just
two points when Jason Doory flashed the
ball over the bar, but Offaly regained their
composure to prevail by 1-14 to 1-11 and
ignite memorable celebrations among
their supporters that included Irish golfer
Shane Lowry.
Offaly surged three points ahead early

BREAK: Tomas Crean of Roscommon takes on Aaron Kellaghan (left) and Jack Bryant.
Photo: Stephen McCarthy / SPORTSFILE.

on, but Roscommon found their feet
through scores from Daire Cregg, McDermott and Ben O’Carroll. But three missed
goal chances inside the opening ten
minutes were to prove costly as Offaly
took a 0-7 to 0-5 lead into the half-time
break.
Five unanswered points between the
Morgan Tynan (free), Cormac Egan,
Bryant, Cathal Donoghue and Aaron
Kellehan allowed Offaly to put one hand
on the cup before they duly sealed the
deal, despite the young Rossies’ late
revival.
SCORERS – Offaly: J Bryant (1-2); M Tynan (04, 2 frees, 0-1 45); A Keelaghan (0-4, 1 mark); C
Egan, C Donoghue (0-2 each).

Roscommon: A McDermott (1-2); D Cregg (0-5,
3 frees); B O'Carroll (0-2, 1 free); C Carthy, J
Doory (0-1 each).

OFFALY: S O'Toole; L Pearson, T Hyland, A
Brazil; F Dempsey, J Furlong, R Egan; E Cullen, M
Tynan; C Flynn, C Donoghue, O Keenan Martin; C
Egan, J Bryant, A Keelaghan. Subs: K O'Neill for
Keelaghan (48); K Dolan for Brazil (58).

ROSCOMMON: C Carroll; D Gaughan, C Walsh, C
Lohan; T Crean, R Fallon, P Gavin; J Lohan, K
Doyle; R Dolan, D Cregg, J Fitzpatrick; D
Heneghan, A McDermott, B O'Carroll.
Subs: C Carthy for Fitzpatrick (40-f/t, blood); S
Trundle for Crean (40); D Wynne for J Lohan
(46); J Doory for Dolan (48); J O'Malley for
Gaughan (51); E Crawley for Heneghan (54).

REF: S Hurson (Tyrone).

CHARGE: Roscommon’s Colin Walsh in
CHANCE: Adam McDermott of Roscommon creates an
CHALLENGE: Roscommon forward Daire Cregg
action against Jack Bryant of Offaly at
opening to move clear of Offaly’s Tom Hyland in the
is tackled by Cathal Donoghue (left) and Aaron
Croke Park.
All-Ireland U-20 final at Croke Park.
Brazil of Offaly.
Photo: Stephen McCarthy / SPORTSFILE.
Photo: Ray McManus / SPORTSFILE.
Photo: Stephen McCarthy / SPORTSFILE.
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Cregg is the hero again
Roscommon ...................2-13
Down .................................1-10
By IAN COONEY
Roscommon Herald

F

IVE minutes after the final whistle,
the heavens opened at Kingspan
Breffni but the Roscommon players,
management and their supporters didn’t
mind — the Rossies were in the AllIreland final.
It was sweet music for the county’s
loyal faithful who were in dreamland,
having dusted themselves down from the
disappointment of 24 hours earlier to see
their magnificent U-20 footballers produce
a final quarter of substance and skill,
hitting 1-5 without reply to see off Down
and qualify for the decider against Offaly
in Croke Park on a scoreline of 2-13 to 110.
This was a fine Down side but they
had no answer to Roscommon’s whirlwind
finish. Manager Liam Tully emptied the
bench and suddenly it was the changes in
“Primrose and Blue” that were making a
seismic difference.
Trailing by 1-10 to 1-8 with 12 minutes
remaining, Roscommon appeared to be
struggling. But instead of wilting, they
upped the ante spectacularly and the
scores flowed.
Daire Cregg (free) and Patrick Gavin
brought the sides level before Adam
McDermott latched onto a high ball to
push the Rossies in front.
The scores kept coming from Oran
duo James Fitzpatrick and Charlie Carthy
before the coup de grace. With Down
pushing everyone forward, including their
goalkeeper Charlie Smyth, Roscommon’s
bravery was rewarded when they robbed
back possession in their half-back line.
James Fitzpatrick found Adam McDermott in space and he rolled the ball into
an empty net for one of the most famous,
and bizarre, goals in the history of
Roscommon GAA.
The teams were evenly matched
during the opening half, but Roscommon
did experience problems. They were
struggling to win their own ball in the
middle of the field, and Down eventually
made their superiority count towards the
latter end of the half as they enjoyed
more prosperity after the water break.
Patrick Gavin’s thunderbolt, which was
turned over the crossbar by Down fullback Ryan Magill, gave Roscommon a 15 to 0-5 lead after 26 minutes after James
Fitzpatrick had scored a superb individual
goal in the 11th minute. Cregg and
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NEAR: Dylan Gaughan of Roscommon tries to maintain possession between the sideline and
Ordhán Murdock of Down at Breffni Park in Cavan.
Photo: David Fitzgerald / SPORTSFILE.

McDermott had also seen shots cannon
back off the crossbar.
But an unanswered 1-2 from the
Mourne men before the break appeared
to be a huge turning point as scores from
wing-back Tom Smyth and Andrew
Gilmore (free) were followed by Roscommon giving away the ball in their own halfforward line, which allowed Down work
the ball downfield in an instant and ended
with captain Shealan Johnston crashing
the ball to the back of the net to hand his
side a two-point interval lead.
The sides swapped three points apiece
in the third quarter before Roscommon
made their wonderful surge for home. Led
by their superb captain Colin Walsh, they
put their bodies on the line, forcing Down
into a succession of turnovers. The young
Mourne men visibly became frustrated
and ended the game with 13 players
following the late dismissals of Johnston
and Tom Close.
By that stage, the clouds were gathering but Roscommon didn’t care. They
were on their way to the All-Ireland final
after a victory that will rank up there with
some of the greatest in recent vintage.
SCORERS – Roscommon: D Cregg 0-5 (0-1f), J
Fitzpatrick & A McDermott 1-1 each, B O’Carroll
(0-1f) & P Gavin 0-2 each, R Dolan & C Carthy 0-1
each.
Down: S Johnston 1-0, C Smyth (0-2f), A Gilmore
(0-1f), R O’Hare (0-1f), D Magill 0-2 each, J
McGovern & T Smyth 0-1 each.
ROSCOMMON: C Carroll; C Lohan, C Walsh, D
Gaughan; P Gavin, R Fallon, T Crean; E Crawley, K
Doyle; R Dolan, D Cregg, D Heneghan; B O'Carroll, A McDermott, J Fitzpatrick.

Subs: C Carthy for Heneghan (19-21, temporary),
S Trundle for Crawley (41), C Carthy for
Heneghan (41), J Lohan for Crean (44), D Wynne
for Dolan (45), J Doory for Gaughan (53).
DOWN: C Smyth; T Fettes, L Toal, R Magill; T
Smyth, P McCarthy, A Morgan; O Murdock, T
Close; R O'Hare, S Johnston, J McGovern; A
Gilmore, E Brown, D Magill. Subs: P McMullan
for Fettes (20), S Óg McCusker for D Magill (44),
S Croskery for Brown (48), J Clarke for McGovern
(54), J Murtagh for O'Hare (59).
REF: D Murnane (Cork).

HIGH: Enda Crawley of Roscommon tries to
grab the ball before the challenge of Down’s
Tom Close. Photo: David Fitzgerald/SPORTSFILE.
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Fitzpatrick seals the silverware
Roscommon ....................2-11
Mayo ....................................1-7
By COLM GANNON
Mayo Advertiser

M

AYO can have no complaints
about this one. Roscommon stood
up when the game was there to be
won, stuck to their game plan and hurt
Mayo on the scoreboard when the
chances arose.
Roscommon swarmed their defensive
line and hit Mayo with pace and accuracy
on the break, while Mayo struggled to find
holes in the Rossie rearguard and moved
the ball too slowly and not with enough
attacking intent to break down a stubborn
and solid rearguard.
It all looked to be going well for Mayo
early doors, by the time the first water
break came around they were 0-3 to 0-0
up, thanks to points from Jack Carney,
Jack Mahon and Connell Dempsey - but
that was as good as it got and their profligacy in front of the posts in the first half
cost them at the end.
The Rossies raced out of the traps
after the restart of the action following the
water break. Points from James Fitzpatrick, Darragh Heneghan and one from
Ben O'Carroll had the game level by the
26th minute.
O'Carroll showed real heart and fight to
win a race to the ball, ending up on the
ground with his man, ripping it from his
grasp, and then playing a one-two before
slotting it over the bar - showing the fight
was well alive in the primrose and blue
county men.
Fitzpatrick put them into the lead for

the first time in the game three minutes
from the half time break and they never
looked back. Keith Doyle had a goal ruled
out for a square ball for the eventual
victors, much like Jack Mahon had earlier
on for Mayo - but they took that blow on
the chin and Daire Cregg fired over a long
range point to put them 0-5 to 0-3 up.
Mayo did cut the gap back to a single
point right before the median whistle
thanks to a Jack Carney point, but at that
stage already, Mayo had to recycle the
ball constantly as they struggled to find
gaps in the Ross' defence.
The second half opened with both
sides trading points through Adam McDermott and Dempsey - but it was all about to
turn up for Roscommon from then on to
the final whistle. A brace of points from
Cregg had his side three clear and then
on 41 minutes in, they plundered their first
goal.
Mayo looked to be clearing their lines,
when McDermott overturned his man,
collected the ball from the deck and drove
at the Mayo goal before firing it past
Ronan Connolly - and the Rossie faithful
in the small sell-out attendance were
humming. Fitzpatrick fired over a point
and they were seven up and the game
was drifting further away from Mayo.
Maurice Sheridan's men were thrown a
lifeline, when Connell Dempsey chased in
a long ball and was fouled by Colin Walsh
in the process. Walsh got a black card
and Mayo were awarded the penalty - up
stepped Jack Mahon who had dispatched
two the previous week in Mayo's win over
Galway in the semi-final - but Conor
Carroll had done his homework and
guessed the right way to save the ball and
that was that.
Fitzpatrick got a second goal for
Roscommon seven minutes from full time

DEFENCE: Mayo forward Jack Mahon of Mayo tries to get his shot away ahead of James Fitzpatrick (left) and Conor Lohan of Roscommon.
Photo: Piaras Ó Mídheach / SPORTSFILE.
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HEROES: Roscommon captain Colin Walsh
lifts the cup after their victory over Mayo in
the Connacht U-20 final.
Photo: Piaras Ó Mídheach / SPORTSFILE.

after Mayo were turned over again close
to their own goal, to stretch their lead
even further out. Mayo did manage to get
a goal of their own when they were
awarded a second penalty of the day and
Dempsey did the dutiful, but it was immaterial - a bit of paint to cover over a bad
crack.
Mayo will wonder what could have
been. It's the cruelty of knock-out football.
One bad day at the office, when you are
just a bit off and it's all taken away from
you.
SCORERS – Roscommon: J Fitzpatrick (1-3), D
Boyle (0-5, 3f), A McDermott (1-1), D Heneghan
(0-1), B O’Carroll (0-1).
Mayo: C Dempsey (1-2, 1-0pen, 0-1f), J Carney
(0-2), J Mahon (0-1, 1m), S Holmes (0-1), O
McHale (0-1).
ROSCOMMON: C Carroll; C Lohan, C Walsh, D
Gaughan; P Gavin, T Crean, C Glennon; K Doyle, R
Garvin; R Dolan, J Fitzpatrick, D Cregg; B O’Carroll, A McDermott, D Heneghan. Subs: R Fallon
for Garvin (30), J Doory for Heneghan (38), J
Lohan for Glennon (47), D Wynne for Crean (47),
S Trundle for McDermott (58).
MAYO: R Connolly; S Holmes, R Keane, D
McHugh; C Flynn, R Baynes, A Cosgrove; C
Dunleavy, J Carney; E Henry, C Reid, C Dempsey;
U O’Reilly, F Irwin, J Mahon. Subs: P Heneghan
for O’Reilly (30), D Thornton for Reid (33), E
Duffy for McHugh (40), O McHale for Cosgrove
(51), R Morrin for Mahon (53).
REF: T Murphy (Galway).
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Galway pay the penalty
Mayo ..................................0-11
Galway ...............................1-8

STAR: Substitute Paddy
Heneghan was one of
the stars for Mayo.
Photo: Piaras Ó Mídheach /
SPORTSFILE.

(Mayo win 7-6 after penalties)

By DARAGH SMALL
Media West Ireland

C

ONOR Flynn slotted the winner as
Mayo dumped the reigning AllIreland U20 champions Galway out
of the Connacht championship after
penalties.
Galway were 0-3 to 0-2 ahead at the
end of a dreadful first half at Tuam
Stadium and although Mayo took the lead
momentarily, it finished level again at the
end of the 60 minutes.
Galway were 1-8 to 0-10 in front at
half-time in extra time thanks to Nathan
Grainger’s goal but the game went to
penalties when it finished 1-8 to 0-11.
Warren Seoige and Paddy Heneghan
both missed with their first attempts but
Tony Gill’s shot was crucially saved by
Ronan Connolly and Flynn scored the
winner with Mayo’s eighth attempt.
Eleven of Galway’s starting 15 played
a part in their thrilling All-Ireland final
victory over Dublin at Croke Park last
December.
And it was they who scored first, Ryan
Monahan provided the assist and
midfielder Conall Gallagher landed the
opening score in the second minute.
Tomo Culhane was the dangerman for
Galway and he was swarmed by the
Mayo defence when he got his first touch.
Mayo finally scored in the seventh
minute, Ultan O’Reilly found his way
through a tight Galway rearguard and

blasted the ball over the bar when he
could have finished under it.
Culhane opened his account from a
free but despite the perfect conditions for
football both sides struggled to find their
range early on. Galway held a 0-2 to 0-1
lead at the first water-break.
The sides continued to cancel each
other out in the second quarter but Jack
Mahon ended Mayo’s 16-minute wait for a
score when he popped over a point from a
free.
Galway centre-back Tony Gill could
have scored a goal moments later. Alan
Greene did the hard work and set him up
only for goalkeeper Ronan Connolly to
come out and smother the shot.
Mayo missed a glorious goal-scoring
opportunity at the death when Owen
McHale broke through but sent his shot to
the left and wide.
Yet there was still time for Matthew
Cooley to score a crucial point and give
Galway a narrow half-time advantage.
Mahon gave Mayo the ideal start to the
second half when he scored from a free

but a fabulous Ryan Monahan effort
pushed Galway back in front.
Gill doubled Galway’s lead but three
points in a row from Jack Carney, Mahon
and Frank Irwin put Mayo in front for the
first time, 10 minutes into the second half.
Conor Flaherty saved well from Ryan
Baynes to keep Galway in touch and then
Culhane scored a stunning free from the
right.
It was 0-6 to 0-6 at the final waterbreak and Mayo led briefly again before
the end through a Connell Dempsey free
only for substitute Nathan Grainger to reel
them back in.
It finished level again at end of the
hour but it took less than a minute for the
game to catch fire. Culhane was fouled by
full-back Ruairi Keane and Grainger sent
his penalty past Ronan Connolly.
Dempsey hit back with a free and
Dylan Thornton closed the gap even
further, Mahon levelled it after half-time in
extra-time and it went to penalties.
SCORERS – Mayo: J Mahon 0-4 (0-3f), C
Dempsey 0-2 (0-2f), U O’Reilly, J Carney, F Irwin,
P Heneghan, D Thornton 0-1 each.
Galway: N Grainger 1-1 (1-0 pen), T Culhane 0-3
(0-3f), C Gallagher, M Cooley, R Monahan, T Gill
0-1 each.
MAYO: R Connolly; S Holmes, R Keane, E Gilrane;
C Flynn, R Baynes, A Cosgrove; C Dunleavy, J
Carney; E Henry, O McHale, C Dempsey; U
O’Reilly, F Irwin, J Mahon. Subs: D Thornton for
O’Reilly (38), P Heneghan for McHale (47), C Reid
for Gilraine (54), Cian McHale for Carney (81).
GALWAY: C Flaherty; J McGrath, E Geraghty, R
King; C Hernon, T Gill, D Brady; C Raftery, C
Gallagher; A Greene, W Seoige, R Monahan; D
Cox, T Culhane, M Cooley. Subs: D Kilcommins
for Greene (47), J McLaughlin for Gallagher (47),
N Grainger for Cooley (58), A Morris for Brady
(64), C Gallagher for Raftery (70), A Greene for
Morris (75), O Gormley for Monahan (79).
REF: J Gilmartin (Sligo).

Goals are the key to victory
Roscommon ..................4-16
Leitrim ............................0-10
By IAN COONEY
Roscommon Herald

T

HE Roscommon U-20 footballers
booked their place in the Connacht
semi-final against Sligo following a
comfortable 4-16 to 0-10 victory against
Leitrim at a damp Dr. Hyde Park.
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Four goals either side of half time by
Adam McDermott, Ben O’Carroll, Darragh
Heneghan and James Fitzpatrick put the
game to bed as Liam Tully’s side flexed
their muscles on competitive fodder for
the first time this season.
Leitrim had competed well to trail by 010 to 0-6 as the game ticked into first-half
injury time but two goals from Adam
McDermott and Ben O’Carroll turned the
game on its head.
With Daire Cregg impressing at lefthalf forward, ending up with 0-9 overall,
Roscommon found scores easier to come

by, but Leitrim were game opponents early
on with Paul Keaney and Tom Prior causing the Rossies some headaches.
The sides were deadlocked at 0-2
apiece when Roscommon hit five unanswered points through Cregg (2), Keith
Doyle, McDermott and O’Carroll to put
some daylight between the sides.
But Leitrim gained some traction with
Barry McWeeney, Prior and Keaney keeping their side in touch.
But disaster struck for the visitors just
before half time as Roscommon, leading
by 0-10 to 0-6, went for the jugular.
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Rossies move into decider
between the sides, an air of nervousness
invaded the Hyde.
But Roscommon struck for two goals
inside a minute to put the game to bed.
Firstly, substitute Jason Doory did brilliantly to find the net after shaping to pass
the ball inside to the unmarked Fitzpatrick
before Fitzpatrick grabbed his second
goal of the evening after getting to
possession before Harte and apply a
finish that was very similar to his opening
green flag.
There was still time for Joseph Keaney
to score a spectacular goal for Sligo, but it
wasn’t enough to prevent Roscommon
from booking their place in what will be an
eagerly-anticipated final against Mayo.
Ruaidhrí Fallon, Jack Lohan and Seán
Trundle continued their rehab from recent
injuries by seeing some game time, while
Shane Cunnane was on the bench, as
Liam Tully ascertained the strength-indepth of his panel.

Roscommon ...................4-13
Sligo ...................................2-12
By IAN COONEY
Roscommon Herald

T

HE Roscommon U-20 footballers
are back in the Connacht final
following a hard-earned 4-13 to 2-12
triumph against Sligo in what was a
hugely enjoyable contest at Dr. Hyde
Park.
Roscommon were 1-8 to 0-3 ahead at
the break, thanks to James Fitzpatrick’s
goal on the stroke of half time after Paddy
Gavin’s effort for a point came back off the
post, allowing the Oran forward scoop the
ball over advancing Sligo goalkeeper
Keelan Harte into the net.
In truth, it was no more than Roscommon deserved as they had dominated the
opening half and missed at least three
clearcut goal chances.
Daire Cregg (3), Ben O’Carroll (2), fullback and captain Colin Walsh, Fitzpatrick
and Adam McDermott had found the
range before Fitzpatrick’s opportunism
pushed the hosts into a comfort zone that
they were rarely rocked from for long periods.
Sligo were far more direct in the
second half as Roscommon’s concentration levels slipped somewhat but the hosts
always paraded that ability to get the
scores up front, and when Keith Doyle
sent Ronan Garvin galloping through on
goal in the 37th minute, the Ballinameen
player produced a contender for Goal of
the Season with an emphatic finish.
Sligo began to profit from Roscommon
mistakes and slackness that became

To make matters worse, Leitrim
midfielder Gavin Reynolds was in the sin
bin when the home side hit the after burners.
Firstly, Ronan Garvan set up Adam
McDermott for the opening goal before
Ben O’Carroll unselfishly squared possession for the Castlerea St. Kevin’s forward
who was denied by Leitrim goalkeeper
Seán Reynolds. But O’Carroll was following up to poke home the rebound to leave
the young Rossies in control, leading by
2-10 to 0-6 at the break.
Things got even better for Roscommon
on the resumption when Keith Doyle was
sent galloping through on goal from the
throw-in. The St. Dominic’s midfielder
temporarily lost possession but Darragh
Heneghan was on hand to lash home the

SCORERS - Roscommon: J Fitzpatrick 2-2, D

SUCCESS: James Fitzpatrick led the way for
Roscommon in their victory over Sligo at Dr
Hyde Park.
Photo: David Fitzgerald / SPORTSFILE.

more plentiful as the half wore on, and
when their best player, Seán Carroll,
found the back of the net with five minutes
remaining to leave just four points

loose ball.
Then, unbelievably, Roscommon
struck for a fourth goal in their next attack
as Doyle played in James Fitzpatrick and
the Oran forward produced a tidy finish.
Both sides emptied their bench after
that as Cregg continued to impress for the
winners, while Tom Prior never gave up
the ghost for Leitrim with a couple of
eyecatching scores.
But Roscommon, who were without
players like Shane Cunnane and Ruaidhrí
Fallon, were already thinking about Sligo,
who are sure to provide a much stiffer test
in the Hyde.
SCORERS – Roscommon: D Cregg (5f) 0-9, A
McDermott 1-3, B O’Carroll (1f) 1-2, J Fitzpatrick 11, D Heneghan 1-0, K Doyle 0-1.

Cregg (3f) 0-4, R Garvin, J Doory 1-0 each, A
McDermott, B O’Carroll (2f) 0-3 each, C Walsh
0-1.
Sligo: L Deignan (2f, 1’45) 0-5, S Carroll, J
Keaney 1-0 each, O Flynn (3f) 0-3, C O’Reilly, J
Davitt, G Duffy, A Perry 0-1 each.
ROSCOMMON: C Carroll; C Lohan, C Walsh, D
Gaughan; P Gavin, T Crean, C Glennon; K Doyle, R
Garvin; R Dolan, J Fitzpatrick, D Cregg; A McDermott, B O’Carroll, D Heneghan. Subs: R Fallon for
Heneghan (30), J Doory for Cregg (50), G Murray
for C Lohan (50), J Lohan for Glennon (54), S
Trundle for Gaughan (57).
SLIGO: K Harte; M Walsh, T Gilligan, C McKeon; S
Carroll, J Lavin, C O’Reilly; M Clavin, F O’Donnell;
C Finn, L Deignan, J Keaney; G Duffy, O Flynn, J
Davitt. Subs: A Perry for Lavin (25), B Callaghan
for O’Donnell (39), J Davis for Duffy (48), L
Casserly for Deginan (57).
REF: J Molloy (Galway).

Leitrim: T Prior, P Keaney (1f) 0-3 each, O Bohan
(2f) 0-2, P McKenna, B McWeeney 0-1 each.
ROSCOMMON: C Carroll; T Crean, C Walsh, D
Gaughan; P Gavin, C Lohan, R Dolan; K Doyle, C
Gleenon; R Garvan, J Fitzpatrick, D Cregg; A
McDermott, B O’Carroll, D Heneghan.
Subs: J Doory for McDermott (37), J Lohan for
Crean (36), E Corcoran for Heneghan (40), E
Crawley for Garvan (45), B O’Hara-Duggan for
Glennon (53).
LEITRIM: S Reynolds; N Keegan, E McLoughlin, P
McKenna; J Flynn, T Gilheaney, R Oberwan; P
Keaney, G Reynolds; C Moran, A Reynolds, D
O’Connell; B McWeeney, T Prior, O Bohan.
Subs: S McGloin for Gilheaney (blood sub, 12), M
Earley for S Reynolds (31), K Brady for O’Connell
(33), O Niblock for Oberwan (35), S McGloin for
Keegan (39), S Harte for McWeeney (42).
REF: L Devenney.
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Meath are just too good
Meath ...............................2-14
Sligo ....................................2-9

CATCH: Sligo’s Mark McDaniel rises
highest to catch the ball against
Killian Smyth of Meath in the AllIreland semi-final.
Photo: Ramsey Cardy / SPORTSFILE.

By JESSICA FARRY
The Sligo Champion

I

T was a journey that captured the
hearts of the Sligo sporting public.
During a time when football in Sligo
needed a boost, the minors did just that
with their incredible Connacht Championship victory.
It led them to the All Ireland semi-final
where they would take on a Meath team
who had already seen off Dublin to
capture the Leinster title.
Meath dominated the early stages,
holding a 1-11 to 1-04 lead at the half way
mark, with all bar one of Sligo’s scores
coming from placed balls.
Indeed, of Sligo’s 2-09 on the day, 106 came from placed balls.
A late resurgence from Paul Henry’s
side brought them within four points of
Meath with six minutes left on the clock,
but it wasn’t enough as a strong Meath
side pushed on to claim victory, despite
being reduced to 14 men when Oisín Ó
Murchú was dismissed after 35 minutes.
The impressive Christian Finlay got
the scoring underway for Meath after 14
seconds, and it was another five minutes
before Sligo opened their account with
Luke Marren hitting over his first of six
points throughout the afternoon.
James Donlon was gifted a glorious
opportunity to put Sligo ahead seconds

STRONG: Sligo defender Conor Johnston tries
to move up-field despite the attentions of
Meath’s Paul Wilson during the All-Ireland
minor semi-final at Breffni Park.
Photo: Ramsey Cardy / SPORTSFILE.
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later, but he dragged his goal shot well
wide of the target.
Brian Duffy’s wide was followed by a
wide for Meath when Jack Kinlough’s
attempt was off target.
Sligo took the lead briefly, as Marren
got on the end of a lovely pass from
Joshua Flynn before hitting over.
It was clear from early on that the
Connacht champions would have to work

hard to get near Meath, and the Royals
enjoyed a spell on top with Finlay’s goal
bringing them ahead after 10 minutes
when Paul Wilson spotted him in a good
position to shoot.
A lovely point from man of the match
Shaun Leonard was followed by a free
from Hughie Corcoran to give Meath a 103 to 0-02 lead.
Marren’s free brought the deficit to

• ELECTRIC IRELAND GAA ALL-IRELAND – MINOR SEMI-FINAL

TARGET: Sligo forward Brian Duffy beats Meath goalkeeper Oisín McDermott from a penalty.

three points, but Oisin McDermott in the
Meath goals hit over his free just before
the water break to leave his side with a
four point lead.
Meath went on the attack immediately
and hit over four points in quick succession from Corcoran, Tomas Corbett,
O’Murchú and Finlay, the latter the pick of
the bunch as his effort somehow landed
between the posts from a tight angle, with
Sligo ‘keeper Kyle Davey convinced it
was wide.
Defensively, Meath were solid, making
Sligo’s task all the more difficult, but they
fought with grit to put an end to Meath’s
scoring spell.
Marren’s point sailed between the
post, before they were handed a lifeline
when Marren was fouled by Liam Kelly,
with Sligo awarded a penalty.
Brian Duffy’s well struck penalty sent
McDermott the wrong way, leaving four
points between the sides as half-time was
edging closer.
Meath ensured that their half-time lead
was a strong one, as they added to their
score further before the half way point.
Conor Ennis’ point was followed by
Leonard who picked up on the loose ball
after Hughie Corcoran’s long rang shot hit
the post and came back to Leonard.
Finlay’s stunning point flew over just
before the half-time whistle, with the
scoreline at 1-11 to 1-04 in Meath’s
favour.
Paul Henry’s men had it all to do in the
second-half, but it was Meath who got up
and running quickest after the restart.
O’Murchú deliberated going for goal
seconds after the restart, but instead
opted to go for a point, to leave Sligo trailing by eight points.
Mark McDaniel responded for Sligo,
with just their second point from play of
the afternoon. Marren and Duffy both sent
their efforts wide in a period where Sligo
needed to take control.
Conor McWeeney restored Meath’s
eight point lead, before they were

reduced to fourteen as O’Murchú was
handed two yellows for an incident spotted by the umpire.
The lethal Corcoran hit over again
before Kyle Davey got under Finlay’s
shot.
There was nine points in it with twelve
minutes on the clock, and Marren reduced
the gap to eight after Davey’s free was
directed wide.
Superb defending from both Dylan
McLoughlin and James Donlon prevented
a certain goal for Meath on 51 minutes. As
Davey dropped the ball right into the path
of Andrew Moore, Donlon made the clear-

CLASH: Christian Finlay of Meath in action
against Robert O’Kelly-Lynch of Sligo.
Photo: Ramsey Cardy / SPORTSFILE.

Photo: Ramsey Cardy / SPORTSFILE.

ance on the line from Moore’s shot, with
McLoughlin rushing out to clear the
danger.
Marren’s free was followed by a
second goal for Paul Henry’s men, as
substitute Jack McGovern’s powerful
effort gave the Meath ‘keeper no chance,
giving his side hope for the final seven
minutes.
There was four points in the difference
heading into the closing stages, and three
minutes later Meath all but made sure of
victory as Paul Wilson intercepted a Sligo
pass, spotted the run of John Mannion
who sent his shot into the back of the net
despite pressure from the onrushing
Davey.
Substitute Conor McMorrow hit over
two points, with the scoreline at 2-14 to 209 in Meath’s favour.
Kyle Davey made an important save in
added time from Finlay’s shot, but it was
too late, as time was up and Meath
secured their place in the All Ireland final.
For Sligo, their fantastic journey ended
in disappointment. But the result against
Meath should not take away from what
was a superb run to this point, which
undoubtedly inspired many.
SCORERS – Meath: C Finlay (1-03), H Corcoran
(0-03), J Mannion (1-00), S Leonard (0-02), O Ó
Murchu (0-02), O McDermott (0-01), T Corbett
(0-01), C Ennis (0-01), C McWeeney (0-01).
Sligo: L Marren (0-06), B Duffy (1-00), J McGovern (1-00), C McMorrow (0-02), M McDaniel (001).
MEATH: O McDermott, C Ennis, L Kelly, B O’Halloran, S Leonard, T Corbett, K Smyth, P Wilson, J
Kinlough, A Moore, S Emmanuel, C McWeeney, C
Finlay, O Ó Murchú, H Corcoran. Subs: A Moore
for C McWeeney, J Mannion for K Smyth, T
Martyn for S Leonard, J Foley for H Corcoran.
SLIGO: K Davey, R O’Hehir, C Johnston, R
O’Kelly-Lynch, D Walsh, D McLoughlin, J Donlon,
R Doherty, C Sheridan, M McDaniel, R Niland, S
Rogan, L Marren, J Flynn, B Duffy.
Subs: T Ross for S Rogan, J McGovern for R
Niland, K Mullen for C Sheridan, S Donoghue for
J Flynn, C McMorrow for M McDaniel.
REF: Paul Faloon.
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The wait is over
Sligo ..................................0-19
Roscommon ....................1-11
By CATHAL MULLANEY
The Sligo Champion

T

HE heavens opened on numerous
occasions at Dr Hyde Park, but at
long, long last, so too did a dam of
emotion, frustration and heartbreak as
Sligo finally clinched that elusive
Connacht Minor title.
Not since 1968 had a Sligo side
reached the provincial summit, but this
time Paul Henry's charges displayed
composure and desire down the finishing
straight to not just get over the line, but
sprint right through it.
This success shows that, in a summer
where talk at national level has been
dominated by second tiers, gaps emerging and an irretrievable dominance by
larger counties, Sligo can compete, and
achieve, with the right structures in place.
There are few sweeter feelings than
finally hearing that shrill of the final whistle when you are ahead, and it was
greeted by scenes of unbridled joy by
players, management and supporters
alike.
It seemed that Sligo were much the
better side throughout the course of the
match. This was underlined by a purposeful start, and a powerful finish. But still,
doubt lingered. A wet evening. So many
heartbreaks over the years. The Rossies
had come back a week previously against
Galway. You just never know.
But Sligo showed mettle. Luke Marren
was in inspired form, kicking 0-11 and
deservedly winning player of the match.
All around the park, though, Sligo had
willing and able workers. Ronan O'Hehir
at corner back, Dylan McLoughlin at
centre back, Joshua Flynn at full forward.
The list goes on and on.

BREAK: Oisín O’Flaherty shrugs off the
challenge from Sligo’s Brian Duffy.
Photo: Piaras Ó Mídheach / SPORTSFILE.
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Indeed, to win the title in 2021 of all
years shows the true character of this
panel of players and their management
team.
Like last year, there was constant
doubt of when, and if, the competition
would be played.
That meant there were many long
evenings doing laborious runs, shooting
practice and whatever else was required,
all on your own. Clearly, the players stuck
to their task, even through the uncertainty
of earlier months this year.
Five point winners (0-19 to 1-11), Sligo
were full value for that margin and maybe
played well enough to win by even more.
But it mattered little. 1949, 1968, 2021.
The scenes after were emotional,
joyous, and downright unforgettable.
Pictures to savour, moments to cherish. Memories like those can only be
forged following a special occasion such
as that.
It was also poignant that St Michael's
Kyle Davey, Sligo's captain, was the man
to lift the cup after a difficult week for the
club following the sad passing of stalwart
Kieran Finn.
It's a particularly sweet victory for all of
the county's coaches, at whatever level.
From those running nursery sessions in
clubs right up to those involved with
development squads.
It's a collective effort and too often the
trojan work of those working each and
every day to improve football in the county
are forgotten about, and maybe even criticised.
But the win emphasised the fact that at
underage level, Sligo is trending in the
right direction. Don't forget, this is a fourth
Connacht final appearance in six
seasons. The 2019 side also enjoyed
three wins in the new group phase format.
Bizarrely, as per Covid regulations,
Sligo could not take the Kilcoyne Cup
(named after a Sligo man) home, but the
cavalcade got a heroes welcome as they
passed through onto Yeats County soil at

HISTORY: Sligo captain Kyle Davey lifts the
cup after their historic Connacht minor final
victory over Roscommon.
Photo: Piaras Ó Mídheach / SPORTSFILE.

Bellaghy and onwards towards Sligo
town.
All of those involved - players, parents,
management and anyone else with a part,
big or small - should be proud, and savour
this success.
But, you know what the best thing is?
It's not over yet.
SCORERS – Sligo: L Marren (7f) 0-11, B Duffy, J
McGovern 0-2 each, J Flynn, K Davey (45), J
Donlon, C McMorrow (1f) 0-1 each.
Roscommon: S McGinley (1m) 1-2, B Nugent (4f)
0-4, DJ Hession, O O’Flaherty, R Conlon, S Walsh,
P Higgins 0-1 each.
SLIGO: K Davey; R O’Hehir, C Johnston, R O’Kelly
Lynch; D Walsh, D McLoughlin, J Donlon; R
Doherty, C Sheridan; M McDaniel, R Niland, S
Rogan; L Marren, J Flynn, B Duffy.
Subs: J McGovern for Niland (36), S Donoghue
for Rogan (46), C McMorrow for Duffy (57).
ROSCOMMON: S Kelly; D Casey, J Brady, E
Kerins; J McGreal, C Harley, R Hester; S Walsh, DJ
Hession; S Lambe, R Conlon, O O’Flaherty; R
Heneghan, S McGinley, B Nugent. Subs: P
Higgins for Harley (36), N O’Donnell for Conlon
(53), R Carthy for Walsh (56), A McGreal for
O’Flaherty (59).
REF: J Glavey (Mayo)

TURN: Sligo defender Dillon Walsh surveys his options QUICK: Shane Walsh of Roscommon is tackled by
in action against Oisín O’Flaherty.
Conor Johnston in the Connacht minor final.
Photo: Piaras Ó Mídheach / SPORTSFILE.
Photo: Piaras Ó Mídheach / SPORTSFILE.
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Nugent stars
in stunning
comeback

Sligo are through
to the final

Roscommon ...................1-16
Galway ..............................2-12

Sligo ..................................2-18
Leitrim ............................2-09

By RONAN O’NEILL

B

OBBY Nugent struck 0-8 as
Roscommon shocked Galway to
reach the final of the Connacht
minor football championship at Tuam
Stadium.
Sean Bermingham and Eanna
Monaghan found the net for the Tribesmen but that was cancelled out by Robert
Heneghan’s strike for the visitors.
Galway held an 0-11 lead during the
first half but Roscommon held their heads
and fought back to register an astonishing
success and booked their place against
Sligo. Bermingham and Monaghan both
scored their goals and Galway took what
looked like a comfortable 2-8 to 0-6 lead
into the half-time interval. But Roscommon were completely dominant thereafter
and they fired 1-10 in the second half to
wrestle back the ascendency.
Jack Nolan gave Galway the perfect
start to the second half but Roscommon
finally caught fire and scored five points in
a row before the last water-break.
James McGreal was then blackcarded but Roscommon didn’t half their
stride and then powered to victory in
style. Heneghan scored his goal and
Galway knew they were in trouble but it
wasn’t until after the last kick of the game
that Roscommon knew they had enough
to win it.Monaghan had one last chance
to save his team but his 13-metre free
flew over the Roscommon crossbar.
SCORERS – Roscommon: B Nugent 0-8 (0-5f,
0-1m), S Walsh 0-3, R Heneghan 1-0, S McGinley
(0-1 45, 0-1f) and R Conlon 0-2 each, DJ Hession
0-1.
Galway: S Bermingham (0-2f) and E Monaghan
(0-3f) 1-4 each, J Nolan 0-2 (0-1f), J Folan & C
Greaney 0-1 each.
ROSCOMMON: S Kelly; D Casey, J Brady, E
Kerins; J McGreal, E O’Reilly, C Neary; S Walsh,
DJ Hession; O O’Flaherty, S Lambe, R Conlon; R
Heneghan, S McGinley, B Nugent. Subs: R Hester
for McGinley (43), N O’Donnell for O’Flaherty
(60+3).
GALWAY: E McGrath; L O’Connor, J Connolly, D
Jennings; J Folan, J Ramsey, C Greaney; D
Kilcommins, H Gavin; J Lonergan, S Bermingham, G Kelly; E Monaghan, J Nolan, N Mannion.
Subs: C Costello for Kelly (36), R Kavanagh for
Kilcommins (49), D Lyons for Mannion (49), E
Brady for Jennings (54), N McGauran for
Greaney (57).
REF: Michael McGirl (Leitrim).

groove early and went ahead with scores
from distance by Duffy and a Marren
score from play after good play by Ronan
O’Hehir.
Goalscorer Casey scored a free for
Leitrim but this was quickly followed by a
By BART BARRINS
Stephen Rogan curling effort from out on
The Sligo Champion
the wing.
The decisive moment of the half came
LIGO are back in the Connacht
when midfielder Ross Doherty was at the
minor final only 7 months after they
end of a quick handpassing move involvlast competed in it but will be
ing Marren, Duffy and Flynn to drive the
hoping this time to go a step further and
ball low across the keeper from 13m.
secure the title. They produced a very
Leitrim responded with a point but in
good second half performance to justifian excellent five minutes from Doherty he
ably win in a very enjoycame in late again, passable game. Sligo started
ing out Dillon Walsh
in great form and had
before receiving the ball
four points on the scorefrom him and this time
board before Leitrim got
drove into the top left
a score.
corner of the Leitrim net.
It started with a Luke
Marren, after the
Marren close in free after
water break, added two
Joshua Flynn was fouled.
quick points from play
This was followed by an
with Paul Moran adding
excellent team score that
one for Leitrim. In the
started all the way from
54th minute Leitrim got
keeper Kyle Davey and
back into the game when
finished with Ronan
Reynolds took hold of the
Niland scoring.
ball after a brilliant save
Niland was injured a
ACE: Joshua Flynn was one of the
by Davey and put the ball
few minutes later and will star forwards for Sligo.
past Davey to narrow the
be a doubt for the final but Photo: Piaras Ó Mídheach/SPORTSFILE. gap to 6.
from the subsequent free
Davey did drive over
Marren played a one two with Stephen
a 45 with plenty to spare before the end
Rogan and floated it over.
and sub Conor McMorrow brought the
Mark McDaniel got on the scoresheet
scoring to an end and Sligo were back
after taking the ball from corner back
into the final.
Ross Chambers broke from defence.
There is plenty for Sligo to work on
Leitrim got a well worked goal which was
plus the added worries of the injured
finished into the top right corner by Jack
Niland and Ross Chambers but it is great
Casey. Ben Guckian followed this up with
for the county to reach the final for the
a pointed free.
second year running.
At the water break Sligo went two up
SCORERS – Sligo: L Marren 0-9 (4f), R Doherty
with points from play from sub Stephen
2-0, B Duffy 0-2, R Niland, M McDaniel, J Donlon,
Donoghue and wing back James Donlon.
S Donoghue, S Rogan, K Davey (1 45), C McMorLeitrim midfielder Barry McNulty, who
row 0-1 each.
was one of Leitrim’s best players on the
Leitrim: C Reynolds 1-2 (1f), J Casey 1-1(1f), B
night, scored a good long range point.
Guckian 0-1(1f), B McNulty, C Doyle, B McKenna, J
Tobin, P Moran 0-1 each
Marren responded with a point from a
free and then Brian Duffy scored from
SLIGO: K Davey, R O’Hehir, C Johnston, R Chambers, K Mullen, D McLoughlin, J Donlon, R
play after a good run from Dylan
Doherty, C Sheridan, M McDaniel, R Niland, S
McLoughlin. Centre back Con Doyle
Rogan, L Marren, J Flynn, B Duffy.
snuck inside the Sligo defence to score a
Subs: S Donoghue for Niland, D Walsh for
point and this was followed by 3 more
Mullen, C McMorrow for Rogan, R O’Kelly Lynch
Leitrim points where they took the lead.
for Chambers
Points from Brian McKenna and two
LEITRIM: S Sheridan; T Taylor, T Hughes, C
from Ciaran Reynolds, one that could
Keegan; L Chandler, C Doyle, J McGloin; B
have possibly been a green flag.
McNulty, P Moran; B Guckian, J Tobin, B
Marren was fouled and scored before
McKenna; J Casey, C Reynolds, C McMorrow.
the half time whistle leaving the scores
Subs: D Cox for Tobin (45), J Foley for Chandler
(48), G Murtagh for McMorrow (52).
tied at 1-6 v 0-9.
Sligo, like the first half, got into their
REF: Brendan Healy.

S
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Goals are the difference
Roscommon ...................4-13
Mayo ..................................2-12
By COLM GANNON
Mayo Advertiser

G

OALS win games the saying goes
and that was certainly true in Dr
Hyde Park, when four first half
goals for Roscommon proved to be to
much of a mountain for Mayo to climb in
the Connacht Minor Football Championship.
The second championship underage
defeat to Roscommon in the matter of
three days is something that will have
Mayo left with plenty to ponder over the
Winter months.
You’re not going to win a game
conceding four goals inside the opening
half an hour, even at this grade where
crazy things happen from time to time on
the field. Mayo did make a good fist of
getting themselves back into this game in
the second half and when they were still
six points down late on, if they had got in
for a goal - there was every possibility
they could have salvaged something from
it.
But Roscommon were resolute in
defence in the closing 20 minutes, shut-

ting up shop and closing down every
avenue Mayo attempted to probe and pick
at.
Roscommon led 1-3 to 0-5 at the first
water break, with their goal coming from
the penalty spot from Ryan Conlon in the
13th minute, it had taken two minutes
from the awarding of the penalty to the
kick actually taking pace because Mayo
goalkeeper Tiernan Burke had to go and
get a gum shield after the referee noticed
he didn’t have one in.
Mayo had started the game well with
Fiachra Cruise and Conal Dawson kicking
good scores, but a run a scores late on
from Roscommon including the Conlon ’s
penalty and the impressive Bobby Nugent
had the Rossies in front.
In the second quarter it all went wrong
for Mayo with Roscommon hitting them for
three goals in ten minutes. Shane McGinley and Colm Neary netted inside of two
minutes and they followed that up with
points from Nugent and Neary and
Roscommon were humming as they led 35 to 0-5.
Mayo did manage to get reel off 1-1 on
the bounce through a Pierce Deane free
and a goal from Crusie who saw his initial
penalty effort saved before he slotted
home the rebound. But seconds later the
killer goal arrived when Roscommon went
straight back down the field and Robert
Heneghan netted.

Into the West

Mayo did get two points back before
the half time whistle through, a brace of
Ronan Clarke frees - but I was going to be
to big of a hill for them to climb in the
second half.
Roscommon hunkered down at the
back and while Mayo did get in for a
second goal of their own through Ben
McHale - but it wasn’t to be for them as
Roscommon dug in an saw their way into
the Connacht semi-final.
SCORERS – Roscommon: B Nugent 0-4 (0-2f),
S McGinley (0-1m), C Neary & R Heneghan (0-1f)
1-1 each, R Conlon 1-0 (pen), DJ Hession 0-3, S
Walsh 0-2, J McGreal 0-1.
Mayo: R Clarke 0-5f, F Cruise 1-1, B McHale 1-0, C
Dawson & P Deane (0-1f) 0-2 each, C Corless & A
Browne 0-1 each.
ROSCOMMON: S Kelly; D Casey, C Harley, J
Brady; J McGreal, E O’Reilly, E Kerins; S Walsh, DJ
Hession; R Hester, B Nugent, R Conlon; C Neary, S
McGinley, R Heneghan. Subs: O O’Flaherty for
Hester (half-time), P Higgins for Kerins (43), R
Carthy for Nugent (46), A Durr for Harley (54), A
McGreal for Conlon (61).
MAYO: T Burke; L Silke, J Walsh, B Collins; C
Corless, J Ferguson, C Dawson; S Morahan, D
Duffy; S Neary, F Cruise, T O’Flaherty; J Maheady,
R Clarke, P Deane. Subs: A Browne for Silke (25),
B McHale for Neary (half-time), C Mulroy for
Duffy (43), A Beirne for O’Flaherty (54), S
Sweeney for Deane (57), B Breslin for Collins (58,
temp).
REF: Ronan Hynes (Sligo).
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Rossies brave in defeat
Kerry .................................3-21
Roscommon ...................2-13
By IAN COONEY
Roscommon Herald

T

HE 2020 Roscommon minor footballers fell at the penultimate hurdle
in their quest for All-Ireland honours
when they had to settle for second best in
their delayed All-Ireland semi-final against
Kerry at the LIT Gaelic grounds.
Both teams hadn’t played a game in
six and a half months but they made light
of their inertia to produce a very enjoyable
game of football. But Kerry had more
class all over the field and ran out 3-21 to
2-13 winners.
Roscommon made a positive start with
three unanswered points inside the first
four minutes from captain Eoin Colleran
(two frees) and Colm Neary.
But a brilliant team move finished to
the net by Keith Evans seemed to ignite
the Kingdom in the eighth minute.
Disaster struck for Emmet Durney’s
charges just after the water break when a
kickout from David Farrell was intercepted
by Cian McMahon and he played in
Darragh O’Sullivan who finished emphatically to the net. To rub further salt into
Roscommon’s wounds, Aaron Shannon
was shown a black card.
But Roscommon, to their credit,

CLOSE: Eoin Ward of Roscommon in action against Kerry’s Killian O’Sullivan in the All-Ireland
semi-final at the Gaelic Grounds.
Photo: Piaras Ó Mídheach / SPORTSFILE.

responded a goal by Ryan Conlon got
them back on level terms.
The next seven points went Kerry’s
way before Colleran stopped the rot to
leave Roscommon trailing by 2-10 to 1-7
at the break.

SPEED: Roscommon’s Aaron Shannon surges past Dara O’Callaghan of Kerry at the Gaelic
Grounds in Limerick.
Photo: Piaras Ó Mídheach / SPORTSFILE.

Kerry kept Roscommon at arm’s length
in the third quarter, with wing-forward
Keith Evans continuing to impress, while
Darren Gately never gave up the ghost for
the Rossies.
A superb Conor Hand goal after the
second-half water break brought Roscommon back to within six points but when
Darragh O’Sullivan took a short free to
Cian McMahon, the Dr Crokes player
lashed the ball to the net to finish off
Roscommon’s brave resistance.
SCORERS – Kerry: C McMahon 1-5 (0-2 frees), K
Evans 1-5, D O’Sullivan 1-4 (0-1 free), W Shine 02, J Kissane 0-2, P O’Leary 0-1, M O’Connell 0-1,
M Manning 0-1.
Roscommon: C Hand 1-4 (0-1 free), E Colleran
0-6 (0-4 frees), R Conlon 1-0, D Gately 0-2 (0-1
mark, 0-1 free), C Neary 0-1.
KERRY: S Broderick; C O’Donoghue, J Nagle, D
O’Callaghan; P O’Leary, A Heinrich, K O’Sullivan;
C O Conaill, O Maunsell; K Evans, W Shine, T
O’Donnell; C McMahon, C Foley, D O’Sullivan.
Subs: J Kissane for Foley (41 mins), D Fleming
for K O’Sullivan (44 mins), M O’Connell for Shine
(46 mins), R Burns for D O’Sullivan (54 mins), M
Manning for Evans (55 mins).
ROSCOMMON: D Farrell; L Walsh, C Keogh, M
Sugrue; C Neary, A McManus, E Ward; O Cregg, J
Greene; S Walsh, R Conlon, C Hand; A Shannon, E
Colleran, D Gately. Subs: T Lennon for Shannon
(30 mins), D Kenny for Cregg, injured (half-time),
I Harney for Conlon (half-time), M Watson for
Greene (39 mins), S McGinley for McManus (47
mins).
REF: Sean Lonergan (Tipperary).

• ELECTRIC IRELAND GAA ALL-IRELAND MINOR – 2020 FINAL
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Waterford dump Galway out

STRIKE: Galway substitute Jason Flynn finds the net for a vital goal in a late comeback against Waterford.

Waterford .......................1-30
Galway .............................3-20
By JOHN HARRINGTON
GAA.ie

A

NOTHER hurling weekend, another
epic comeback, but this one fell just
short.
It looked like Galway’s final rites were
already read when they trailed a rampant
Waterford by 1-25 to 0-12 by the 54th
minute of this All-Ireland SHC Round 2
Qualifier in Semple Stadium.
But they rose from their death-bed in
dramatic fashion with three late goals that
transformed what looked like being a
procession for Waterford into a whiteknuckle ride to the finish.
And were it not for a burst of three
points in as many injury-time minutes by
Waterford, they might well have conspired
to lose a game they dominated for so
long.
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Had that scenario come to pass, it
would have been a real head-scratcher
because Liam Cahill’s team played spectacular hurling for most of the match.
They simply ran Galway ragged with
their high-tempo hard-running/short-passing game.
The sight of a Waterford hurler backing
himself to break through the first tackle
and then popping the ball off to a supporting runner on his shoulder was the central
theme of the match, and a tactic that
ripped Galway open time and again.
The Tribesmen just couldn’t cope with
Waterford’s superior athleticism, and
didn’t play with anything like the same
method either as they relied on hit and
hope deliveries into their forwards for
most of the game.
Jack Fagan of Waterford gets away
from Daithi Burke of Galway on his way to
scoring his side's first goal during the GAA
Hurling All-Ireland Senior Championship
Round 2 match between Waterford and
Galway at Semple Stadium in Thurles,
Tipperary.
That sufficed to keep them in touch for

Photo: Harry Murphy / SPORTSFILE.

the first quarter of the contest thanks
largely to the industry of Conor Whelan,
with a scoreline of 0-9 to 0-7 in Waterford’s favour by the first water-break not
quite reflective of their dominance.
It was a different story, though, in the
second quarter.
Now the blistering runs of Waterford’s
half-backs and midfielders who would hit
a combined 11 points from play over the
course of the game really began to scorch
the Tribesmen.
Barron, in particular, hurled like a man
possessed in the middle of the field, and
his partner Peter Hogan matched him for
industry.
In the second-quarter Waterford
outscored Galway by 1-9 to two points,
with the goal from Jack Fagan on 32
minutes a beautifully constructed score.
Dessie Hutchinson made one of many
high-rev sprints to race onto Barron’s
sideline cut before off-loading to the onrushing Patrick Curran who played in
Fagan.
The combination of quick feet, quickhands, and quick thinking tore the Galway
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defence open and Fagan finished
emphatically for a goal that put his team
10 points ahead.
The previously quiet Austin Gleeson
then burst into the contest just before
half-time with a couple of points that gave
his team a 1-18 to 0-9 advantage at the
break.
At that stage Galway didn’t look like a
team capable of turning the game around,
but they were given a boost just before
the start of the second-half when referee
Sean Stack red-carded Waterford’s Conor
Gleeson for an off the ball incident he’d
been involved in at the end of the firsthalf.
His departure didn’t look like it was
going to have any impact though as
Waterford took up where they left off to
dominate the third quarter.
It was the same old story. Their halfbacks and midfielders were cutting
through ranks of maroon jersies at will to
create overloads and overlaps that more
often than not led to scores.
Barron, in particular, was sensational
with two rousing scores from the middle of
the park.
By the second-half water-break Waterford led by 16 points, and you figured they
could free-wheel downhill from there.
Not so. Galway suddenly came to life
in the final quarter when the repositioning

SAFE: Galway goalkeeper Darach Fahy makes
a clearance at Semple Stadium in Thurles.
Photo: Harry Murphy / SPORTSFILE.

CLEAR: Shane Cooney of Galway is tackled by Waterford’s Jamie Barron at Semple Stadium in
Thurles.
Photo: Ray McManus / SPORTSFILE.

of Cathal Mannion at full-forward gave
them a focal point in attack they’d badly
lacked up until then.
He scored their first goal on 55
minutes and when points followed from
Joe Canning and Evan Niland to cut the
gap to 10, Galway’s supporters started to
make some noise for the first time in a
while.
On the field, their players were also
starting to come to life, as Waterford’s 14
men understandably began to wilt in the
leg-draining heat.
Points from Canning, Flynn and Brian
Concannon had cut the gap to six by the
end of normal time, and just as the
stadium announcer declared their would
be seven minutes of injury-time Flynn got
onto the end of a sublime Canning pass to
crash home a goal that left just a score
between the teams.
With plenty of time left to play and all
the momentum behind them, it really now
looked like Galway could pull off the
mother and father of all comebacks, but a
tiring Waterford somehow found the
energy for one last vital burst.
Substitute Michael Kiely slung over a
fine point and then two Stephen Bennett
frees stretched the gap out of six again
and you figured you could move back
from the edge of your seat.
Jason Flynn of Galway shoots to score
his side's third goal during the GAA Hurling All-Ireland Senior Championship
Round 2 match between Waterford and
Galway at Semple Stadium in Thurles,
Tipperary.
Not quite. Flynn struck for a second
goal to briefly put dread in Waterford
hearts again.
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Then, when they needed it most, there
was one last act of heroism from a Waterford player as Stephen Bennett struck a
mighty point from play to finally make the
game safe and send his team into the AllIreland Quarter-Finals.
If their considerable efforts here
haven’t taken too much of a toll, they’ll be
a hard team to stop now they’ve found
their stride again.
There’s one last historical postscript to
this match worth mentioning. The nine
points that Joe Canning hit today were
enough to see him overtake Henry Shefflin as the record score-getter in the
history of Championship hurling.
The Portumna man is now out on his
own with a tally of 27-485 from 62 Championship matches. Quite the achievement.
SCORERS – Waterford: S Bennett 0-10 (7f, ’65),
J Fagan 1-2, J Barron 0-4, A Gleeson 0-3 (1 sideline), C Lyons, K Bennett, J Prendergast, P Curran
all 0-2, M Kiely, P Hogan, S Bennett all 0-1.
Galway: J Canning 0-9 (8f), J Flynn 2-1, C
Whelan 0-3, C Mannion 1-0, E Niland 0-2, J
Cooney, C Cooney, B Concannon, J Coen, A Tuohy
all 0-1.
WATERFORD: S O’Brien; C Gleeson, C Prunty, I
Kenny; C Lyons, S Bennett, K Bennett; J Barron, P
Hogan; J Fagan, J Prendergast, S Bennett; D
Hutchinson, A Gleeson, P Curran. Subs: M Kiely
for P Curran (59), D Lyons for P Hogan (60), B
Power for J Prendergast (64), C Dunford for J
Fagan (68), S McNulty for D Hutchinson (74).
GALWAY: D Fahy; S Cooney, G McInerney, D
Morrissey; P Mannion, D Burke, A Harte; S
Loftus, C Mannion; J Cooney, C Whelan, C Cooney;
S Linnane, J Canning, B Concannon.
Subs: J Coen for S Loftus (26), A Tuohey for S
Linnane (30), E Niland for C Cooney (46), J Fitzpatrick for D Morrissey (51), J Flynn for J Cooney
(58).
REF: Sean Stack (Dublin).
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Dublin triumph at Croke Park
Dublin ...............................1-18
Galway .............................1-14
By JOHN McCARTHY

C

HRIS Crummey’s goal ultimately
made the difference but Dublin
were clear winners here despite
the narrow four-point margin in the end at
Croke Park.
Galway came to GAA headquarters
looking to reach another Leinster SHC
final, to make amends after last year’s
defeat to Kilkenny.
But the Tribesmen never got going and
looked out of sorts, ever since Joe
Canning went low with an early free that
should have been sent over the bar.
Donal Burke and Danny Sutcliffe shot
0-9 between them and despite scoring 12, Galway forward Conor Whelan came
out on the wrong side of the result as they
were dumped into the qualifiers.
Dublin were 0-8 to 0-6 in front at halftime after taking a 0-4 to 0-1 lead at the
first water break. They were the dominant
side early on as Galway missed goal
chance after goal chance.
Canning was looking to move closer to
the all-time scoring record but he was
guilty of seven of Galway’s 12 first half
wides.
Galway did come back into the game
before half time but to their credit Dublin
piled on the pressure again in the third
quarter.
Dublin extended their lead to five
points eight minutes into the second half
but Whelan hit back with his goal and the
Galway challenge was alive.
Nevertheless, it was killed off again
when Crummey scored to give Dublin a

CONTROL: Conor Cooney of Galway in action against Dublin’s Paddy Smyth.
Photo: Seb Daly / SPORTSFILE.

four-point advantage at the final water
break.
Galway tried to chip away at it but their
revival was held at bay and Dublin
claimed the victory.
SCORERS – Dublin: D Burke (0-6, 4 frees); C
Crummey (1-0); D Sutcliffe (0-3), D Gray, R Hayes
(0-2 each), C O'Sullivan, A Nolan (1 free), C
Boland, R McBride, C Burke (0-1 each).
Galway: J Canning (0-6, 4 frees, 1 65); C Whelan
(1-2); E Niland (0-2, 1 free); C Cooney, C Mannion,
P Mannion, A Harte (0-1 each).
DUBLIN: A Nolan; C O'Callaghan, E O'Donnell, P
Smyth; J Madden, L Rushe, D Gray; R McBride, C

Burke; D Burke, C Crummey, D Sutcliffe; C
Boland, R Hayes, C O'Sullivan. Subs: M Schutte
for Boland (30-f/t, blood); O O'Rorke for O'Sullivan (52); A Dunphy for O'Donnell (58); J Malone
for Madden (68); P Crummey for C Crummey
(72); F Whitely for Hayes (75).
GALWAY: E Murphy; S Cooney, G McInerney, D
Morrissey; P Mannion, Daithi Burke, F Burke; S
Loftus, C Mannion; C Cooney, J Canning, A
Tuohey; C Whelan, J Cooney, B Concannon.
Subs: David Burke for Tuohey (34); E Niland for
Loftus (h/t); A Harte for S Cooney (56-60, blood);
TJ Brennan for F Burke (58); Harte for J Cooney
(61); N Burke for C Cooney (67).
REF: J Murphy (Limerick).

FAST: Galway forward Evan Niland gets his shot in ahead of Daire Gray at STRONG: Galway’s Daithí Burke clears the ball with Cian O’Sullivan of
Croke Park.
Photo: Piaras Ó Mídheach / SPORTSFILE. Dublin in close attention.
Photo: Piaras Ó Mídheach / SPORTSFILE.
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Brave Sligo edged out
O’Doherty but Eoin Comerford beat him to
the rebound that just scraped the crossbar. The lead at the water break was 7.
O’Doherty was keeping Derry at arms
length but Sligo kept at their task. In the
56th minute Joe McHugh from a tight
angle hit the side netting after good work
from T Cawley and Banks. The 59th
minute saw Cawley gain possession, turn
and head for goal. He was pulled down on
the 20m line inside the D and no cover
inside but for the second time in the game
he was done out of a possible penalty.
Gerard O went for the goal with 6 on the
line but it was stopped but in the next play
a good interception by Rory McHugh was
moved on by Kevin Banks to Gerard who
drove it over from 65m. Rory McHugh was
to follow it up and his brother Joe after a
good run by Mark Hanniffy brought it back
to 3 in the 66th minute. Derry closed the
game out with 2 O’Doherty frees and a
Bradley point from play. Liam O’Kelly
Lynch who had come on for the
exhausted Thomas Cawley got his first
senior championship point to bring it back
to 5. A long ball into the other Derry u20
star Shéa Cassidy was plucked from the
clouds and he was fouled. The puckout
from the successful free was worked up
the field and Joe McHugh was again in on
goal from the stand side at a tight angle.
His effort beat the keeper but bounced off
the crossbar and over for the final score of
the game.
Sligo end the year at division 3 champions, have their first Christy Ring win and
membership of the same competition for
2022. A bright future for this young squad
looks inevitable and the experience from
this years exertions can only benefit all in
the long run.

Derry ................................0-28
Sligo ...................................2-17
SLIGO GAA

S

LIGO senior hurlers journey for
2021 is over and like their U20
colleagues it was Derry who
finished their run. Having to start without
the suspended Weir and Munnelly and
travelling to Owenbeg made a successful
outcome more difficult but one thing that
can be truly said about this group is they
never back down, accept the norm and
fight for their team will the final whistle.
There was times in this game where it
did appear the game was getting away
from them, the middle third of the first half
and second, but on both occasions they
took back the initiative and brought themselves back into the game. In the end the
Derry range of scorers and their ability to
catch all types of high ball proved the
difference.
Sligo were out of the blocks with
young Thomas Cawley scoring from out
on the wing in the first attack of the game.
Gerard Bradley responded but on the
rock hard ground the deft skills of Joe
McHugh were on show with a lovely
pickup and on the run score going across
the field. Derry took the lead with two
points from play from u20 star Eoghan
Cassidy and Sé McGuigan. In the 6th
minute Tony O’Kelly Lynch went on a run
leaving 3 Derry lads behind him, did the
Kyle Hayes bounce before handpassing
to brother Gerard who slipped one tackle
and drove to the roof of the net. It
appeared to rouse Derry who went on to
score the next 7 points and kept Sligo
scoreless for 15 minutes. The Derry
forward line was causing havoc with their
catching, first touch and to take a score
with John and Richie Mullan, Cormac
O’Doherty (who was flawless from frees
all day) , Brian Cahill and McGuigan.
Joe McHugh setup the onrushing Andy
Kilcullen to score from 45 metres. Gerard
O added a free but there was further
scores from Bradley, O’Doherty, Foley
and McCloskey. Andy Kilcullen returned
the favour for Joe McHugh. Conor
Hanniffy scored two good efforts for Sligo
to narrow the lead to 4 but again Bradley
was on hand to to extend the lead out to 6
at half time 0-16 v 1-7. Kevin Banks and
Rory McHugh began to read the Derry
attacks and they along with the hard
running of Tony O were big elements in
Sligo getting back into it.
Derry got the start to the second half
Sligo wanted with 3 points with two from
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SCORERS – Derry: C O’Doherty 0-12(11f), G
TARGET: Sligo’s Gerard O’Kelly-Lynch scored
1-6 but still came out on the wrong side of the
result against Derry.
Photo: Harry Murphy / SPORTSFILE.

play by Odhran McKeever. Sligo
cancelled it out in a move with strong
running, support play and quick hands
which finished with Joe McHugh driving
past the keeper. Banks, Kilcullen, Rory
McHugh and Tony O were all involved in
the move. O’Doherty responded for Derry
but two Gerard O frees brough the gap
down to 5. O’Doherty, Brian Cassidy and
Bradley pushed the lead out but Derry did
have a lucky escape when a Thomas
Cawley point attempt (think of the county
final winning score) was tapped down by

Bradley 0-5, S McGuigan, B Cassidy, O McKeever
0-2 each, E Cassidy, J Mullan, R Mullan, D Foley,
D McCloskey 0-1 each.
Sligo: G O’Kelly-Lynch 1-6 (5f), J McHugh 1-4, C
Hanniffy 0-2, T Cawley, A Kilcullen, E Comerford,
R McHugh, L O’Kelly Lynch 0-1 each.

DERRY: O O’Doherty, C McAllister, S Cassidy, M
McGrath, J Mullan, B Og McGilligan, R Mullan, E
Cassidy, C O’Doherty, M McGuigan, G Bradley, D
McCloskey, D Foley, S McGuigan, B Cassidy.
Subs: O McKeever, P Nelis.

SLIGO: S Fleming, K O’Kennedy, N Feehily, N
Kilcullen, K Banks, R McHugh, G Connolly, M
Hanniffy, T O’Kelly-Lynch, C Hanniffy, J McHugh,
F Cawley, T Cawley, G O’Kelly-Lynch, A Kilcullen
Subs: E Comerford for Connolly, L O’Kelly Lynch
for T Cawley.

REF: Kevin Brady (Louth).
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Hard-fought win in the Hyde
Sligo ..................................2-18
Roscommon ...................1-20
By EMMA GALLAGHER
The Sligo Champion

S

EARING heat, end to end scoring
and a finish that snatched a late,
late victory for battling Sligo, this
Christy Ring quarter final with Roscommon in Dr Hyde Park had it all.
The temperatures were nearing thirty
degrees and both sets of players gave it
their all as the emotions were certainly
running high.
Sligo, down to 14 men in the second
half, looked like they were facing relegation as deep into injury time hosts
Roscommon went 2 points in front but
Padraig Mannion's side were no way
done. With seconds to go, what can only
be described as a jaw-dropping goal from
the superb Mark Hannify, his second
during the encounter, put Sligo in front
and earned them their first ever victory in
the Christy Ring. The never-say-die attitude of Sligo was remarkable and
although 2 points down with referee
Richie Fitzsimons looking ever closer to
signalling full-time, they still pushed
forward.
A short free from Kevin Banks to
Gerard O’Kelly-Lynch near midfield saw
his long-range shot came off the crossbar with Hannify pouncing, Enda Lawless
in the Roscommon goal with no chance
as the shot rattled the back of the net, the
Sligo supporters ecstatic as instead of
relegation, the Yeats men were dreaming
of the semi-final.
That dream became reality 30
seconds later as full-time saw the players,
management, supporters and even a dog
jump to their feet.
This victory was even sweeter as
Sligo's U20s had also defeated the same
opposition earlier in the week and also
look forward to an All-Ireland semi-final
with Derry this evening in Markievicz
Park.
It was a testing game for both with the
scorching heat, however the first half in
particular was brilliant from a scoring point
of view; 29 scores in total and Roscommon in front by a point, 0-15 to 0-14 at the
break. Roscommon's midfielder Ben
McGahon got on the scoreboard first with
only 11 seconds into the game, Thomas
Cawley responding in what was a very
pacy start to the game.
McGahon got his second with Conor
Hannify finding Finnian Cawley who
equalised 3 minutes in. Captain Cathal
Dolan from a tight angle put the hosts in
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Andrew
Kilcullen was
one of the leading lights for
Sligo in a
famous win.
Photo:
Harry Murphy /
SPORTSFILE.

front, Mark Hannify finding Gavin Connolly
who slotted over.
Niall Kilroy, impressive throughout had
a possible goal chance for Roscommon
on 11 minutes, the Sligo defence doing
well. Gerard O'Kelly-Lynch through a free
on 12 minutes put the visitors into the lead
for the first time. Two from Dolan (one
free), the influential Cathal Kenny and
Conor Mulry saw the hosts go three in
front but a brilliant point from Thomas
Cawley was the score to settle Sligo in
what was end to end drama. Rory
McHugh did exceptionally to defend a
Dolan goal chance as Cawley sent over
another fantastic score as Roscommon
were in front by 0-8 to 0-6 at the first
water break.
Rory McHugh with a sublime catch fed
Mark Hannify who pointed, moments later
Joe McHugh on target as it was level
once more. A Dolan free and fine score
from Kenny from play edged Roscommon
into the lead but Andrew Kilcullen sent
over a great point, Kilroy doing the same
down the other end.
It was Sligo then who hit 3 on the
bounce, a second O'Kelly-Lynch free
followed by Kilcullen with his second and
a fine score from Conor Hannify as the
visitors went in front on the half hour
mark.
Two more from Kenny, one from a
placed ball saw the pendulum swing back
again, good work from Conor Hannify to
earn a free which O'Kelly-Lynch duly sent
over. Roscommon's McGahon got his
third with Kenny adding another impressive point as half-time approached,
O'Kelly-Lynch getting the last score from a
well-taken '65 after a Kilcullen goal
chance was sent out wide, Sligo behind
by a mere point.
Like the first half, there was a score
seconds after the resumption, this time it
was Sligo's Kilcullen after Tony O'KellyLynch did well.

A minute in and the first goal arrived, a
brilliant ball from Kenny seeking out Kilroy
who found the net and extended the gap.
It was Kenny again who pointed an unreal
score as the hosts crept into a 4 point
lead on 38 minutes. Rory McHugh was
fouled and O'Kelly-Lynch slotted over with
Finnian Cawley adding a superb point on
40 minutes, down the other end Sligo's
Niall Feehily and Niall Kilcullen doing
good work to deny a Roscommon attack.
Kenny added another free before Rory
McHugh linked up with Hannify and he
slammed home to bring the game level,
the sides both registering 1-17.Then,
Sligo were down to 14 men after the
referee consulted with his umpires,
Roscommon's Dolan brandished a yellow
card, with James Weir having to depart
just on the cusp of the second water
break. Understandably after the high
intensity of the opening half and with the
temperatures, there was some tiredness
beginning to show to both in the second
period with a number of uncharacteristic
mistakes. Kilroy put the hosts' noses in
front on 62 minutes as it looked it was
going to be so close in the remaining 10
minutes. O'Kelly-Lynch pointed a free on
Kevin O'Kennedy, McGahon receiving a
yellow with shouts from the Sligo camp for
a red as 5 minutes of injury time was to be
played, sides level on 1-18. Roscommon
substitute Michael Brennan, only on the
field of play, made his presence immediately felt with a point, Kenny adding
another as Roscommon looked home and
dry.
Ferocious heat, relegation looming,
Sligo had other ideas and Banks' quick
thinking to O'Kelly-Lynch saw one last
chance, Hannify lurking to claim a victory
that for those lucky enough to be there will
live long in memory.
SCORERS – Sligo: M Hannify (2-1), G O’KellyLynch (0-6, 6f), T Cawley (0-3), A Kilcullen (0-3),
F Cawley (0-2), G Connolly (0-1), J McHugh (0-1),
C Hannify (0-1).
Roscommon: N Kilroy (1-0), C Dolan (0-8, 4f), C
Kenny (0-4), B McGahon (0-3), C Mulry (0-2), O
Kelly (0-2), M Brennan (0-1).
SLIGO: S Fleming, J Weir, N Feehily (C), N
Kilcullen, K Banks, R McHugh, G Connolly, M
Hannify, T O'Kelly-Lynch, C Hannify, J McHugh, F
Cawley, T Cawley, G O'Kelly-Lynch, A Kilcullen.
Subs: K O'Kennedy for T O'Kelly-Lynch (43),K
Prior for J McHugh (60), M Munnelly for Thomas
Cawley (63).
ROSCOMMON: E Lawless, O Kelly, D Fallon, P
Nolan, E Costello, S Naughton, P Kellehan, B
McGahon, N Kilroy, C Egan, D Heavey, C Dolan
(C), C Kenny, C Kennelly, C Mulry.
Subs: J Kilkenny for Fallon (35), N Connaughton
for Nolan (43), M Comerford for Kenny (b/s 44),
D Kelly for Naughton (49), E Coyle for Heavey
(61), M Brennan for Mc Comerford (70).
REF: R Fitzsimons (Offaly).
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Offaly a bridge too far
Offaly ...............................2-39
Sligo ...................................2-17

Conor Hannify
in action.

Sligo GAA

O

FFALY were visitors to Markievicz
park in the Christy Ring playoff
and in doing so closed a gap of 70
plus years since a Liam McCarthy winning
team played in the park. The last time
was the Official opening of the grounds
when Cork played Galway with Christy
Ring himself unable to play due to injury.
Offaly’s chart has been downward in
the last few years however this year they
have arrested the slide and are on the
way back up to the elite grade with multi
All Ireland winners Michael Fennelly and
Michael Kavanagh on their sideline.
Sligo have been also on the up with
two promotions in the last two years
meaning it was a good barometer for the
young Sligo team to see where they are
at and what they have to aim for. For 50
plus minutes Sligo gave a great account
of themselves despite physically being at
a disadvantage with their skill levels
matching Offaly.
The first 5 minutes of the game was
tough for Sligo as they got used of the
speed of hurling from a team two divisions above them in the league with a
good number of blocks and hooks catching them out. However they were soon up
to speed with points from play from
Thomas Cawley and Gavin Connolly and
two Gerard O’Kelly-Lynch frees to leave
the score after 10 minutes at 0-8 v 0-4.
Eoghan Cahill was scoring frees for Offaly
from all distances and angles with Liam
Langton also adding three points.

In the 13th minute the large home
attendance were roaring with joy after
Gerard O won a long ball in and after
scything by two Offaly defender drove to
the net from 13m. He followed this up with
pointed frees but Stephen Fleming in the
goal made a miraculous save for the
home team followed by Niall Feehily doing
likewise with Cahill scoring the resultant
65s. Offaly finished the half strongly with
the final 5 scores leaving the half time
score as 1-9 v 0-20.
Seconds into the second half Shane
Dooley scored a goal for the visitors
followed by another Cahill free. The
following puckout was caught by halftime
sub Andy Kilcullen who went on a mazy
run and scored a very good point. In the
fifth minute young Thomas Cawley caught
an excellent cross field ball, turned and
went along the endline finishing with
Gerard O finishing to the net. This was
followed by two quick freed from Gerard
O’ . Cahill got a few more frees but Sligo
came back again with Conor Hanniffy
getting in on the scoring act and Gerard

scoring two more frees.
Offaly though went on a scoring spree
scoring 11 points on the trot before
Finnian Cawley broke the sequence.
Fleming made another excellent save with
Clancy doing likewise for Offaly from the
first time shot by Thomas Cawley. A long
pointed attempt in injury time was mishandled by Fleming and ended up in the net
to put an undeserved gloss to the visitors
scoreline.
There was a lot for Sligo to take from
the game with the speed of first touch,
precision and speed of passing ans the
range of scorers for Offaly something to
aspire to. The likes of Rory McHugh, Niall
Feehily, Gavin Connolly, Thomas Cawley
and Gerard O’Kelly-Lynch more than
matched the opposition and means the
progress curve should stay upwards for
the next number of years.
SCORERS – Offaly: E Cahill 0-15 (12f), B Duignan 0-6, L Langton 0-5, A Treacy, S Dooley 1-1
each, J Murphy 0-4, O Kelly, J Sampson 0-2 each,
L Fox, K Sampson, L O’Connor 0-1 each.
Sligo: G O’Kelly-Lynch 1-12 (11f), T Cawley 1-1, G
Connolly, A Kilcullen, C Hanniffy, F Cawley 0-1
each.
OFFALY: C Clancy; P Delaney, C Burke, D King; A
Treacy, B Conneely, K Sampson; L Fox, R Ravenhill; E Cahill, L Langton, B Duignan; O Kelly, J
Murphy, S Dooley. Subs: J Quinn for Burke
(42m), J Sampson for Dooley (48m), E Kelly for
Fox (54m), S Kinsella for Oisin Kelly (61m), L
O’Connor for Langton (65m),
SLIGO: S Fleming, J Weir, N Feehily, N Kilcullen,
K Banks, R McHugh, G Connolly, K O’Kennedy, T
O’Kelly-Lynch, C Hannify, J McHugh, F Cawley, T
Cawley, G O’Kelly-Lynch, M Munnelly
Subs: M Hanniffy for Munnelly, A Kilcullen for T
O’Kelly-Lynch, K Gilmartin for T Cawley, K Prior
for O’Kennedy, F Moylan for J McHugh.
REF: Alan Kelly (Galway).

Wicklow are easy winners
Wicklow ...........................2-18
Roscommon ....................1-11
By DAVE HOOPER
Shannonside Northern Sound

R

OSCOMMON fell to an opening
day 10 point defeat to Wicklow in
their Christy Ring Cup group A

game.
Just five minutes were on the clock
when Gary Hughes found the Roscom-
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mon net having missed a guilt edge
opportunity within seconds of the throwin.
While Roscommon recovered slightly it
was Wicklow who led 1-8 to five points at
half-time.
The game seemed to turn for Roscommon at the second water break when
Gary Byrne was shown a straight red with
Roscommon pulling it back to a four point
game.
However Wicklow had an extra gear
with Mikey Lee firing into the net to see
Wicklow to a 2-18 to 1-11.

WICKLOW: C Staunton; P Keane, B Kearney, M
O’Brien; G Byrne, D Staunton, J Henderson; J
Doyle, S Cranley; P Doran, M Lee (1-3), E Kearns
(0-1); L Evans (0-1), A O’Brien (0-10, 9f), G
Hughes (1-1). Subs: C Moorehouse (0-1, S/L), E
McCormack (0-1), C Breen.
ROSCOMMON: E Lawless; D Kelly, E Costello, P
Kellehan (0-1); D Fallon, S Naughton, D Heavey;
B McGahon, J Kilkenny; C Egan (1-5, 5f, 1p), C
Dolan (0-5, 1f), N Connaughton; M Comerford, C
Kennelly, C Mulry. Subs: C Kenny for M Comerford (H/T), T Doyle for B McGahon (H/T), E Coyle
for J Kilkenny (H/T), B McGahon for C Mulry (70),
G Egan for D Heavey (77)
REF: Thomas Gleeson (Dublin).
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Roscommon fall agonisingly short
Derry ................................0-19
Roscommon ....................1-15
By IAN COONEY
Roscommon Herald

D

ERRY narrowly overcame Roscommon thanks to a third quarter
display. They trailed 1-11 to 0-8 at
the break, had Darragh McCloskey sent
off early on and saw Sean Cassidy in the
sin-bin in the 31st minute.
Cassidy hauled down Connell
Kennelly en route to goal, but Oisín O’Doherty sprang to his right like a gazelle to
deny Cathal Dolan.
Half time came at the perfect time for
the visitors. It allowed them to regroup
and switch Richie Mullan to defence to
give them a much better shape.
Led by their captain Cormac O’Doherty, a tsunami of Derry attacks
peppered the Roscommon rearguard.
Eventually, Dominic McKinley’s charges
got there, hitting a controversial lead
score with four minutes remaining through
Conor Kelly before extending their lead
through eye-catching substitute Deaghlan
Foley moments later.
Cathal Mulry, in the fifth minute of
injury time, reduced the gap to a point.
Roscommon had one last chance to save
the game. O’Doherty was dismissed on a
second booking for a foul on the right
flank, but Dolan missed the chance to
level matters.
It was a different Roscommon from the
hammering at Owenbeg last month. To
say that Roscommon were excellent
during the opening half would be an
understatement. From the moment
Eoghan Costello emerged from a ruck of
players inside the opening minute, there
was very something different about a
performance.
Costello, Shane Naughton and Peter
Kellehan were dominating in the half-back
line, while Cillian Egan and Cathal Kenny
was finding pockets of space to embellish
their industry and running off the ball. It
also helped that Kennelly was proving to
be a nuisance for Seán Cassidy on the
edge of the square, with the Derry man
getting on top after the break.
Derry were getting some joy from diagonal deliveries that were finding Sé
McGuigan and Shea Cassidy in space
but, in the main, Roscommon were
getting great joy from some crucial
turnovers.
Shea Cassidy opened Derry’s
account, but the visitors were hit by a
sucker punch in the fifth minute when
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Darragh Heavey slotted over two points
against Derry.
Photo by Piaras Ó Mídheach/Sportsfile

Egan set up Kennelly for the game’s only
goal. Soon afterwards, McCloskey saw
red for an off the ball altercation with
Cathal Kenny. Derry were rattled in the
knowledge that this was nothing like the
league game between the sides a few
weeks earlier.
Sé McGuigan steadied the ship when
he reacted quickest to a sideline cut that
came his way before O’Doherty found the
range from a ’65. McGuigan found the
target once more when he took advantage
of a misplaced pass out of the Roscommon defence to pare the margin back to
just a point.
But Roscommon rediscovered their
earlier momentum with a score from
Darragh Heavey off his left side. A free

from Dolan soon followed before Kenny
and Odhran McKeever exchanged points
to leave it 1-4 to 0-4 in the underdogs’
favour at the water break.
The second quarter made for even
better viewing from a Roscommon
perspective. Derry’s scores came from
O’Doherty and a monstrous point from
inside his own ’65 by Gerard Bradley but
there was plenty of traffic going in the
opposite direction too as Egan (2), Dolan
(two frees), Mulry and Costello, with an
exquisite effort, left Johnny Keane’s side
in control, despite missing a penalty, at
the break - leading by six points.
But the pendulum swung dramatically
in Derry’s favour on the resumption. The
introduction of Deaglan Foley and Brian
Cassidy injected much-needed impetus
into the Derry attack as Roscommon
started to struggle in too many positions.
Derry managed to close down their opponents as the earlier freedom that the
home side enjoyed evaporated. Appeals
for a number of frees they were entitled to
were also turned down by referee Chris
Mooney who had incensed Derry with a
couple of decisions in the opening half.
Between the 44th and 68th minutes, all
Roscommon had to show for their efforts
was a Cathal Dolan free. Derry kept piling
on the pressure with O’Doherty (2),
Cassidy and Mark McGuigan eroding the
deficit to just three points at the secondhalf water break.
The game’s trajectory never altered as
another booming effort from Bradley was
sandwiched between a couple of O’Doherty frees to bring the sides level.
Kelly’s long-range effort in the 66th
minute was waved wide by an umpire, but
the referee overturned the decision to
award the score. Deaghlan Foley soon
pointed with aplomb and Derry’s remarkable turnaround was completed.
But Roscommon weren’t finished just
yet. Foley and O’Doherty swapped scores
with Dolan (free), Heavey and Mulry, but
Dolan couldn’t get enough power behind
his last-gasp free to salvage a draw.
DERRY: O O’Doherty; C McAllister, S Cassidy, D
McCloskey; J Mullan, C Kelly (0-1), M McGrath; E
Cassidy, C O’Doherty (0-8, 4f, 2 ‘65s); M
McGuigan (0-1), G Bradley (0-2), R Mullan; O
McKeever (0-1), S McGuigan (0-2), S Cassidy (01). Subs: B Cassidy (0-1) for O McKeever (HT), B
Laverty for S Cassidy (HT), D Foley (0-2) for M
McGuigan (blood sub, 46), D Foley for E Cassidy
(58).
ROSCOMMON: E Lawless; D Kelly, D Fallon, P
Nolan; E Costello (0-1), S Naughton, P Kellehan; B
McGahon (0-1), D Heavey (0-2); C Egan (0-2), E
Coyle, C Dolan (0-6f); C Kenny (0-1), C Kennelly
(1-0), D Mulry. Subs: C Mulry (0-2) for E Coyle
(18), M Comerford for D Mulry (41), G Egan for P
Nolan (65), T Doyle for P Fallon (69).
REF: Chris Mooney (Dublin).
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Higgins shoots the lights out
Mayo ..................................2-23
Armagh .............................2-9
By COLM GANNON
Mayo Advertiser

T

HE sun glared down on Páirc Seán
Mac Diarmada from the get go and
by the time all was said and done
Mayo were dreaming of even sunnier
days in Croke Park after they booked a
spot in the Nicky Rackard Cup final for the
second year in a row.
A big second half performance from
Derek Walsh’s men saw them outscore
Armagh by 1-14 to 0-4, overturning a one
point deficit at the half time break.
Keith Higgins who had a shaky
enough first half, where he pulled three
very getable chances wide on the spin,
was Mayo’s main man on the scoreboard
hitting 11 points - nine of which came in
the second half.
Higgins opened the scoring in the
game with a well taken free two minutes
in and that was quickly followed by a
close range Sean Regan effort. The quick
wrists of Stevie McKearney got Armagh
moving, but their shooting was very
erratic in the opening exchanges, an
affliction that also befell Mayo in the
second quarter of the game and both
sides ended up with ten wides each in the
opening half.
Mayo rattled the back of the net five
minutes in when Higgins found Cathal
Freeman in behind the cover and the
Tooreen man who was back in action
after a recent injury lay-off made no
mistake. Danny McGee drove over
Aramgh’s second point a minute later and
seconds after that he was chopped down
and his side were awarded a penalty.
Simon Doherty made the trip up from
between the sticks to take it and he made
no mistake firing it low and powerfully to
the back of the net to tie the game up.
Mayo landed the next two scores
through points from Regan and Seán
Kenny, Armagh responded with two of
their own before Keith Higgins drew the
action to a close with a pointed free just
before the first water break.
Higgins then missed three in a row,
including two frees well within his range
before Adrian Phillips slipped over a
lovely point for Mayo and Fionntán
Donnelly and Kenny exchanged points to
leave Mayo two up with the half almost
up.
Right on the stroke of half time
Armagh worked the ball quickly down the
field and Paddy McBride found Donnelly

EXPERIENCE: Keith Higgins scored 0-11 in Mayo’s win over Armagh.
Photo: Ray McManus / SPORTSFILE.

in behind the cover and he put it past
Bobby Douglas in the Mayo goal to send
Armagh in leading 2-5 to 1-7 at the break.
Whatever message Derek Walsh delivered in the dressing room at half time
worked a treat, because it was all Mayo in
the second half.
Higgins hit three points on the spin
inside the opening four minutes, before
Armagh responded with points from
Donnelly and Mark McClatchey - but it
was only a brief reprieve as scores from
Higgins, Phillips and Jason Coyne had
Mayo 1-14 to 2-8 up at the second water
break.
Mayo had broken Armagh’s resistance
at this stage and the reeled off eight
points in the row to go 1-22 to 2-8 up,
before Armagh register their last score of
the day just after normal time elapsed.
There was still time for Mayo to round the
game out by Adrian Phillips hitting 1-1 in
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injury time to bring his tally to 1-3 for the
day.
SCORERS – Mayo: K Higgins (0-11,10f), A
Phillips (1-3), C Freeman (1-1), S Kenny (0-4, 2f), S
Regan (0-2), J Coyne (0-1) and B Morley (0-1).
Armagh: F Donnelly (1-3, 0-2f), S Doherty (1-0,10 pen), P McBride (0-2), D Magee (0-2), M
McClatchey (0-1) and S McKearney (0-1)
MAYO: B Douglas; S Coyne, M Morley, C Daly; G
Nolan, D Kenny, C Henry; K Kiely, S Kenny; C
Phillips, C Freeman, B Hunt; K Higgins, A Phillips,
S Regan. Subs: E Delaney for B Hunt (30), J
Coyne for K Kiely (35), J Cassidy for C Phillips
(45), B Morley for S Regan (51), M Phillips for K
Higgins (69)
ARMAGH: S Doherty, C Clifford, T Nevin, R
Magee; P Lappin, O Keenan, D Fox; P McKearney,
O'Curry; TO’Neill, P McBride, M McClatchey; S
McKearney, F Donnelly, D Magee. Subs: P Kelly
for R Magee (35), T O’Hare for S McKearney (42),
F Oliver for M McClatchey (57), T O’Haire for S
McKearney (64)
REF: K Jordan (Tipperary).
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Agony turns to ecstasy
Mayo ..................................2-27
Tyrone .............................1-14
By DECLAN VARLEY
Mayo Advertiser

W

HILE it might not have been
mentioned in training, the pain of
losing last year’s Nickey
Rackard Cup final to Donegal played no
small part in this afternoon’s victory when
a dominant Mayo team saw off the challenge of Tyrone in a one-sided final at
Croke Park.
For the second week in a row, the
Green and Red of Mayo echoed around
GAA headquarters as a Mayo captain
lifted silverware to the heavens, with a
strong performance that saw the westerners take the game by the scruff of the
neck from the opening minute.
Manager Derek Walsh said that the
overriding emotion he felt after the game
was relief.
“I am relieved more than anything that
we got over the line. We had disappointment the last time we were here in October, and I am delighted that we got a
performance from the players that justifies
all the training they have done.
“They have been burting a gut and
while it does not always happen on a big
day, I am just thankful today that it did.
“We didn’t mention last year at all but
then when you come up here again, and
into the stadium, it brings back all the
memories. You think back that that. But
we left no stone unturned to get a performance out of the lads today.
“We started like a train, and played
well. The third quarter was level, but there
was always going to be a kick in a team
like Tyrone. It was all about our own
performance and that is what we have
been working on for the last few weeks.
“All our leaders stood up today and
most of them gave man of the match
performances. They have been great
working with the young lads coming into
the panel all year and the deserved that
performance today.”
He is looking forward to the Christy
Ring Cup next year.
“We feel we are able to compete at
Christy Ring level, but to do that you have
to be in it, and I am glad that we have
achieved that,” he said.
Michael Morley who spent ten minutes
in the sin bin in the first half said that they
came to Dublin to right the wrong of last
year’s defeat.
“We came here to do a job and we
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GAP: Mayo’s Cathal Freeman exploits an opening between Dermot Begley, (left) and Lorcan
Devlin of Tyrone in the Nicky Rackard Cup final.
Photo: Sam Barnes / SPORTSFILE.

knew that coming in. We left it behind last
year, we had a good performance in the
first half but it just died out the second half
and we wanted to right that wrong today
and I am just glad for everyone that we
got it over the line today.
“We said last year was last year, we
started games slowly but we were
straight-out of the blocks today. We said
to get to the first water break to do the
simple things.
“Keith Higgins said before the game to
us that it just comes down to doing the
simple things, whether it’s an All Ireland
Final or just some other match, we just
worked that bit harder, we were winning
all the rucks and the forwards seemed to
be on fire. Everything they seemed to be
hitting was going over. The workrate set
us apart,” he said, adding that the promotion to the Christy Ring is exciting.
“It is where we want to be. This was
our fourth year down and we wanted to
get back up to the Christy Ring. We know
we are well capable of that standard.”
Cathal Freeman said that result
brought a real sense of satisfaction that
Mayo hurling is moving upwards again.
“It is something we have been working
on for quite a while. We thought we’d be
out of this level a while back, so there is a
sense of job done. These days don’t
come around too often.
He said that last year did not prey on
their minds, but that they knew they had
to give Tyrone respect.,

“Last year might have factored a bit
more in if it had been Donegal we were
playing. We had played Tyrone before and
knew what they were capable of, and we
knew that if we didn’t pay them proper
respect, we could get turned over.
“But we were very much focused on
the job we had in hand. There were
mistakes, but the effort and application
could not be faulted,” he said.
He said the lads were slagging him
about his missed penalty, taken after
Tyrone had their keeper sin-binned, and
had to put an outfield player between the
posts for the penalty.
“The boys are not letting me away with
that penalty. They said I gave the goalie
far too much respect. I should have hit it
straight at him.”
He paid tribute to the experienced
heads in the team.
“We are lucky in the sense that we do
have a number of experienced lads. Keith
is one of the lads and slotted incredibly
easy into the system. He is very much a
team player. “We have a bunch of lads
who know each other a very long time and
we are lucky in that regard. There is a
wide spread of lads who have really
contributed a huge amount to it.
“When you are in the game, you don’t
view yourself as a leader. You view yourself as one of the fifteen and you have a
certain role and set of skills that you have
to execute and you hope that everyone
else does their job,” he said.
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Mayo players and officials celebrate after being presented with the cup following the Nicky Rackard
Cup Final match between Tyrone and Mayo at Croke Park in Dublin.
Photo by Ray McManus/Sportsfile

CLEAR: Mayo goalkeeper Bobby Douglas
prepares to pass the ball after saving a
penalty during the Nicky Rackard Cup final.
Photo: Ray McManus / SPORTSFILE.

It was Mayo who got off to the brighter
start. Twice in the opening two minutes,
Higgins was fouled and Boland tapped
over the frees. Then Higgins found
himself free down the right and from
distance, he fired over a point from
distance into the Canal End.
Mayo were flying but when Philips
fouled the ball, Casey tapped over to
open Tyrone’s account after three
minutes. However, Mayo’s attacking
prowess was obvious and when Tyrone
keeper Conor McElhatton caught the ball
on his line and played it straight to Sean
Regan, the Ballina man didn’t need a
second invitation. He steadied himself
and shot to the corner of the net.
It was a dispiriting concession by
Tyrone, but they got the next two scores
from Casey frees to stay in touch. Boland
and Kearns exchanged points — the
Kearns score the last one Tyrone would

hit until the stroke of half-time.
When Morley crashed into McGourty
after twenty minutes, the Tooreen man
was sin binned but his clubman bailed him
out with the penalty save from Casey.
Mayo took off Cassidy and brought on
Hunt to bolster up affairs while Morley
was off and a slew of scores from Freeman, Philips, Boland Phillips and a
wonder strike from Higgins put Mayo well
clear. Tyrone’s solitary reply before the
break being Kearn’s late strike.
Casey (2) and Higgins exchanged
points after the break, but the defence
held firm.
However, a storming run from Conor
Grogan saw him firing to the net past
Douglas and the gap was down to nine.
Before long Cathal Freeman collected
the ball, waltzed through and fired low to
the net to settle the decider.
When Coyne burst through with just
the keeper to beat, Tyrone custodian
McElhatton wrestled him to the ground
and referee Richie Fitzsimons signalled
for a penalty. In the interim, he sinbinned
the keeper. With McGourty stepping into
the goal, Freeman’s penalty was sent
wide.
With the stadium engulfed in a downpour, Mayo defended easily against
Tyrone’s efforts and a trio of sublime
scores from Coyne, Boland and Freeman
left them sixteen clear with just five
minutes left.
In added time, substitute Brian Morley
tapped on a fine point from distance, as
did Oisin Greally to round off a satisfying
win for the Westerners. The second week
in a row that the green and red celebrated
on the turf.
In his acceptance speech, captain
Keith Higgins paid tribute to the players
and management for the efforts they had
made to lead Mayo to that victory. To the
Tyrone players, he reminded them that
the inspiration for Mayo’s victory came
from defeat in last year’s final, and that
they could similarly inspire themselves
from the pain of this year’s loss.
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Mayo captain Keith Higgins lifts the Nicky
Rackard Cup after the final between Tyrone
and Mayo at Croke Park in Dublin.
Photo by Ray McManus/Sportsfile

SCORERS – Mayo: C Freeman 1-4, K Higgins 0-7
(0-1f, 0-1 65), S Regan 1-3, S Boland 0-3 (0-2f), A
Phillips 0-3, B Morley 0-2, C Phillips 0-1, S Kenny
0-1 (0-1f), J Coyne 0-1, G Nolan 0-1, O Greally 0-1.
Tyrone: D Casey 0-9 (0-5f), C Grogan 1-0, C
Kearns 0-3, B McGurk 0-1, T Morgan 0-1.
MAYO: B Douglas; C Daly, M Morley, S Coyne; G
Nolan, D Kenny, C Henry; J Cassidy, S Kenny; C
Phillips, C Freeman, S Regan; K Higgins, A
Phillips, S Boland. Subs: B Hunt for Cassidy 2231, P McCrann for Cassidy 47, J Coyne for C
Phillips 47, H for Morley 58, B Morley for A
Phillips 61, O Greally for Boland 67.
TYRONE: C McElhatton; J Kerr, D Rafferty, SP
McKernan; L Devlin, C Kearns, C McNally; C
Lagan, M Little; C Grogan, B McGurk, C Ferguson;
R Weir, D Casey, CJ McGourty. Subs: T Morgan for
Ferguson 31, D Begley for McNally h/t, P McHugh
for McKernan 36-38, S Og Grogan for Weir 44, S
Donaghy for Devlin 51-52, S Donaghy for Little
64.
REF: Richie Fitzsimons (Offaly).
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Armagh relegate Leitrim
Armagh ............................7-25
Leitrim ..............................1-21
By EDDIE HALLIGAN
Leitrim Observer

A

GOAL hungry Armagh side ruthlessly dispelled the challenge of
Leitrim in this quarter final of the
Nicky Rackard Cup in a sun-drenched
Breffni Park, ending the Green & Gold’s
two-year spell in the competition.
The loss means that Leitrim are relegated back to the Lory Meagher Cup for
the 2022 season, having defied the odds
last year when avoiding relegation with a
dramatic victory over Longford.
Relegation completes a difficult transitional year for the county hurlers who
failed to win a game in either League or
championship.
Despite being down to 14 men for the
majority of the contest after Eoin McGuinness received a straight red card in the
15th minute of the first half, the Orchard
County still had plenty in reserve to
produce a dominant display thus cementing their place in the semi-finals against
Mayo.
Key to Armagh’s win, was the brilliance of corner forward Danny Magee
who amassed an eye catching total of 5-2
over the seventy minutes and could have
had added two more goals to his tally only
to be denied brilliantly in the first half by
Leitrim goalkeeper, Lorcan Donnellan.
Leitrim, to their credit, battled gamely
throughout and gave their opponents
plenty to think about, especially in the
second quarter. However, they were ultimately undone towards the end of the first
half where Magee raised the green flag
twice in two minutes which gave Armagh
the platform to dominant the remainder of
the contest.
The Orchard County were two points
up after five minutes through Fionntan
Donnelly (free) and Jim Short before Ben
Murray opened up Leitrim’s account in the
sixth minute with a fine point from play.
Both sides had early goal chances
with Magee been denied by an excellent
Donnellan save in the Leitrim goal
whereas at the other end, Liam Moreton
looked certain to ripple the onion bag only
to be intercepted brilliantly by a last ditch
tackle by the Armagh full back, Tiarnan
Nevin.
Points were traded again through a
Donnelly (free) and another excellent
Murray score, but Armagh pushed on and
points from Magee (2), Eoin McGuinness
and Stevie McKearney opened up 0-7 to
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TARGET: Gavin O’Hagan was Leitrim’s star
man again in defeat.
Photo: Matt Browne / SPORTSFILE.

0-3 lead by the fifteenth minute of the first
half. However, seconds before the whistle
was sounded for the water break, Armagh
were reduced to 14 men when referee
Caymon Flynn gave McGuinness his
marching orders for dangerous play.
After the water break concluded,
Leitrim restarted the game with intent and
after a James McNabola point put three
between the sides, the men in green and
gold soon levelled where corner forward,
Diarmuid Kelleher sprinted towards the
Armagh goal and struck a low hard shot to
the net.
However, the response from Armagh
was swift and two quickfire points from
Magee and Odhran Curry pushed them
two in front at 0-9 to 1-4, and although
Gavin O Hagan replied through a super
point from the right wing for Leitrim,
Armagh proceeded to finish the half
strongly.
Points from Donnelly (3), Curry and
Tiarnan O Neill propelled Armagh to a 014 to 1-6 lead, with O'Hagan briefly replying with a free. Donnellan put aside his
goalkeeping duties to swing over a long
range free for Leitrim to cut the gap to four
but as the game edged towards half-time,
the outcome of the game was more or
less decided as Armagh produced two
sucker punches in a matter of minutes.
Firstly, Magee took full advantage of
some hesitation in the Leitrim defence to
fire home after a long-range Artie McGuinness pass caused havoc and the same

player added his second moments later
with a fine individual effort that gave
Donnellan no chance. Moreton and
Donnelly swapped points as the half
concluded with Armagh firmly in control,
leading 2-15 to 1-8 at the interval.
Leitrim began the second half brightly
with two O'Hagan frees but Armagh soon
settled into their groove and points from
Donnelly and Magee had the gap at ten
points again at 2-17 to 1-10. However,
any subtle hint of a Leitrim comeback was
quashed in the ninth and tenth minute, as
the ruthless Magee claimed another
quickfire brace to claim his third and
fourth goals of the contest which effectively sealed the match for Armagh at 4-17
to 1-11.
Although the competitive edge of the
game evidently began to peter out, Leitrim
briefly rallied with points through Murray,
O Hagan (two frees) and Karl McDermott.
However, Armagh refused to relent and
kept their foot firmly on the accelerator
with further goals from Magee, his fifth of
the day, and Paddy McBride, saw them 619 to 1-15 in front.
Armagh did not stop the onslaught and
with ten minutes remaining, man of the
match Magee, picked out Peter McKearney with an exquisite pass and the towering midfielder dispatched coolly to the net.
As the game entered its closing stages,
both teams rang the changes and points
from McDermott (2), Paul Lenehan and O
Hagan (2) gave Leitrim a respectable tally
of 1-21 over the seventy minutes.
However, Armagh were excellent
throughout, living up to their pre-game
favourites tag despite being down to 14
men, and they closed out the game
through points by McKearney (2), Short,
McBride and Curry to deservedly seal
their place in the semi-finals.
SCORERS – Armagh: D Magee 5-2; F Donnelly
0-8, 3f; P McKearney & P McBride 1-2 each; T
O’Neill & O Curry 0-3 each; J Shortt 0-2; M Moan,
E McGuinness, S McKearney 0-1 each.
Leitrim: G O’Hagan 0-11, 10f; K McDermott (f) &
B Murray 0-3 each, 1f; D Kelleher 1-0; J
McNabola, L Moreton, L Donnellan (f) 0-1 each.
ARMAGH: S Doherty, L Woods, T Nevin, R
Magee, P Lappin, A McGuiness, M Moan, J Short,
O Curry, E McGuinness (0-1), P McBride, T O’Neill,
S McKearney, F Donnelly, D Magee. Subs: C Clifford for L Woods; P McKearney for S McKearney;
P Kelly for R Magee; T O’Hare for F Donnelly; M
McClatchey for T O’Neill.
LEITRIM: L Donnellan, P Early, S Goldrick, M
Feeney, B Murray, C Mallon, C O’Donovan, P
Lenehan, A McDermott, K McDermott, G O’Hagan, D McGovern, J McNabola, L Moreton, D
Kelleher. Subs: J Rooney for A McDermott; E
Moreton for Mallon; P Poniard for McGovern; C
McGuire for Lenehan; S Rynn for Feeney.
REF: Caymon Flynn.
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Four goals in vain
Donegal ............................1-27
Leitrim ............................4-10
By JOHN CONNOLLY
Leitrim Observer

W

HAT a difference a week makes!
Battered, bruised and downhearted
after leaving Castlebar last week,
Leitrim hurlers turned in a vastly improved
display but were unable to match the scoring
power of reigning Nicky Rackard Cup champions
Donegal in Avant Money Pairc Sean Mac Diarmada.
An eight point defeat is not normally a cause
for celebration and, in truth, the Leitrim hurlers
were not in any way pleased to lose but this was
a much improved performance against last
year’s champions as they gave Donegal a real
scare in a tough and entertaining contest.
Leitrim led by five points at the break thanks
to two strikes from Diarmuid Kelleher and one
from James McNabola but once a rattled and
discomoded Donegal found their range in the
second half, their class and superior power
shone through.
But the Ulster men know well this was no
cakewalk as Leitrim harried and hassled them
for much of this contest, driving them to
distraction in the first half so much so they
picked up a red card and three more yellows as
they seemed more interested in arguing with
the referee and calling for cards for every challenge they faced.
But they were a different side in the second
half, making the most of the interval to regroup
and once they levelled the scores and levelled
the numbers on the field thanks to a fourth
minute penalty after Martin Feeney fouled
Ritchie Ryan for an incident that was deemed a
goal scoring opportunity, Donegal never looked
in any danger.
The confidence of the Ulster men blossomed
as they started to find space and time against a
tiring Leitrim side who never stopped battling
and in fact grabbed a fourth goal near the end
thanks to Ben Murray and were unlucky not to
find more.
Leitrim now face a semi-final/relegation playoff against Armagh, the winners going into the
semi-finals and the losers relegated back to the
Lory Meagher Cup for next year. And while they
were very disappointed with the result, there
was enough progress in this game to suggest
that an improving Leitrim will really test the
Orchard County.
Sean McVeigh thought he had opened the
scoring just eight seconds into the game but the
score was ruled wide. Donegal’s early unease
was not helped by a shot come off the post
while Ciaran Matthewson shot wide across the
goal.
Gavin O’Hagan opened the scoring for Leitrim
from a 55 yard free on four minutes but sharpshooter Declan Coulter replied for Donegal a
minute later. Cathal O’Donovan scored a
wonderful point from 50 yards on six minutes
before Coulter hit back from another placed
ball.
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Leitrim struck an early blow when, just
seconds after a lovely Gavin O’Hagan effort from
the left wing, a long delivery to the edge of the
Donegal area was batted down, Diarmuid Kelleher reacting best as he gathered, rounded his
man and blasted a powerful shot to the roof of
the Donegal net.
Donegal replied with another Coulter free on
ten minutes but they were clearly rattled as
Ronan McDermott picked up a yellow, O’Hagan
putting the free wide while Ben Murray was also
off target a minute later.
At the other end, Ritchie Ryan looked as if he
was on his way through for a goal but a brilliant
block denied him the three-pointer, Coulter
tapping over the resulting 65. The visitors drew
to within a point when Bernard Lafferty pointed
from space on 13 minutes.
But then Leitrim struck - captain David
McGovern showed his power and he broke free
and charged forward. His handpass found James
McNabola in space with the ball bouncing off the
young Eslin man before he drilled the sliothar to
the net.
Ritchie Ryan pulled back a point before the
water break but whatever message the Donegal
players received during the break, it was all for
naught when Ronan McDermott allowed his
frustration to get the better of him, his hurl
striking Martin Feeney’s helmet as Tipperary
referee Michael Kennedy produced a straight
red card.
Leitrim squandered a goal chance but Cian
Mallon broke through the Donegal defence with
open road ahead of him but the sliothar sliddered from his grasp while Donegal picked up
two quick yellow cards for Gerry Gilmore for
pulling across the legs of Cathal O’Donovan and
Declan Coulter for an off-the-ball challenge.
O’Hagan saw a free caught on the line but
blasted over the bar with ten minutes left in the
half. Leitrim thought they had another point
when the umpire signalled that Karl McDermott’s shot was successful but after consultations with the referee, the score was disallowed.
McDermott didn’t have long to wait home,
O’Hagan showing great strength to emerge from
a scrum for the sliothar to set up his Cluainin
clubmate for a fine point from play.
Donegal responded with points from Coulter
and Lafferty as Donegal were hitting some
costly wides. Another Coulter free, awarded
after Karl McDermott was penalised for holding,
narrowed the gap back to two points with less
than two minutes left.
Martin Feeney picked up a card for an offthe-ball clash with Coulter but Leitrim strick for
a third goal in added time, Leitrim clearing a
free before Liam Moreton won the ball and
passed across the goal for Diarmuid Kelleher to
bat home his second goal.
Lafferty pulled back another point but
Leitrim keeper Lorcan Donnellan was alert to
make sure that a long range free from his opposite number Luke White didn’t sneak in as it
bounced in front of the goal, leaving Leitrim
with a 3-5 to 0-10 halftime lead.
Halftime obviously had an impact for Donegal
as they came out early and were much more
focussed in the second half, firing over two
quick points from Gerry Gilmore to cut the gap
to two. Great work from Cathal O’Donovan set
up Ben Murray for an excellent point after two

minutes.
However, the game turned completely a
minute later with disastrous consequences for
Leitrim - Martin Feeney received a second yellow
card for a foul on Ritchie Ryan that was deemed
a goal scoring opportunity, although there
appeared to be plenty of cover in place and
Declan Coulter drilled to the net.
Now level on scores and players on the field,
confidence blossomed in the Donegal ranks as
Gilmore, Coulter (3) and Ciaran Matthewson
fired over five points in as many minutes to
leave the Ulster side five points clear having
started the second half five points down!
Gavin O’Hagan halted the Donegal onslaught
temporarily with a free while Gilmore and Liam
Moreton swapped points but momentum was
clearly with the visitors as sub Niall Cleary,
Coulter and Ryan fired over to stretch the lead
to six points.
Stephen Goldrick’s heavy hit on Coulter
resulted in a yellow card and the Donegal man
leaving the game through injury while the
Leitrim man had to go off due to a blood injury.
Ritchie Ryan taking over the freetaking duties as
he tapped over.
Donegal keeper Luke White was alert to stop
David McGovern’s shot on 19 minutes before
O’Hagan tapped over to cut the gap back to six
points with 15 minutes of normal time left.
However, any hope Leitrim had of mounting
an unlikely comeback were dashed as Donegal
exploited the space left by tiring legs and Ryan
tapped over two points, one from a free, and
centre-back Jack O’Loughlin, switched into
attack at the start of the second half, adding
another.
Corner-back Christopher McDermott landed a
point and Ryan added another free from 65
yards but any fears that Leitrim would collapse
were ended when another barnstorming David
McGovern run saw the Leitrim captain feed Ben
Murray and showing a great touch, the wingback batted the ball to the Donegal net with two
minutes to go.
The game then petered out with Ryan and
Karl McDermott swapping late points although
Leitrim kept hunting for goals, Gavin O’Hagan
seeing one powerful free batted out for a 65
while another flew wide just before the final
whistle.

SCORERS – Donegal: D Coulter 1-10, 1 pen, 7f, 1
65; R Ryan 0-7, 3f; G Gilmore 0-5; B Lafferty 0-3;
C McDermott and J O’Loughlin 0-1 each.
Leitrim: D Kelleher 2-0; G O’Hagan 0-5, 3f; B
Murray 1-1; J McNabola 1-0; K McDermott 0-2; C
O’Donovan and L Moreton 0-1 each.
DONEGAL: L White, M Callaghan, S Gillespie, C
McDermott, G Browne, J O’Loughlin, M
Donaghue, S McVeigh, C O’Grady, B Lafferty, D
Coulter, R McDermott, G Gilmore, R Ryan, C
Matthewson. Subs: N Cleary for Browne (22), O
Grant for Coulter (53), S McBride and D Duffy for
Gilmore and O’Grady (69), L Henderson for
Matthewson (71).
LEITRIM: L Donnellan, P Earley, S Goldrick, M
Feeney, B Murray, C Mallon, P Lenehan, C
O’Donovan, A McDermott, K McDermott, G O’Hagan, D McGovern, J McNabola, L Moreton, D
Kelleher. Subs: H Glancy and J Rooney for Earley
and Mallon (42), P Clerkin for Goldrick (Blood
53), Goldrick for Clerkin (blood 55), E Moreton
for Goldrick (Blood 63); C Hackett and Clerkin for
A McDermott and Kelleher (63), Goldrick for
Moreton (Blood 65), Moreton for Lenehan (69).
REF: Michael Kennedy (Tipperary).
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Mayo seal this
Connacht derby
Mayo ................................0-29
Leitrim ............................0-10
By JOHN CONNOLLY
Leitrim Observer

O

N the face of it, not much difference between the last time these
two met in the Nicky Rackard Cup.
Mayo won this clash in Elvery’s Mac Hale
by 19 points having had 18 points to
spare last November but there was no
doubt that this felt different.
Mayo may have scored less and not
found the net but they were never in the
sort of contest they had to endure from
Leitrim in last year’s semi-final as there
was a sense of inevitability about the
entire contest in Castlebar.
Even when Leitrim took the lead after
15 minutes, you sensed that Mayo’s
power, pace and surer touch on the sliothar would carry the day and it did as they
rattled off nine points to two from the
Green & Gold to take control of the game.
The second half was a tough watch as
Mayo held Leitrim to just three points
while adding 15 themselves, not enough it
seemed to one of their players who
roared “no mercy” for all in Elvery’s Mac
Hale Park to hear deep into injury time, a
silly gesture with the game long over as a
contest.
Going by bald statistics, this looks like
a massacre but anyone who saw the
game knows it wasn’t that for the lads in
the Leitrim jerseys battled as if their lives
depended on it, gave every ounce of
effort they had and they never stopped,
right to the final whistle.
But there is no escaping the fact that
Leitrim’s touch and stickwork let them
down time and time again - the amount of
poor deliveries to forwards, aimless long
balls easily gobbled up by defenders
while the amount of turnovers as Green &
Gold players failed to secure possession
meant Leitrim were always on the back
foot.
The ironic thing is that when Leitrim
players did manage to secure the sliothar,
they were more than equal to the Mayo
men in terms of power and effort and skill
but that first touch was often their undoing
in a performance that was much better
than the scoreline might indicate.
Heading the Leitrim resistance was
Gavin O’Hagan who gave a wonderful
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display, scoring some truly mind-boggling
long range points but also causing problems from general play. It was a great
return to form from the Cluainin man.
But you have to say that the full-back
line trio of Paul Earley, Stephen Goldrick
and Martin Feeney, in particular, were not
far behind O’Hagan in terms of performance. Under immense pressure, they
restricted Mayo to just one or two goals
chances and more than held their own.
David McGovern, Ben Murray and
keeper Lorcan Donnellan were top class
as well but in truth, despite the final scoreline, you couldn’t fault the effort of any of
the players who lined out in Green &
Gold.
Leitrim opened the scoring less than
half a minute into the game when Gavin
O’Hagan lofted a monster free from his
own 65 over the Mayo crossbar but the
tone of the game was quickly set as Mayo
followed up with two wides before Adrian
Phillips hooked a shot over his shoulder
from the wing over the Leitrim bar.
Frees from Shane Boland and Keith
Higgins put Mayo two clear after five
minutes but another monster O’Hagan
free from his own 65 yard line narrowed
the gap.
Leitrim’s problems were encapsulated
with the next point - a promising attack
broke down with a block and Mayo countered, finding the classy Higgins who,
despite seeing his hurl shatter in the act of
striking the sliothar, fired over from
distance.
Over-carrying by a Mayo defender
allowed O’Hagan to fire over from the
wing but Leitrim were growing into the
game, Liam Moreton tapping down a long
Leitrim puckout to the waiting Cluainin
hurler who showed fabulous skill to
balance the sliothar on the hurl before
firing over from 40 yards.
O’Hagan was central to everything
Leitrim were doing in attack and he turned
provider for David McGovern, the St Peregrine’s man firing over from 40 yards as
Leitrim incredibly took the lead after 15
minutes.
Mayo got back level when Gary Nolan
fired over a minute later but the teams
headed into the water break level,
deservedly so, after the referee and linesman correctly over-ruled the umpires in
ruling out an Adrian Phillips originally
awarded by the men in white.
Phillips didn’t have long to wait for his
score, pointing immediately after the
break although there was a goal on, only

SCORE: Mayo forward Shane Bolan was one of
their leading lights up front against Leitrim.
Photo: Piaras Ó Mídheach / SPORTSFILE.

for the Mayo man not to pass to a better
placed unmarked teammate.
Higgins swept over a point before
Shane Boland was yellow carded for an
off-the-ball foul, a preview of things to
come for the Mayo freetaker but Boland
made amends with a free. Stephen
Goldrick joined him in the book for a high
challenge on Phillips, Boland tapping over
the free.
Another Higgins free meant Mayo had
scored five points in just eight minutes to
open up a gap and although Gavin O’Hagan scored an outrageous free, some five
yards from his own fifty yard line, Mayo
drove on before halftime with four points
from Gary Nolan, Sean Regan, Brian Hunt
and Boland (free).
Leitrim keeper Lorcan Donnellan
copied O’Hagan with a monster free from
his own half but it could have been a good
bit different when James McNabola broke
free just before halftime, rounding his man
and cutting in from the right.
The Eslin man did everything right,
batting the ball towards goal only for Mayo
keeper Bobby Douglas to miraculously get
his hurl to the sliothar, diverting it onto the
crossbar and away from danger in a real
let off for Leitrim.
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That meant Mayo led 0-14 to 0-6 at the
break and the home side quickly set about
dismantling Leitrim’s faint hopes with
points from Boland (2) and Kieran Kiely in
the first three minutes.
David McGovern was harshly booked
with Mayo’s Gary Nolan, the Leitrim man
the victim rather than the aggressor while
Gavin O’Hagan saw a 21 yard free saved
on the line before the Manor man finished
off a lovely Leitrim move with a good
point.
James McNabola fired a shot into the
side netting before Shane Boland
received a straight red card for an off the
ball clash with Martin Feeney nine
minutes into the second half. Unfortunately, it didn’t slow the Mayo scoring with
Keith Higgins firing over three points to
stretch the lead to 12 points by the water
break. Straight from that, a puckout to
Sean Kenny saw him added another point
before Gavin O’Hagan fired over a free for
Leitrim, their first score of the second half.
Mayo had started to run their bench
and sub Jason Coyne (2) and Kieran Kiely
added points before Higgins fired over
another point. Gavin O’Hagan was
unlucky with a shot before Karl McDermott scored a good point in the last
minute. Injury time saw Mayo add four
more points from Cormac, Mark and
Adrian Phillips and Keith Higgins.
The game did end on a frankly disappointing note for Leitrim when Colm Moreton was sent off. The Leitrim Gaels man
was challenging for the ball when his hurl
was clearly held and ripped from his
grasp. When he went to retrieve his hurl, it
was thrown away and in frustration, Moreton pushed the Mayo man in the chest.
It wasn’t the most forceful, or even
dangerous, push, nowhere near the chest
but the Mayo defender went down and
after consulting with his umpires, referee
Tarlach Conway incredibly issued a red
card meaning Moreton will miss the Donegal game.
SCORERS – Mayo: K Higgins 0-9, 4f, S Boland
0-6, 4f; A Phillips 0-3, J Coyne, K Kiely & G Nolan
0-2 each, B Hunt, S Regan, M Phillips, C Phillips &
S Kenny 0-1 each.
LEITRIM: G O’Hagan 0-7, 4f; D McGovern, K
McDermott & L Donnellan (f) 0-1 each.
MAYO: B Douglas, S Coyne, M Morely, D Kenny, G
Nola, K Kiely, C Henry, D Huane, S Kenny, S
Regan, K Higgins, B Hunt, S Boland, A Philips, O
Greally. Subs: J Coyne & C Scahill for Greally &
Nolan (46), E Delaney & C Phillips for S Regan &
Hunt (56); M Phillips for Huane (64)
LEITRIM: L Donnellan, P Earley, S Goldrick, M
Feeney, B Murray, C Mallon, H Glancy, C Maguire,
A McDermott, K McDermott, G O’Hagan, D
McGovern, J McNabola, L Moreton, D Kelleher.
Subs: C Moreton for Kelleher (46); P Lenehan for
Glancy (47), P Clerkin for Maguire (57), P Poniard
for O’Hagan (64), S Crowe for Feeney (67)
REF: Tarlach Conway (Derry).
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Donegal shocked
Mayo ................................2-14
Donegal ..........................0-17
Mayo GAA

T

HE Mayo senior hurlers hit 1-4 in
the final five minutes of this keenly
contested Nickey Rackard Championship opener against favourites Donegal at glorious O’Donnell Park in
Letterkenny.
The Tir Chonall men were stunned by
a superb late rally by Mayo who for long
periods looked in trouble in this fiercely
competitive encounter. Donegal dominated the opening exchanges but in a
lack lustre opening thirty minutes they
failed to capitalise on numerous good
scoring changes.
Declan Coulter, centre back Sean
McVeigh and Richie Ryan all pointed in
the opening half but when Mayo settled
they reeled in the home side. Keith
Higgins, Brian Hunt and the outstanding
Shane Boland all responded for Mayo.
Hunt also had a wonderful goal bound
pile drivers brilliantly saved by Donegal
custodian Wexford native Luke White.
At the first sos uisce Donegal led 0-4
to 0-2 but the game really opened up on
the second quarter. The deadly accurate
Coulter pushed Donegal in front before
Adrian Phillips rattled the net for Mayo
with a blistering shot right on the stroke
of half time. Keith Higgins was instrumental in the score weaving his way past
two defenders before finding Phillips on
the edge of the small square. Phillips
finished with aplomb to the top right
corner to leave just two between the
sides at the short whistle, Mayo 1-3,
Donegal 0-8.
The second half produced all the
drama with both sides eager to get their
championship off to a winning start.
Donegal once again powered in front
with Niall Cleary, Coulter, substitute Oisin
Grant and Richie Ryan pushing them
four in front. Substitute Eoin Delaney,
and two Boland frees kept Mayo in touch
with the sides all square at the second
water break, 1-9 to 0-12.
Three Donegal points on the spin
from the industrious Coulter, Richie Ryan
and full forward Ronan McDermott
looked like enough for the home side as
they headed for home early.
Mayo to their credit never buckled and
with sheer determination and guts dug
deep in the final minutes to stun the
home side. Boland and Higgins were
immense in the closing stages.
Higgins was quickest to react when

Sean Regan clears his lines.
Photo by Harry Murphy/Sportsfile

Donegal keeper Luke White fumbled the
sliothar close to goal and once the Ballyhaunis club man evaded the tackle he
blasted into an empty net. Mayo had their
tails up and sensed a late dramatic
victory was on the cards. Higgins hit a
wonder score from under the stand and
two outstanding frees from Boland
sealed an unlikely victory for Mayo.
MAYO: B Douglas, G Nolan, M Morley, D Huane,
C Henry, P McCrann, D Kenny, S Regan, S Kenny,
A Phillips (1-00), K Higgins (1-03,2F), S Boland
(0-09,4F), J Coyne, B Hunt (0-1), O Greally.
Subs: E Delaney (0-01) for J Coyne (half time), C
Scahill for B Hunt (55) K Kiely for A Philips (70)
S Mulroy for O Greally (75)
DONEGAL: L White, M Callaghan, G Brown, S
Gillespie, C McDermott, S McVeigh (0-1), M
Donaghue, J Loughlin, R Hilferty, N Cleary (0-1),
D Coulter (0-9, 1 ‘65’, 4F), R Ryan (0-3), C Mathewson, R McDermott (0-1), B Lafferty (0-2).
Subs: O Grant for N Cleary (46m), L Henderson
for M Donoghue (57), M Philips for C Henry (63),
S McBride for J O’Loughlin (73).
REF: Kevin Brady (Louth).
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Cork see off Galway challenge
to claim All-Ireland U-20 title
Cork ..................................4-19
Galway .............................2-14
By JOHN FALLON
Media West Ireland

M

AN of the match Pádraig Power
said their good start was the key
to Cork retaining their All-Ireland
U-20 hurling title in impressive fashion at
Thurles as they brushed Galway aside
with a powerful display.
Power struck for 1-5 from play and
was also involved in setting up several
other scores as the Rebels retained the
crown they won just last month in the
delayed 2020 decider.
“We got a very good start and went
from there,” said the Blarney clubman.
“We didn’t panic when Galway came
back. We expected that and we knew we
just needed to get the next score and go
from there.”
Cork laid down a marker early on,
winning all the 50-50 collisions and spraying the ball around with confidence, much
to the delight of the big crowd of Rebels
who travelled in large numbers for the first
of their three All-Ireland finals.
QUICK: Galway’s Gavin Lee gets away a shot
ahead of the despairing lunge from Ciaran
Joyce of Cork.
Photo: Sam Barnes / SPORTSFILE.

NUMBERS: Seán McDonagh of Galway in action against Brian O’Sullivan, (left) and Kevin Moynihan of Cork at Semple Stadium in Thurles.
Photo: Sam Barnes / SPORTSFILE.
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They led by 2-9 to 0-5 at the break and
would have been out of sight had they not
shot 13 wides, although Galway were
guilty of wastefulness from lesser possession and struck half a dozen wide.
Cork raced into a 1-4 to 0-0 lead after
ten minutes with Darragh Flynn firing
home a penalty to get them off the mark
after three minutes after Galway goalkeeper Paddy Rabbite was penalised for
fouling Jack Cahalane.
The Rebels were dominant in most
positions and reeled off five points before
Donal O’Shea got Galway off the mark
with a free after 14 minutes. He followed
with another free directly afterwards but
then Galway failed to clear their lines and
Cahalane pounced to bat the ball home to
lead by 2-5 to 0-2 at the first water break.
O’Shea’s third pointed free reduced
the margin but Cork’s Pádraig Power took
his haul to three points with two rapid
efforts and when Greg Thomas pulled
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back a point for Galway, Daniel Hogan
responded to make it 2-8 to 0-4 after 25
minutes.
Robbie Cotter and O’Shea swapped
points and it took a superb save from
Galway goalkeeper Rabbitte to deny
Hogan a third Cork goal as the Rebels
went in leading by 2-9 to 0-5 at the interval.
The gap would have been much
bigger had Cork not shot 13 wides,
although Galway were also wasteful from
less possession and hit half a dozen
wides.
Galway rallied after the break. John
Cooney got them rolling with a point and
two more frees from O’Shea gave one
from play from Sean McDonagh cut the
margin to 2-9 to 0-9 after 35 minutes and
the Galway fans began to find their voice.
Then they cut the gap to three when
O’Shea turned and got in for a goal for
Galway after 37 minutes but almost
immediately Cork struck for their third
goal with Power blasting home after being
set up by Brian Hayes.
Sean McDonagh and Ben Cunningham, son of former Cork goalkeeper Ger,
exchanged points for the Rebels to lead
by 3-10 to 1-10 after 42 minutes and

OPEN: Evan Duggan of Galway gets a chance in front of goal, with Cork’s Kevin Moynihan for
company in the All-Ireland U-20 final.
Photo: Piaras Ó Mídheach / SPORTSFILE.

there were six between them at the
second water break when Flynn and Sean
McDonagh swapped scores.
But Cork took over from there.
Gavin Lee and O’Shea managed
points for Galway but Cork picked off
seven and they sealed their 13th win in
the grade when Hayes fired home after
being set up by Cunningham.
Alex Connaire pulled back a late goal
for Galway but their quest for a first title in
the grade since 2011, during which time
they have won six minor titles, goes on.
SCORERS - Cork: P Power 1-5, D Flynn 1-5 (1-0
pen, 4f), B Hayes 1-2, J Cahalane 1-1, B Cunningham 0-2, D Hogan 0-1, S Quirke 0-1, R Cotter 0-1,
L Horgan 0-1.
Galway: D O’Shea 1-7 (0-7f), A Connaire 1-0, S
McDonagh 0-3 (0-1 sideline), G Lee 0-2, J Cooney
0-1, G Thomas 0-1.

CORK: C Wilson; E Downey, E Twomey, C O'Brien;
K Moynihan, C Joyce, B O'Sullivan; S Quirke, D
Kearney; J Cahalane, D Flynn, B Hayes; R Cotter,
P Power, D Hogan. Subs: B Cunningham for Kearney (39), L Horgan for Cotter (48), M Mullins for
Hogan (55), C O'Donovan for Moynihan (57), C
McCarthy for Quirke (59).
GALWAY: P Rabbitte; E Lawless, E Geraghty, C
Brennan; S Quirke, S Neary, E Duggan; I
McGlynn, D Kilcommins; G Thomas, N Collins, J
Cooney; S McDonagh, D O’Shea, O Flannery.
Subs: J O’Donoghue for McGlynn (29), G Lee for
N Collins (ht), L Collins for Flannery (45), O
Salmon for Duggan (47), A Connaire for Thomas
(47).
FINISH: Galway forward Donal O’Shea shoots to score his side’s first goal in the All-Ireland U-20
final at Semple Stadium in Thurles.
Photo: Sam Barnes / SPORTSFILE.
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Superb Cooney goal
the inspiration
Galway ..............................2-15
Dublin ..............................0-15
By JOHN FALLON
Media West Ireland

A

SUPERB goal from John Cooney
sent Galway on their way to victory
in the Leinster U-20 final just five
weeks after they lost the 2020 decider to
the same opposition.
Cooney, son of former All Star Joe,
cracked home a magnificent shot to the
top left corner early in the second-half for
a lead that Galway never relinquished.
But eleven second-half wides and a
string of good saves from Dublin goalkeeper Ben Hynes ensured it went down
to the wire before Galway secured their
second Leinster title in the U-20/21 grade.
The sides went in level at the break
thanks to a superb point from the right
wing by Dara Purcell for Dublin when he
landed his second of the match to leave it
1-7 to 0-10 at the interval.
The only goal of the half fell to Galway
after eight minutes when Oisin Flannery
pounced to flick the ball to the net after
goalkeeper Hynes failed to hold an effort
from distance from Christy Brennan.
That pushed Galway 1-2 to 0-4 in front
after Dublin, backed by the slight breeze,

had started well with Ciaran Foley hitting
a couple of points and Purcell and Kevin
Lahiff also finding the range but they were
level at the break.
Donal Leavy edged Dublin in front just
after the restart but then Cooney struck
his magnificent goal.
Galway never relinquished the lead
after that even though they didn’t make
the game save until the closing moments
a couple of late points from McDonagh,
who picked up a second yellow card in the
dying moments, and a seventh of the
evening from O’Shea secured the title and
an All-Ireland final date with Cork.
SCORERS - Galway: D O’Shea 0-7 (0-4f), O
Flannery 1-2, S McDonagh 0-3 (0-1 sideline), J
Cooney 1-0, J O’Donoghue 0-1, N Collins 0-1, S
Neary 0-1.
Dublin: C Foley 0-8 (0-6f, 0-1 ’65), D Purcell 0-2,
K Lahiff 0-2, P Dunleavy 0-2, D Leavy 0-1.
GALWAY: P Rabbitte; E Lawless, E Geraghty, C
Brennan; S Quirke, S Neary, E Duggan; I
McGlynn, J O’Donoghue; D Kilcommins, S McDonagh, J Cooney; N Collins, D O’Shea, O Flannery.
Subs: A Connaire for O’Donoghue (45), G
Thomas for Kilcommins (46), C Flaherty for
Duggan (51), L Collins for N Collins (56), C
Cunningham for McGlynn (59).
DUBLIN: B Hynes; D Crowe, B Sheehy, I Ó
Heither; P Doyle, C Ó Cathasaigh, P Dunleavy; D
Power, D Leavy; D McBride, K Lahiff, P Linehan; C
Foley, S Fenton, D Purcell. Subs: C Boyle for
McBride (41), L Dunne for Lahiff (50), J Flanagan
for Linehan (55).
REF: R Fitzsimons (Offaly).

POWER: Galway forward John Cooney races past Paddy Doyle of Dublin in the Leinster
U-20 decider.
Photo: Matt Browne / SPORTSFILE.
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TRIUMP: Galway captain Sean Neary lifts the
cup after the Leinster U-20 hurling final at
O’Moore Park in Portlaoise.
Photo: Matt Browne / SPORTSFILE.

FLICK: Jason O'Donoghue of Galway in action against
Dublin.
Photo: Matt Browne / SPORTSFILE.
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Tribesmen withstand Kilkenny rally
Galway ..............................1-18
Kilkenny ..........................1-13
By JOHN FALLON
Media West Ireland

G

ALWAY had to withstand a spirited
rally from Kilkenny before they
advanced to the Leinster U-20
hurling final after a 1-18 to 1-13 victory in
the sunshine at O'Connor Park in Tullamore.
Kilkenny managed to reduce a 13point interval gap to four points going into
the closing stages but Galway, with goalkeeper Paddy Rabbitte producing a
couple of fine saves, held on for victory
and set up a Leinster final against Dublin.
Galway dominated the opening half
and deservedly led by 1-13 to 0-03 at the
interval, with Kilkenny struggling to
contain their excellent passing game.
Donal O’Shea, son of Tipperary coach
Eamon, led the way with a haul of 1-06
before the break with his excellently taken
goal after 19 minutes pushing the Tribesmen 1-09 to 0-01 in front.
Five of the Galway forwards scored
from play in the opening half while the
sixth, Oisin Flannery, had a hand in
several scores including combining with
Sean McDonagh to set O’Shea up for his
goal.
Two early points from Diarmuid
Kilcommins and O’Shea settled Galway
before Peter McDonald got Kilkenny off
the mark after four minutes.
But Kilkenny didn’t score again until
Eoin Guilfoyle pointed a free from the

PASS: Galway’s Shane Quirke gets the ball away despite the attention of Padraig Dempsey of
Kilkenny at O’Connor Park in Tullamore.
Photo: David Fitzgerald / SPORTSFILE.

right after 22 minutes to make it 1-10 to 002 and they would have been further adrift
had goalkeeper Aidan Tallis not saved a
ground effort from McDonagh.
Galway centre-back Sean Neary
landed two points from distance while
John Cooney, son of Galway legend Joe,
struck for two superb points from the left.
Conor Kelly pulled back a point for
Kilkenny before the break but O’Shea
quickly cancelled this with his second
point from play to lead by 13 at the interval.
Kilkenny, with senior manager Brian
Cody watching from the stand, came fighting back after the restart with three points
from placed balls by Guilfoyle, a fine effort
from play by Conor Kelly and a long-range

CLASH: Diarmuid Kilcommins of Galway in action against Timmy Clifford of Kilkenny during the
Leinster U-20 semi-final.
Photo: David Fitzgerald / SPORTSFILE.

free from goalkeeper Tallis helped reduce
the margin, but Galway responded with an
excellent point over his shoulder from
O’Shea on the right and two superb sidelines from McDonagh from the left.
Those scores left Galway leading by 116 to 0-08 after 39 minutes but another
free from Guilfoyle was followed by a goal
from Tomas Dunne when he finished a
rebound after a penalty from Kelly was
saved by Rabbitte.
Guilfoyle, captain Shane Staunton and
sub Billy Drennan landed points to reduce
the margin to five and when sub Paddy
Commins responded for Galway, a tight
finish was in prospect when two more
efforts from Guilfoyle cut the gap to just
four.
Rabbitte saved well from Guilfoyle and
Dunne, and while Tallis denied Niall
Collins at the other end, the Tribesmen
sealed it when sub Conor Flaherty pointed
after coming on to set up a repeat of the
2020 final.
GALWAY: P Rabbitte; E Lawless, E Geraghty, C
Brennan; S Quirke, S Neary (0-02), E Duggan; I
McGlynn, J Donoghue; D Kilcommins (0-01), S
McDonagh (0-03, 0-02 sidelines), J Cooney (002); N Collins (0-01), D O'Shea (1-07, 0-03f, 0-01
’65), O Flannery. Subs: A Connaire for McGlynn
(33), P Commins (0-01) for Flannery (40), C
Flaherty (0-01) for Duggan (46), O Slevin for
Cooney (53), T Killeen for McDonagh (55).
KILKENNY: A Tallis (0-01f); D Fogarty, J Young,
P McDonald (0-01); S Staunton (0-01), C Beirne,
P Dempsey; C Kenny (0-01), P Moylan; L Moore, C
Kelly (0-01), J Morrissey; C Brennan, T Clifford, E
Guilfoyle (0-07, 0-05f, 0-01 ’65). Subs: P Cody for
Moore (19), I Byrne for Brennan (25), T Dunne (100) for Dempsey (half-time), B Drennan (0-01)
for Morrissey (37), G Murphy for C Kelly (55).
REF: Patrick Murphy (Carlow).

• LEINSTER GAA HURLING U-20 CHAMPIONSHIP SEMI-FINAL
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Galway minors
come up short
Cork ...................................1-23
Galway .............................0-12
By JOHN FALLON
Media West Ireland

C

ORK captured their first All-Ireland
minor title in 20 years to keep
hopes of a Rebel treble very much
alive after they ousted reigning champions Galway with a magnificent display of
powerful hurling in Thurles.
Having defeated Galway in the Under20 final in midweek, there was pressure
on the minors to deliver their part of a
treble but man of the match William Buckley said they didn’t allow that to distract
them.
“We put the pressure at the back of
our minds and just motored on. We knew
this would be the toughest test,” said
Buckley.
“We’ve been playing with each other
since U-13 in development squads,
everyone knows each other. We’re friends
with each other off the pitch so it’s great.”

Nine different players hit the target in
the opening half for Cork as their strong
running and excellent use of the ball saw
them build up a 0-16 to 0-7 interval lead.
The Rebels, having opted to play with
the breeze, led by 0-9 to 0-4 at the first
water break with both midfielders Mikey
Finn and Cillian Tobin scoring along with
four of the six forwards.
Galway kept in touch with a couple of
frees from Rory Burke and good efforts
from play from Michéal Power and wingback Dylan Dunne.
William Buckley got his second point of
the match on the resumption for Cork and
corner-back Darragh O’Sullivan also
scored his second point of the match to
extend their lead to 0-11 to 0-4 after 18
minutes.
Power got his second point for Galway
and Burke landed another free to cut the
gap to five but the next five points came
from a free-flowing Cork side with Diarmuid Healy shooting his third point of the
half and Jack Leahy, David Cremin, Eoin
O’Leary and impressive centre-back Ben
O’Connor also hitting the target after
another crossfield sideline out of defence
from midfielder Finn.

OPEN: Galway forward Darren Shaughnessy
on the attack against Cork.
Photo: Stephen McCarthy / SPORTSFILE.

Darren Shaughnessy became only the
second Galway forward to score from play
when he reduced the margin to 0-16 to 07 just before the break.
Jack Leahy extended Cork’s lead with
a point within a minute of the restart and
then Eoin O’Leary set up David Cremin
and he finished low to the net to make it
1-17 to 0-7.
Two more points from Burke and one
from Darren Shaughnessy reduced the
deficit but Cork led by 1-19 to 0-10 at the
second water.
Leahy tacked on another couple of
points and Buckley added another as
Healy picked off his fourth of the night,
while Power responded with a couple of
points for a Galway side who relinquished
their crown just 42 days since they won it
- but they were beaten in too many positions to mount a serious defence of their
crown, against a Cork side who won all
four matches this season by double digits.
CORK: P O’Sullivan; D O’Sullivan (0-2), K Lyons, J

CONTROL: Tiernan Leen of Galway takes his chance to control the ball and move clear of Cork’s
Jack Leahy in the All-Ireland minor final.
Photo: Stephen McCarthy / SPORTSFILE.
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Byrne; J Dwyer, B O’Connor (0-1), T Wilk; M Finn
(0-2, one sideline), C Tobin (0-1); D Healy (0-4), B
Nyhan, D Cremin (1-2); W Buckley (0-3), J Leahy
(0-7, three frees), E O’Leary (0-1). Subs: A Walsh
for Nyhan (half-time), R Sheahan for Wilk (4546), for Dwyer (53mins), O O’Regan for Cremin
(55m), K Wallace for Tobin (58m), T O’Connell for
O’Leary (59m).
GALWAY: D Walsh; J O’Connor, T Leen, M Tarpey;
D Dunne (0-1), D Davoren, N Gill; J Ryan, C
Lawless; D Shaughnessy (0-2), M Power (0-4), D
Neary; J Cosgrove, R Burke (0-5, four frees), O
Lohan. Subs: M O’Connor for Ryan (36mins), C
Whelan for Lawless (37m), A Keady for Cosgrove
(38m), C Donoghue for Lohan (47m), C Head for
Dunne (57m).
REF: C Cunning (Antrim).

• ELECTRIC IRELAND GAA HURLING ALL-IRELAND MINOR FINAL

Another final
on the horizon
Galway .............................0-23
Kilkenny ...........................1-12
By JOHN FALLON
Media West Ireland

B

RIAN Hanley’s Galway, who created
history last month when they
became the first team to win the
Electric Ireland All-Ireland minor hurling
title for the fourth year in a row, are
through to this season’s final after an
impressive win in Thurles.
Galway were on top for long periods
as they ousted a Kilkenny side they had
beaten in the last three All-Ireland finals.
Galway, who will now meet Cork in the
final, led by 0-12 to 0-06 at the break
having played with the breeze, with wingforward Rory Burke seven points from
placed balls.
Galway had only one starting survivor
from that win but despite this being their
first match of the campaign they were still
too good for the Leinster champions.
The sides twice exchanged points in
the opening 12 minutes but Galway,
backed by the breeze, got the next four
scores with Burke landing a couple of
frees and John Cosgrove and Michéal
Power shooting efforts from play to lead
by 0-6 to 0-2 after 17 minutes.

Kilkenny hit back and while Danny
Glennon was denied a couple of goal
chances by the crossbar and Galway
goalkeeper Darragh Walsh, the only one
to start the 2020 final last month, they
reduced the margin through Ben Whitty
and Harry Shine.
But the scores came easier to Galway
and with Burke, son of former Galway
goalkeeper Richard, bringing his opening
half tally to seven points from placed
balls, they led by double scores at the
break by 0-12 to 0-6 with Darragh Neary
and Dylan Dunne also picking off good
scores from play.
Galway full-back Tiernan Leen was
outstanding but Kilkenny got some hope
from points from Joe Fitzpatrick and
another free from Shine to trail by six at
the break.
Cosgrove extended Galway’s lead
directly after the restart but then Glennon
finally got in for a goal for Kilkenny and
Shine quickly added two points to cut the
gap to 0-13 to 1-8 after 34 minutes.
Galway, who brought in Anthony
Keady, son of the late 1988 Hurler of the
Year Tony, responded well and outscored
Kilkenny by five points to one to lead by 018 to 1-9 before the Cats hit back with
efforts from Cillian Hackett and a second
from wing-back Fitzpatrick before Oisin
Lohan made it 0-19 to 1-11 at the second
water break.

CLOSE: Anthony Keady of Galway gets time on the ball despite the attentions of Killian Carey of
Kilkenny in the All-Ireland minor semi-final.
Photo: Piaras Ó Mídheach / SPORTSFILE.

SPEED: Galway attacker John Cosgrove races
clear of Seán Moore of Kilkenny.
Photo: Piaras Ó Mídheach / SPORTSFILE.

Galway, with Joshua Ryan, son of
another of that Galway double team of ’87
and ’88 Eanna, at midfield, did not relent
in the closing stages as they qualified for
their 17th final in the last 23 years.
SCORERS – Galway: R Burke 0-10 (9f, 1’65), O
Lohan 0-3, M Power 0-3, D Neary 0-2, J Cosgrove
0-2, T Leen 0-1, D Dunne 0-1, D Shaughnessy 0-1.
Kilkenny: H Shine 0-7 (6f), D Glennon 1-1, J Fitzpatrick 0-2, B Whitty 0-1, C Hackett 0-1.
GALWAY: D Walsh; M Tarpey, T Leen, J O’Connor;
D Dunne, D Davoren, N Gill; J Ryan, C Lawless; D
Shaughnessy, M Power, D Neary; J Cosgrove, R
Burke, O Lohan. Subs: A Keady for Lawless (38),
C Headd for Dunne (57), T Nolan for Power (58),
M O’Connor for Ryan (60).
KILKENNY: A Dunphy; E Rudkins, B Hughes, S
Moore; J Fitzpatrick, G Dunne, O Lyng; A Ireland
Wall, K Doyle; J Walsh, H Shine, B Whitty; D Glennon, K Carey, T Dunne. Subs: C Hackett for Walsh
(half-time), K Corcoran for Rudkins (7), D Queally
for Ireland Wall (47), M Brennan for Whitty (55).
REF: Rory McGann (Clare).

TACKLE: Darragh Neary of Galway in action
against Kilkenny’s Bill Hughes at Semple
Stadium in Thurles.
Photo: Piaras Ó Mídheach / SPORTSFILE.
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Dublin edge out Galway
in close Leinster final
Dublin ..............................1-20
Galway ..............................1-18
By JOHN FALLON
Media West Ireland

D

UBLIN claimed the Bord Gáis 2020
Leinster U-20 hurling title when
they finished strongly to deservedly
secure the crown after an exciting clash in
Tullamore.
The sides were level eight times but
Dublin came good when it mattered most
to beat Galway for the first time at underage championship level and land the title.
Dublin led 1-11 to 1-09 at the break.
Galway did a lot of the early running and
led by 0-03 to 0-01 after nine minutes but
then Dara Purcell pointed for Dublin
before midfielder Mark Sweeney soloed
through and drilled the ball low into the
net for an excellent goal.
Mark Kennedy, who scored 0-04 from
play in the opening quarter, responded for
Galway and he also replied when Micheal
Murphy pointed for Dublin and Liam
Murphy hit two frees to leave it 1-04 to 006 at the first water break.
Another free from Murphy and one
from the left wing by Lee Gannon pushed
Dublin 1-06 to 0-06 in front, but then a
cross from the right from Donal O'Shea
was collected by John Cooney and he
batted to the net after executing a
sidestep which was reminiscent of his
father Joe, the former All Star, to tie the
sides after 20 minutes.
The sides continued to trade points but
Dublin, having played with the breeze,
edged two in front at half-time after
another free from Murphy and one from
distance from goalkeeper Eddie Gibbons.
Galway started the second half with
three quick points before Dara McBride
equalised, and then Dublin’s Micheal
Murphy and Ian McGlynn exchanged
points.
Galway led by 1-15 to 1-13 at the
second water break after two more
pointed frees from O’Shea, but the superb
Lee Gannon landed two in a row and then
after another O’Shea free Dara Purcell
struck for two more points.
Kennedy’s sixth point for Galway
narrowed the gap to one but two more
frees from Murphy kept Dublin in control
and he maintained their two-points advantage after Fionn McDonagh responded for
Galway.
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CATCH: Galway’s Dylan Shaughnessy controls the ball beside Darach McBride of Dublin at O’Connor Park in Tullamore.
Photo: Piaras Ó Mídheach / SPORTSFILE.

Dublin held on for victory after Galway
sub Sean McDonagh saw a shot in the
closing stages fly the wrong side of the
right post.
DUBLIN: E Gibbons (0-01, 1f); T Kinnane, A
Dunphy, A Murphy; E O'Donnell, K Burke, I Ó
Heither; M Sweeney (1-00), D Power; D McBride
(0-02), M Murphy (0-02), L Gannon (0-04); D
Purcell (0-04), K Desmond, L Murphy (0-07, 7f).
Subs: M Conroy for Kinnane (33), D Leavy for O
Heither (45), L McDwyer for O’Donnell (50), C

Foley for Desmond (52), B Ryan for Power
(60+4).
GALWAY: D Fahy; E Lawless, TJ Brennan, J
O’Donoghue; D Kilcommins, C Flaherty, D
Shaughnessy (0-01); A Brett, I McGlynn (0-01); C
Walsh, M Kennedy (0-06), S Neary; J Cooney (100), J Fleming (0-01), D O’Shea (0-08, 6f, 1’65).
Subs: F McDonagh (0-01) for Brett (40), S
McDonagh for Cooney (48), O Salmon for
O’Donoghue (58).
REF: David Hughes (Kilkenny).

• BORD GÁIS 2020 LEINSTER U-20 HURLING FINAL

Historic four-in-a-row

CHAMPIONS: Galway captain Adam Nolan lifts the cup as his teammates celebrate their win over Kilkenny at O’Moore Park in Portloaise.
Photo: Matt Browne / SPORTSFILE.

Galway ..............................1-17
Kilkenny ..........................1-14
By JOHN FALLON
Media West Ireland

G

ALWAY created history as they
became the first county to win the
All-Ireland minor hurling title four
years in a row when they edged out
Kilkenny in a thriller.
Kilkenny recovered from a slow start
and hit the front for the first time in what
was the delayed 2020 decider with just
four minutes remaining.
But the champions didn’t panic and
after the sides twice exchanged points in
the dying seconds, man of the match
Liam Collins won it for Galway deep into
stoppage time when he flicked home a
goal.
Galway used the wind well in the

ASSIST: Colm Molloy of Galway in action against Zach Bay Hammond of Kilkenny.
Photo: Matt Browne / SPORTSFILE.
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back with a point from the left wing but
two more pointed frees from Drennan cut
the gap to 0-12 to 0-11 after 39 minutes.
Diarmuid Davoren and Greg Thomas
pushed Galway three clear in the final
quarter but then Drennan drew Kilkenny
level after 53 minutes when he blasted
home a penalty after sub Killian Carey
was fouled.
Cathal Beirne edged Kilkenny in front
for the first time with a superb point from
the left wing but Molloy cancelled with an
equally fine point at the other end.
Walsh restored Killenny's lead as the
game slipped into four minutes of injurytime and extra-time seemed likely when
Gavin Lee levelled after a run by Davoren.
Then the impressive Liam Leen broke
away, sub Darren Shaugnnessy bore
down on goal and his pass inside was
flicked to the net by Collins to secure their
14th All-Ireland minor title.
GALWAY: D Walsh; S Morgan, A Nolan, M Walsh;
S O’Hanlon, T Killeen, P Burke; L Leen (0-01), K
Hanrahan (0-01); G Lee (0-02), R Davitt (0-01), R
Killilea; L Collins (1-07, 0-03f, 0-02 ’65), G
Thomas (0-01), C Molloy (0-03).
Subs: D Davoren (0-01) for Killilea (41), D
Shaughnessy for Davitt (54), T Leen for M Walsh
(58), C Slettery for Collins (64).
KILKENNY: B Minogue; Z Bay Hammond, N
Rowe, M Donnelly; J Fitzpatrick (0-02), G Dunne,
C Beirne (0-01); K Doyle (0-01), B Reid, B Drennan (1-06, 1-00 pen, 0-04f, 0-01 ’65), T Clifford,
D Walsh (0-02), H Shine (0-01), T Dunne (0-01), E
O'Brien. Subs: K Carey for O’Brien (50).
REF: Sean Stack (Dublin).
CONCENTRATE: Galway’s Greg Thomas
controls the ball in the All-Ireland minor
final.
Photo: Matt Browne / SPORTSFILE.

opening half and raced into a 0-07 to 0-00
lead after just 11 minutes with Liam
Collins leading the way.
The Cappataggle clubman shot five
points in a blistering start, two of them
from play, two frees and a '65 as the
champions took the game to Kilkenny.
Colm Molloy also landed two good
points from play and Galway could have
been out of sight had they made the most
of a couple of goal chances.
Billy Drennan finally got Kilkenny off
the mark after 16 minutes with a free and
he added another after Collins had
pointed his second ’65.
Drennan, with a ’65, and Ruben Davitt
exchanged points before Denis Walsh
and Killian Doyle gave the Cats hope with
a couple of quick points.
Midfielder Liam Leen extended
Galway’s lead but Drennan cut the gap to
0-10 to 0-6 at the break with a point from
play after moving into full-forward.
Gavin Lee pointed for Galway shortly
after the restart but Kilkenny took over
and hit the next three points, with wingback Joe Fitzpatrick hitting two of them
either side of a point by Harry Shine.
Galway midfielder Kieran Hanrahan hit
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POWER: Gavin Lee of Galway shrugs off the challenge from Niall Rowe of Kilkenny.
Photo: Matt Browne / SPORTSFILE.
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Devastating late spurt seals
another minor final appearance
Galway

............4-18

Limerick

.....0-15

By RONAN O’NEILL

TIGHT: Ronan Killilea of Galway in action
against Limerick’s Cian Scully and Billy
Molyneaux at Cusack Park in Ennis.
Photo: Matt Browne / SPORTSFILE.

L

IAM Collins finished with 2-7 to his name as Galway
powered their way to another All-Ireland minor hurling final with a comprehensive 15-point win over
Limerick at Cusack Park in Ennis.
Galway held a 1-8 to 0-4 lead at the half-time break
but they waited for the final quarter to really explode and
push Limerick aside.
Limerick only trailed by 1-8 to 0-10 after six points in a
row following half-time but it wasn’t long until Galway
reasserted their dominance to put the result beyond
doubt.
The Tribesmen only led by 1-11 to 0-13 at the final
water break only to hit an astonishing 3-6 in the last eight
minutes of play, and it finished in a double-scores victory.
SCORERS – Galway: L Collins 2-7 (0-3fs, 0-2 65s); C Molloy 0-5; G
Lee, R Davitt 1-1 each; C Slattery, G Thomas 0-2 each.
Limerick: L Lynch 0-5 (4fs, 1 65); S O’Brien, A English 0-3 each; P
O’Donovan 0-2; J Fitzgerald, C Scully 0-1 each.
GALWAY: D Walsh; S Morgan, A Nolan (capt), M Walsh; S O’Hanlon,
T Killeen, P Burke; L Leen, K Hanrahan; G Lee, G Thomas, R Killilea;
R Davitt, L Collins, C Molloy. Subs: C Slattery for Killillea (36), D
Davoren for Hanrahan (49), S Fox for Davitt (55), T Leen for O
Hanlon (56), D O’Flaherty for Burke (59)
LIMERICK: T Lynch; J Fitzgerald, V Harrington, R Lyons; B
Molyneaux, C Scully, S Whelan; J Kirby, B Duff; L O’Connor, L Lynch,
E Hurley; S O’Brien, P O’Donovan (capt), S O’Brien.
Subs: D Lynch for Molyneaux (h-t), E Harmon for Duff (43), A
Fitzgerald for O’Connor (45).
REF: T Walsh (Wateford).

OPEN: Galway’s Kieran Hanrahan powers past
John Kirby of Limerick during the All-Ireland
minor semi-final in Ennis.
Photo: Matt Browne / SPORTSFILE.
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Dubs produce fine display
again in semi-final
Dublin ...............................1-17
Mayo ...................................2-9
By JOHN FALLON
Media West Ireland

D

UBLIN remain on course to win a
fifth TG4 All-Ireland SFC in a row
after qualifying for their eighth final
in a row with this five-points win at Croke
Park.
Mick Bohan’s charges, despite having
to make three late changes as Niamh
Collins, Carla Rowe and Niamh McEvoy
were unable to start through injury, never
trailed in an entertaining contest as the
champions did enough to hold off Mayo’s
challenge.
Dublin wasted little time in building a
lead with the breeze behind them and
efforts from Niamh Hetherton, Hannah
Tyrrell, Caoimhne O’Connor and Siobhán
Killeen pushed them 0-4 to 0-0 in front
after eight minutes.
But Mayo hit back after that and good
work from Lisa Cafferky and Shauna
Howley ended with Sarah Rowe shooting
to the net to cut the gap to the minimum.
The response from the champions was
impressive. Lyndsey Davey intercepted a
kickout and set up O’Connor for a goal
and after Killeen pointed, captain Sinéad
Aherne tacked on another couple of
points to lead by 1-7 to 1-0 after 13
minutes.
Rachel Kearns pulled back a free for
Mayo and then after Killeen got her third
point, Kearns finished to the net after
being set up by Sinéad Cafferky following
a good passing movement.
But once again the response from
Dublin was good and another point from
Aherne and one from Davey saw them
lead by 1-10 to 2-1 at the interval.
Tyrrell and Kearns twice exchanged
points in the opening eight minutes of the
second-half. Mayo enjoyed plenty of
possession with Kearns leading the attack
but each time they reduced the margin,
Dublin responded with a score.
Shauna Howley pointed a free for
Mayo but Tyrrell hit back with another
point. Grace Kelly pointed for Mayo and
Lisa Cafferky saw a goal effort come back
off a post before Dublin hit two in a row
with Aherne pointing and Tyrrell crowning
a wonderful week in which she got
married by shooting her fifth point of the
game from play.
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TACKLE: Rachel Kearns of Mayo in action against Dublin’s Aoife Kane (left) and Lauren Magee in
the All-Ireland semi-final at Croke Park.
Photo: Ray McManus / SPORTSFILE.

A point from play by Howley cut the
gap to 1-15 to 2-6 before the second
water break but it was Dublin who
extended their lead to seven points on the
resumption when wing-back Orlagh Nolan
went forward to shoot a good score.
Kearns cut the gap to two goals with
ten minutes remaining when she pointed
a free after the was fouled and Lisa
Cafferkey reduced the margin to five, but
Aherne hit her fifth point from a free and
they restricted Mayo to just another point
from the impressive Kearns as they
advanced to another final.
SCORERS – Dublin: H Tyrrell 0-5, S Aherne 0-5
(1f), C O’Connor 1-1, S Killeen 0-3, N Hetherton 01, L Davey 0-1, O Nolan 0-1.
Mayo: R Kearns 1-5 (0-4f), S Rowe 1-0, S Howley
0-2 (1f), G Kelly 0-1, L Cafferky 0-1.
DUBLIN: C Trant; M Byrne, A Kane, L Caffrey; O
Carey, S McGrath, O Nolan; J Dunne, L Magee; H
Tyrrell, L Davey, C O’Connor; S Killeen, N Hetherton, S Aherne. Subs: S Goldrick for Kane (ht), K
Sullivan for Killeen (40), N McEvoy for Hetherton
(46), L Collins for O’Connor (56), E Rutledge for
Aherne (56).
MAYO: L Brennan; S Lally, D Finn, C McManamon; T O’Connor, R Durkin, K Sullivan; F McHale,
S Cafferky; N Kelly, R Kearns, L Cafferky; G Kelly,

DANGER: Mayo forward Grace Kelly in action
against Dublin.
Photo: Piaras Ó Mídheach / SPORTSFILE.
S Howley, S Rowe. Subs: C Whyte for Durkin
(34), C Needham for McHale (54), T Needham for
L Cafferky (54), M Reilly for Howley (59).
REF: Seamus Mulvihill (Kerry).
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Cafferky delights in
Connacht derby win

POWER: Mayo forward Niamh Kelly gest past
a tackle.
Photo: Piaras Ó Mídheach / SPORTSFILE.

CALM: Galway goalkeeper Dearbhla Gower surveys her options ahead of Mayo’s Sarah Rowe in
the All-Ireland quarter-final.
Photo: Piaras Ó Mídheach / SPORTSFILE.

Mayo ..................................1-15
Galway ..............................1-11
By DARAGH SMALL
Media West Ireland

S

INÉAD Cafferky fired 1-2 from
midfield as Mayo advanced to the
semi-finals of the TG4 All-Ireland
Senior Championship with a deserved
victory over Connacht rivals Galway at
MacHale Park in Castlebar.
Mayo suffered an 11-point defeat to
Armagh last weekend but bounced back
impressively to cruise into the final four
after they held a 1-10 to 0-5 lead at halftime.
Cafferky scored the first-half goal to
put the hosts in charge at the interval and
although Mairéad Seoighe shot to the
Mayo net in the second half they couldn’t
find an adequate comeback.
Mayo manager Michael Moyles made
four late changes and one of those almost
made an instant impact when Lisa
Cafferky forced a great save from Galway
goalkeeper Dearbhla Gower.
Mayo were still 0-5 to 0-2 ahead at the
first water break. They scored the first
three points through Shauna Howley,
Grace Kelly and Rachel Kearns.
Kate Slevin finally hit back for Galway
in the ninth minute and she doubled her

tally, while Sarah Rowe and Howley both
added good points up the other end.
Mayo started the second quarter with
another three unanswered points, with
Kearns, Howley and Rowe all on target.
Megan Glynn and Leanne Coen
looked to have started a Galway revival
with good points, but Rowe scored her
third, before Sinéad Cafferky grabbed the
crucial goal in the 23rd minute.
The Kilmovee Shamrocks star burst
through from midfield and when everyone
expected her to pass she instead drove

Tamara O’Connor of Mayo bursting forward.
Photo: Piaras Ó Mídheach / SPORTSFILE.

the ball low into the bottom righthand
corner of the Galway net.
With Galway in need of a score Olivia
Divilly scored her first point, but Sinéad
Cafferky brought her first half tally to 1-1
in reply. Mayo were eight points clear at
the end of the first half and that margin
quickly became nine thanks to Grace
Kelly’s score.
Goalkeeper Laura Brennan came up
with stunning saves to deny Olivia Divilly
and Glynn after the restart, and while
Galway tried to stay in touch courtesy of
points from Ailbhe Davoren and Seoighe
they were cancelled out by Sinéad
Cafferky and Kearns.
Galway were 1-13 to 0-7 behind before
Seoighe stepped up to blast the ball past
Brennan in the 45th minute, a move she
was twice involved in, but Howley landed
an important reply for Mayo just before
the final water break.
Louise Ward (two), Ailish Morrissey
and Seoighe cut into the deficit and
Galway only trailed by a goal with less
than ten minutes remaining, but they
couldn’t conjure the goal they needed and
Lisa Cafferky sealed the win late on.
SCORERS – Mayo: S Cafferky 1-2, S Howley 0-4
(1f), R Kearns 0-3 (2f), S Rowe 0-3, G Kelly 0-2, L
Cafferky 0-1.
Galway: M Seoighe 1-2 (1f), K Slevin 0-2, L Ward
0-2, O Divilly 0-1 (1f), M Glynn 0-1, L Coen 0-1, A
Davoren 0-1, A Morrissey 0-1.
MAYO: L Brennan; D Finn, S Lally, K Sullivan; T
O’Connor, R Durcan, F McHale; C Whyte, S
Cafferky; L Cafferky, R Kearns, N Kelly; G Kelly, S
Howley, S Rowe. Subs: É Ronayne for Whyte (33),
A Dowling for Rowe (44), M Reilly for Howley
(49), D Caldwell for Sullivan (51), Rowe for
Kearns (58).
GALWAY: D Gower; L Ahearne, S Lynch, S
Molloy; C Cooney, K Geraghty, H Noone; S Divilly,
A Davoren; O Divilly, M Glynn, L Coen; N Ward, L
Ward, K Slevin. Subs: M Seoighe for S Divilly
(24), A Morrissey for Coen (h-t), E Reaney for O
Divilly (39), T Leonard for Glynn (45), R Leonard
for Slevin (47).
REF: Maggie Farrelly (Cavan).
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Three-goal blitz downs Donegal
threw Morrissey on at half-time and went
for broke, he didn’t think he’d be picking
up the dividends before the money had
left his account. That’s exactly what
happened, though.
Ward’s goal was followed by the
double strike by Morrissey in the space of
a minute, and from that point on Galway
never trailed.
Donegal continued to battle though,
with Geraldine McLaughlin adding to her
tally, but when Niamh McLaughlin, the
Donegal captain, did get a sight at goal
she was unfortunate to rattle the crossbar
and Galway held on to win and seal their
passage.

Galway .............................3-10
Donegal ............................1-11
By ALAN FOLEY

A

SCARCELY believable two-minute
spell right at the start of the second
half delivered three Galway goals
against Donegal at Markievicz Park to
seal the Connacht side’s place in the last
eight of the TG4 All-Ireland Senior Championship.
Donegal looked reasonably comfortable at the break, leading 1-6 to 0-4 but
Galway lit the blue touch paper when
Nicola Ward grabbed a goal from the first
attack of the second half to get Galway
going.
That, though, wasn’t even half the
story as Ailish Morrissey, only on since
half time, grabbed another Galway goal
having pushed up on Donegal, who were
struggling to get downfield.
Then, a third goal arrived with the
clock at 31:51. Morrissey slammed into an
empty net from Megan Glynn’s pass and
it was 3-4 to 1-6. Suddenly, from four
down Galway were five up and in control
and by the three-quarter mark were 3-8 to
1-10 in front, and from there they closed
out the win.
But it could all have been so different
for Donegal. It was Maxi Curran’s side
that dominated the opening exchanges,
and they raced into a deserved early lead.

SCORERS – Galway: A Morrissey 2-1, O Divilly
STAR: Ailish Morrissey top scored for Galway
in a brilliant win over Donegal.
Photo: Brendan Moran / SPORTSFILE.

Katy Herron blasted home an 11th
minute goal, finishing off a move that saw
Karen Guthrie provide the assist following
Geraldine McLaughlin’s ball inside, which
gave Donegal a 1-2 to 0-2 lead.
Olivia Divilly scored two points for
Galway in the second quarter, as did
Guthrie for Donegal which maintained the
five-point gap all the way to the interval,
with the Ulster side 1-6 to 0-4 in the
ascendency.
When Galway manager Gerry Fahy

0-5 (3f), N Ward 1-0, L Ward 0-1, H Noone 0-1, M
Glynn 0-1, E Reaney 0-1.
Donegal: G McLaughlin 0-6 (3f), K Herron 1-1, K
Guthrie 0-3 (1f), N Hegarty 0-1.
GALWAY: D Gower; S Healy, S Lynch, S Molloy; K
Geraghty, N Ward, C Cooney; S Divilly, A Davoren;
O Divilly, M Glynn, L Coen; H Noone, L Ward, K
Slevin. Subs: L Aherne for Healy (32), A Morrissey for Slevin (h-t), M Seoighe for Davoren (37),
R Leonard for Glynn (46), E Reaney for Coen (53).
DONEGAL: A McColgan; N Carr, E McGinley, E
Gallagher; A Boyle Carr, N McLaughlin, R
Rodgers; K Herron, S Twohig; B McLaughlin, N
McLaughlin, N Boyle; N Hegarty, K Guthrie, G
McLaughlin. Subs: K Keaney for N Boyle (30+2),
A Logue for B McLaughlin (38), T Jenkins for
Keaney (56) R McCafferty for Rodgers (59).
REF: G Chapman (Sligo).

Mackin too good for Mayo
Armagh ............................3-14
Mayo .................................0-12
By PJ LEDDY

A

IMEE Mackin led the way with a
haul of 3-6 as Armagh set up a TG4
All-Ireland SFC quarter-final date
with Meath after this impressive Group 1
victory at Ballinamore.
Armagh led by 1-8 to 0-6 at the break
after Mackin got in for her first goal after
eight minutes after an earlier exchange of
points between Rachel Kearns and Aoife
McCoy.
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Mackin followed up with a couple of
points and Mayo goalkeeper Aisling Tarpey
did well to deny Niamh Coleman a 14th
minute goal.
Mackin and Grace Kelly exchanged
points for Armagh to lead by 1–4 to 0–2 at
the first water break.
Mayo came more into the game in the
second quarter with Kelly getting two while
Sarah Rowe and Sarah Howley added one
each.
But Armagh matched them through
McCoy and Fionnuala McKenna hitting a
point each, while Mackin landed two more
to lead by five at the interval.
Mackin wrapped up the issue in the
third quarter when she completed her hattrick, finishing off a good move then slot-

ting home a penalty to put the issue
beyond doubt.
Mayo’s only response was a couple of
points from Howley and one from Kelly.
Armagh continued to dominate and
substitute Niamh Reel added two points
and Kelly Mallon also hit the target.
Mayo lost Kearns and Sinead Cafferky
to the sin bin as Mackin, Reel and Mallon
extended Armagh’s lead as they head into
their quarter-final meeting against Meath
on the back of an impressive eleven-points
win.
SCORERS – Armagh: A Mackin 3–6 (3f); A
McCoy, N Reel & K Mallon (1f) 0–2 each, F
McKenna, N Coleman 0-1 each.
Mayo: G. Kelly & S. Howley (2f) 0–4 each, R
Kearns 0–3; S Rowe 0–1.
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Galway hold
on at the death
Galway ..............................2-11
Kerry .................................2-10
By TOMÁS KEATING

G

ALWAY held on for victory in the
opening TG4 All-Ireland Senior
Championship game of the
summer despite Louise Ní Mhuircheartaigh’s goal in the final minute at
Cusack Park.
The Kerry forward had gotten her side
off to a flying start with an early goal, and
at one stage in the first half Kerry led by
five points, but Megan Glynn’s goal for
Galway just before half time resurrected
their challenge.
The Connacht side dominated after
the resumption and they looked destined
for a routine win when substitute Ailish
Morrissey hit a brilliant goal after 43
minutes.
But led by Ní Mhuircheartaigh, Kerry
rallied and she followed her point two
minutes from time with a brilliant second
goal, only for time to run out and Galway
claimed the opening day honours.
It was Galway that drew first blood
after 30 seconds as Olivia Divilly pointed
a free, but Kerry replied not long after with
a well worked score from former Ireland
rugby international Louise Galvin.

Moments later, Ní Mhuircheartaigh
blasted by Hannah Noone to bury low
past Galway ’keeper Dearbhla Gower.
Mairéad Seoighe and Ní Mhuircheartaigh
traded frees as the Kingdom led 1-2 to 0-2
at the first-half water-break.
Ní Mhuircheartaigh helped Kerry to
keep Galway at bay until Glynn struck her
stylish goal just before half-time, to leave
it 1-7 to 1-5 in favour of the Munster side
at the interval.
Upon the resumption, Galway raced
out of the blocks as Kate Slevin, Divilly
(free) and Glynn all struck scores as
Gerry Fahy’s side edge as point in front.
Then on the 44th minute, Morrissey,
who was only on the pitch a minute, went
by two Kerry defenders and rocketed it
into the left top corner, which put Galway
2-9 to 1-7 in front.
Ní Mhuircheartaigh swung over a
much needed free for Kerry, but Slevin
replied to keep Galway five clear, until
Lorraine Scanlon and Ní Mhuircheartaigh
pointed to cut the deficit to three points.
Sub Róisín Leonard returned from her
injury absence to kick a fine score off the
bench, and despite the late comeback Ní
Mhuircheartaigh’s goal proved insufficient
for Kerry.
SCORERS – Galway: M Glynn 1-2, A Morrissey 10, M Seoighe 0-2 (2f), L Ward 0-2, K Slevin 0-2, O
Divilly 0-2 (2f), R Leonard (0-1).
Kerry: L Ní Mhuircheartaigh 2-7 (6f), L Galvin 0-

FINISH: Megan Glynn was one of the goalscorers for Galway against Kerry.
Photo: Piaras Ó Mídheach / SPORTSFILE.
1, E Dineen 0-1, L Scanlon 0-1.
GALWAY: D Gower; H Noone, S Lynch, S Molloy;
K Geraghty, N Ward, S Hynes; L Ward, S Divilly; A
Davoren, M Glynn, L Coen; M Seoighe, O Divilly, K
Slevin. Subs: C Cooney for Hynes (25), S Healy
for Noone (34), R Leonard for Seoighe (38), A
Morrissey for Coen (43), E Reaney for L Ward
(57).
KERRY: C Butler; C O’Brien, A Desmond, C
Murphy; A O’Connell, K Cronin, C Lynch; L Scanlon, M O’Connell; L Galvin, C Evans, N Carmody; D
O’Leary, E Dineen, L Ní Mhuircheartaigh.
Subs: A Galvin for M O’Connell (34), H
O’Donoghue for Dineen (41), N Ní Chonchúir for
Evans (47), J O’Sullivan for Carmody (50), R
Dwyer for O’Donoghue (53).
REF: Garryowen McMahon (Mayo).

ARMAGH: A Carr; S Marley, C McCambridge, G
Ferguson; E Lavery, L McConville, T Grimes; K
Mallon, N Coleman; B Mackin, C O’Hanlon, F
McKenna; A Mackin, A McCoy, A Clarke.
Subs: C. Marley for O’Hanlon (32); N Reel for
Lavery (38); A Henderson for McKenna (51); M
Sheridan for Grimes (52), S Grey for Marley (57).
MAYO: A Tarpey; S Lally, C McManamon, O.
Conlan; T O’Connor, C Whyte, K Sullivan; F
Doherty, S Cafferky; F McHale, R Kearns, S Rowe;
G Kelly, S Howley, T Needham. Subs: E Ronayne
for Lally (ht); N Kelly for Needham (35); M Corbett
for Doherty (36); L Cafferky for O’Connor (50), R
Durcan for Corbett (50).
REF: Maggie Farrelly (Cavan).

RESILIENT: Mayo relied on the likes of Shauna
Howley in defeat to Armagh.
Photo: Piaras Ó Mídheach / SPORTSFILE.
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Howley saves the day
Mayo .................................0-13
Monaghan ......................0-12
(Mayo win free kicks shoot out 1-0)

By PJ LEDDY

M

AYO secured a dramatic TG4 AllIreland Senior Championship
victory over Monaghan, but only
after extra time and a 30-metre free kick
shoot out, which was decided by Shauna
Howley in the baking heat of Ballinamore.
Howley landed the only one of the nine
frees taken in this dramatic finish, which
secured a second win of the group for
Mayo, earned despite the ten points
kicked by Monaghan’s Ellen McCarron.
The Westerners opened brightly with
Howley, Rachel Kearns and late inclusion
Sarah Rowe whipping over a point each
by the ninth minute. Monaghan
responded well with McCarron tapping
over two frees in succession during the
next three minutes.
Kearns and McCarron exchanged
points at opposite ends by the 15th
minute, which gave the Connacht side a
minimum lead at the first water break.
When the action resumed Monaghan

got back on level terms once again thanks
to McCarron’s class from placed balls. But
Mayo edged back into a two-point advantage thanks to Grace Kelly’s brilliant brace
of scores.
However, Monaghan finished the
opening half stronger and McCarron
kicked a free and added a point from play
to leave it level at 0-6 each at half-time.
In the oppressive heat, the second half
action continued along the same path as
the first, with Howley and McCarron kicking early frees for their respective sides,
before Monaghan took the lead for the
first and only time in the game when
McCarron put over a 41st-minute free.
Kearns hit back for Mayo, before Kelly
reclaimed the lead for Michael Moyles’
side, only for corner back Aoife McAnespie to send the game to extra time with
the scores tied at 0-10 to 0-10.
Ten minutes each way was not enough
to split the teams in extra time, with a
couple of frees from Howley and McCarron the only scores, which saw the game
decided with a free taking competition.
And in the end Howley held her nerve
to land the decisive kick.
SCORERS – Mayo: S Howley 0-4 (3f), R Kearns
0-4 (2f), G Kelly 0-3, S Rowe 0-1.
Monaghan: E McCarron 0-10 (9f), L Garland 0-1,
A McAnespie 0-1.

LEADER: Rachel Kearns was one of the stars
up front for Mayo against Moanghan.
Photo: Stephen McCarthy / SPORTSFILE.

MAYO: A Tarpey; S Lally, C McManamon, E Brennan; T O’Connor, C Whyte, S Larkin; C Needham,
S Cafferky; S Rowe, R Kearns, M McHale; G Kelly,
S Howley, T Needham. Subs: F McHale for C
Needham (2), K Sullivan for Larkin (27), F
Doherty for T Needham (44), L Cafferky for M
McHale (45), M Corbett for Brennan (61), A
Geraghty for Doherty (69).
MONAGHAN: E Corrigan; R McGuigan, N Fahy, A
McAnespie; R Courtney, J Duffy, E Traynor; C
Courtney, M Atkinson; L McEnaney, E McCarron,
L Garland; C Traynor, C McAnespie, L Jones.
Subs: S Coyle for R Courtney (41), M Monaghan
for Duffy (46), A Garland for E Traynor (57), K
Maguire for Jones (57), J McQuillan for C Traynor
(70), L Jones for McEneaney (79).
REF: S Curley (Galway).

Kearns goals gives Mayo breathing space
Mayo ................................1-18
Cavan ..............................0-15
By COLM GANNON
Mayo Advertiser

R

ACHEL Kearns’ first-half goal
meant Mayo were able to hold off
a brave Cavan showing to pick up
the points in this Group 1 first round TG4
All-Ireland Senior Championship
encounter at Markievicz Park.
Michael Moyles side did the hard
work in the first half and held a sevenpoint interval lead, and they were able to
keep the gap between themselves and
the Breffni side up to the final whistle,
with the free taking of Shauna Howley a
key component in this victory.
Mayo led by 0-5 to 0-3 at the first
water break, but Cavan had raced into
an early two-point lead thanks to two
frees from Aisling Gilsenan inside the
opening three minutes.
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The westerners rallied though, reeling
off the next five points on the bounce,
with Howley kicking three of them,
including two good efforts from play,
while Grace Kelly and Sinead Cafferkey
also found their range.
However, the final say of the quarter
went to Cavan full-forward Aisling Sheridan who landed a fine effort to cut the
gap to two.
Mayo stretched their legs though, and
went in at the half time leading 1-9 to 05, with Kearns’ goal after 24 minutes
coming after she picked the ball 21
meters out and rifled it past Elaine Walsh
in the Cavan goal.
Aisling Sheridan got Cavan going
early after the restart with a fine point as
the sides went score for score in the third
quarter. Cavan’s Amy Rooney kicked
three points in the minutes after being
introduced shortly after the resumption,
and she went on to add another trio in
the final quarter.
Cavan kept pushing Mayo all the way
to through the final 15 minutes, but Mayo
were always able to keep themselves

that bit in front down the home straight.
Moyles’ side also welcomed back Sarah
Rowe, who made her first appearance of
the season as a second half substitute,
while she also kicked a couple of impressive late scores.
SCORERS – Mayo: S Howley 0-7 (3f), R Kearns
1-2, S Cafferky 0-2, G Kelly 0-2, S Rowe 0-2, T
Needham 0-1, F Doherty 0-1, C Whyte 0-1.
Cavan: A Rooney 0-6 (4f), A Gilsenan 0-3 (2f),
A Sheridan 0-2, G Sheridan 0-1, N Keenaghan 01, S Greene 0-1, N Halton 0-1.
MAYO: A Tarpey; S Lally, C McManamon (c), E
Brennan; T O’Connor, É Ronayne, K Sullivan; C
Needham, S Cafferky; F Doherty, R Kearns, M
McHale; G Kelly, S Howley, T Needham.
Subs: S Rowe for McHale (33), C Whyte for
Doherty (40), L Cafferkey for McHale (40), S
Walsh for McManamon (45), O Conlon for C
Needham (57).
CAVAN: E Walsh; R Doonan, S Lynch, M Smith;
S Greene, L Fitzpatrick (capt.), M Sheridan; C
Dolan, N Byrd; A Kiernan, C Finnegan, N
Keenaghan; G Sheridan, A Sheridan, A Gilsenan.
Subs: K McIntyre for Smith (29), A Rooney for
Finniegan (38), Z Fay for Keenaghan (42), S Mc
Kenna for Byrd (57), N Halton for Gilsenan (59).
REF: Gus Chapman (Sligo).
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Roscommon survive
Roscommon .....................3-9
Longford .........................1-10
By JOHN FORDE

R

EBECCA Finan helped herself to 07 but it was the goals that were vital
in the end as Roscommon secured
their status in the All-Ireland intermediate
championship after a comfortable win
over Longford at Kiltoom.
Jennifer Higgins, Laura Fleming and
Natalie McHugh all found the net to
cancel out the strike from Michelle Farrell.
Farrell scored 1-5 but her efforts were
in vain and Longford took one step further
towards the mire.
Roscommon did their damage in the
third quarter, the Connacht county went
for home and they notched 1-4 without
answer, to push clear and leave Longford
hanging onto their coattails.
Farrell scored a penalty with six
minutes of normal time remaining but that
wasn’t enough to half Roscommon’s
drive.

The Longford captain had another
chance from a penalty in the second
minute of added time at the end of the
game, but she missed and it wouldn’t
have mattered anyway.
ROSCOMMON: H Cummins; R Brady, S Kenny, M
Kelly; E Irwin, R Wynne, S McVeigh; J Higgins (10), C Conway; L Fleming (1-0), A McAuliffe, J
Cregg (0-2); R Finan (0-7, 6fs), N McHugh (1-0), R
Fitzmaurice. Subs: N Feeney for R Brady (36); K
Nolan for R Fitzmaurice (46); A Hanly for R Finan
(58).
LONGFORD: R McGrath; K Crawford, L Keegan,
A Cosgrove; C Mulligan (0-1), E O’Brien, O Nevin;
A O’Brien, M Farrell (1-5, 1-0 pen, 4fs); C Farrell,
L Monaghan, S Shannon; M Noonan (0-1), E
Heaney (0-2), H Glennon. Subs: L McGuire for A
Cosgrove (42); A McDonnell (0-1) for L Monaghan
and C Healy for H Glennon (53); S Dawson for C
Mulligan (56).
REF: Gus Chapman (Sligo).

TARGET: Laura Fleming was amongst the
goals as Roscommon prevailed at home in
Kiltoom. Photo: Sam Barnes / SPORTSFILE.

Goals crucial as Sligo sink Longford
Sligo ..................................4-10
Longford ..........................1-11
By BILL COSTELLO

M

EGAN McCormack finished with
2-2 to her name as Sligo claimed
a priceless 4-10 to 1-11 victory
over Longford in the All-Ireland intermediate championship.
Sarah Reynolds also helped herself to
a couple of goals as Sligo recorded a
comfortable eight-point victory in the sun
at the Boyle GAA grounds.
Sligo had lost to Wexford and Westmeath and went into this game looking to
stave off relegation. They did just enough.
Longford were in the ascendency early
but soon took over in the first half and
raced into a six-point lead. Longford hit
back and they reduced the arrears to 3-3
to 1-8 at the half-time interval.
But Sligo reduced their opponents to
just three points in the second half and
their defence laid the foundations for a
deserved win.
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SLIGO: L Gaughan; A Morrisroe, M
McNamara, J Mulligan; C Dunne, L
Boles, J Lyons; S Reynolds (2-1, 1-0
pen), N Brennan; S Cunnie, L Kelly,
S Regan (0-1); M McCormack (2-2),
E Kevany (0-4, 3 frees), D McGrath
(0-1). Subs: M Casserly for D
McGrath (33); L Duffy (0-1) for
Kelly (47).
LONGFORD: R McGrath; K Crawford, L Keegan, A Cosgrove; O
Nevin, E O’Brien, C Farrell; N Darcy,
K Shannon; L Monaghan, S Shannon (0-2), M Farrell (0-3, 0-1 free);
A Darcy, E Heaney (1-1), C Healy (03). Subs: G Shannon (0-1) for K
Shannon (30); L McGuire (0-1) for S
Shannon (42); C Mulligan for E
O’Brien (inj) and C Lohan for N
Darcy (50); A McDonnell for A
Darcy (54).
REF: Siobhan Coyle (Donegal).

GOALS: Sarah Reynolds scored
big for Sligo in their brilliant win
over Longford. Parnell Park,
Dublin.
Photo: Cody Glenn / SPORTSFILE.
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Close but no semi-final
Kildare
Leitrim

..............................1-11
................................1-7

By JOHN CONNOLLY
Leitrim Observer

N

O hard luck stories, no joy either as
Leitrim’s dreams of reaching the
TG4 LGFA All-Ireland Intermediate
Semi-Finals were ended by an impressive
Kildare after an engrossing encounter in
Duggan Park, Ballinasloe.
Backed by a vociferous Leitrim crowd,
the Green & Gold ladies looked on their
way to the semi-finals early in the second
half when Michelle Guckian put them a
point to the good despite Kildare dominating possession.
But the final 20 minutes belonged to
an energetic and well drilled Kildare side
who continued to hold onto possession
and play a deliberate and fascinating style
of football that held onto the ball for long
periods and denied Hugh Donnelly’s side
the momentum they needed to break
them down.
With Leitrim dropping deep and working so hard to restrict Kildare’s attack, this
meant a low scoring affair where chances
were at a premium as Leitrim’s vaunted
attack never got the sort of space or quick
deliveries they needed to do damage.
Any time the ball was delivered
quickly, scores followed as Michelle Guckian plundered two points while Muireann
Devaney scored a remarkable solo effort
just before halftime that ensured the
teams went into the break level.
But as many Leitrim fans and even
players admitted, Kildare were just that
little bit better on the day, probably more
advanced in their development than the
Leitrim girls and it showed in a tough
battle, their experience of playing Division
3 no doubt standing to them in this tense
and exciting encounter.
Leitrim will have regrets, of course
they will - Michelle Guckian had a goal
disallowed, rightly it must be said, for a
square infringement but they hit the
woodwork twice with shots while they
kicked some costly wides, particularly in
the first half when they had the wind
behind them.
They also found it hard to cope with
Kildare’s deliberate, slow play, the Leinster women quite happy to pass the ball
over and back across the middle of the
half even in the first half, dragging the
Leitrim defence from one side to the other
and back again, probing for the opening
they needed.
This Leitrim team thrive on inviting
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DEFEAT: Michelle Guckian led the way once
again for Leitrim.
Photo: Brendan Moran / SPORTSFILE.

opposing forwards into their massed
defence, turning them over and then
breaking quickly to find Michelle Guckian,
Muireann Devaney, Laura O’Dowd or
Ailbhe Clancy on the break but Kildare’s
tactics robbed them of their ability to hit on
the break.
In fairness, Leitrim’s win over Division
2 side Clare probably had Kildare well
warned of what they would face and there
is no doubt that they did their homework
well, dragging Leitrim into precisely the
sort of game they didn’t want.
Despite the defeat, the 2021 campaign
has been a massive success for Leitrim there has been a noticeable improvement
in all aspects of Leitrim’s play and despite
the heartbreaking loss in the Division 4
Final, it has been a good year for the
Ladies side.
The task now is to build on this Covid
hit campaign and if they can keep Hugh
Donnelly on their sideline, there is no
doubt that Leitrim Ladies can lift silverware in the very near future.
Leitrim got off the mark quickly, Laura
O’Dowd pointing inside a minute after
Michelle Guckian’s long pass found Leah
Fox who managed to find the Ballinamore
woman despite slipping.
However, there were worrying signs for
Leitrima s Guckian and Muireann
Devaney both missed relatively simple
chances but Kildare dropped two shots
short into keeper Michelle Monaghan in

the same period.
A Guckian free, for a foul on Fox,
extended Leitrim’s lead to two as Kildare
seemed to struggle to get any penetration
but when a high ball went in, Nanci
Murphy managed to steal it off Siobhan
McCartan to get the first score for the Lilywhites on nine minutes.
Their next score changed the feel of
the game as a comfortable Leitrim were
exposed when the Leitrim kickout was
gobbled up and a quick ball over the top
found Neasa Doherty in loads of space
and she made no mistake with a
composed finish.
Kildare hammered home the value of
the goal with a free from Lara Cullen but
the Leinster side then missed a couple of
good chances and Leitrim had a lucky
escape when a defensive mix-up almost
let Kildare in for a goal only for referee
John Delvin to call a foul.
Leitrim’s shooting woes continued with
a Guckian free judged to get a touch off
the Kildare keeper as it went wide but the
resulting fifty from the Leitrim sharpshooter fell well short. A foul on Devaney
allowed Guckian to tap over a 15th minute
free but another Guckian free was caught
and cleared by keeper Dervla McGinn.
Kildare’s Curran put a free badly off
target but made amends after a free was
moved in when the ball was thrown away
on 23 minutes. A long free two minutes
later to Laura O’Dowd saw her return the
favour to Leah Fox by setting up the Glencar Manorhamilton player for a point.
Neasa Dooley made amends for a
wide with a great point in the last minute
of normal time but Leitrim gave their
hopes a massive boost when a long ball
finally found Muireann Devaney in space.
The Leitrim forwards twisted and turned to
beat two defenders before drilling the ball
low to the Kildare net.
That left the sides all square at 1-4
apiece at halftime and Hugh Donnelly’s
side must have felt this was their day after
Kildare had dominated possession for
most of the first half. And it looked as if
that confidence was well founded when
Leitrim had the ball in the Kildare net
inside the first minute of the second half.
Unfortunately, Michelle Guckian’s
fisted effort from a long ball was correctly
ruled out for a square ball infringement
but Guckian seemed determined to find
the net, gathering Carla Le Guen’s high
delivery and holding off a defender to fire
a screamer over the bar on three minutes.
Curran replied with a free but then
dropped one straight into Michelle
Monaghan’s hands and Leitrim took
advantage with a successful 35 yard free
from Guckian.
Kildare made an important change with
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the dangerous Gillian Wheeler coming on
after 11 minutes while Ballinamore’s
Roisin McHugh replaced Vivienne Egan
two minutes later, McHugh almost scoring
with her first shot but the ball fell short.
Another Curran free, for a foul on
Wheeler, tied the scores as luck seemed
to desert Leitrim when Leah Fox’s shot hit
the upright, the strong wind maybe diverting her shot before Curran tapped over
another free after she was fouled as she
charged through the Leitrim defence.
Kildare’s patient play and incredible
fitness saw them start to charge through
the lead was extended when two Leitrim
defenders misjudged a long Kildare delivery, Wheeler tapping over with a bit of
comfort with 11 minutes to go.
Leitrim got a lifeline two minutes later
when full-back Laoise Lenehan was sent
to the sin bin for 10 minutes but Michelle
Guckian’s free was off-target despite the
player advantage. After a Kildare wide,
Ailish Cornyn’s long first time delivery was
brilliant fielded by Guckian who tried to
round the defender but saw her shot rise
over the bar.
Incredibly, even with a player advantage, that turned out to be Leitrim’s last
score as panic seemed to seep into the
Green & Gold’s play. Kildare should really
have had a second goal but saw a shot
go inches wides.
From an errant kickout, good work
from Wheeler and Curran resulted in
Wheeler putting Kildare two up and, in the
last minute of normal time, Grace Clifford
thumped a massive long range shot over
the bar to stretch the lead to a goal.
That meant Leitrim had no choice but
to go for a goal but Kildare’s defence was
outstanding even if they lost two players
to yellow cards, Clifford and Dooley going
off during the almost seven minutes of
added time.
But apart from a Guckian free that
went inches wides, Leitrim were unable to
fashion even a hint of a goal chance and
Kildare ensured their place in the semifinals when a breakaway from the impressive Erica Burke ended up with sub
Gillian Wheeler firing over her third point
of the day.
SCORERS – Kildare: L Curran 0-5, 5f; N Dooley
1-1; G Wheeler 0-3; G Clifford & N Murphy 0-1
each.
Leitrim: M Guckian 0-5, 3f; M Devaney 1-0; L
O’Dowd & L Fox 0-1 each
KILDARE: D McGinn, C Sullivan, L Lenehan. S
Kendrick, L Murtagh, L Gilbert, E Burke, S O'Sullivan, G Kenneally, C Wheeler, L Curran, G Clifford, N Murphy, N Dooley, A Rattigan.
Subs: G Wheeler for Murtagh (41), M Doherty for
Kendrick (56), H McLoughlin for Sullivan (60).
LEITRIM: M Monaghan, R Rooney, S Tighe, S
McCartan, C Le Guen, C Owens, A Cornyn, C
Tyrell, V Egan, L O’Dowd, M Guckian, E Bruen, L
Fox, A Clancy, M Devaney. Subs: R McHugh for
Egan (43), B O’Rourke for Bruen (55), S Quinn for
Clancy (61).
REF: John Delvin.

Another narrow loss
Westmeath .....................2-12
Sligo .................................2-10
By JOHN MURPHY

W

ESTMEATH were narrow 2-12 to
2-10 winners over Sligo at Mullahoran in Cavan.
It was a second defeat on the bounce
for the Yeats County and it left Sligo in a
perilous position where their safety would
come down to their meeting with Longford
next time out.
And Sligo were in a position to win this
game, they held a double-scores, 0-4 to

0-2, lead over Westmeath at the first
water break. That lead got even bigger by
half-time when Sligo took a big 1-7 to 0-4
advantage into the half-time interval.
And it took Sligo’s second goal to go in
for Westmeath to begin their fight back.
They eventually drew level 2-10 to 2-10
and Westmeath scored the last two points
of the game to seal the win.
WESTMEATH: L McCormack; N Spellman, J
Rogers, T Fagan; F Coyle, L Power, R Dillon; V
Carr, T Dillon; F Claffey (capt.), L Archibold, A
Jones; C Blundell, K Hegarty, S Dillon.
SLIGO: L Gaughan; A Morrisroe, M McNamara, J
Mulligan; C Dunne, L Boles, J Lyons; S Reynolds,
N Brennan (capt.); S Cunnie, C Gorman, S Regan;
M McCormack, E Kevany, D McGrath.
REF: Siobhan Coyle.

Slow start for Sligo
Wexford ...........................4-13
Sligo ..................................1-10
By JAKE MOORE

D

ENISE McGrath’s goal was only a
consolation as Sligo succumbed to
a heavy early season defeat at the
hands of Wexford at Shannonbridge.
McGrath’s strike came late in the day
after Sligo were slow to start and the
game was put beyond doubt early by
Wexford.
The eventual winners scored two early
goals themselves, and when Ailis Neville
found the net they were 2-0 to 0-0 ahead
after just seven minutes.
Wexford were 2-3 to 0-3 ahead at the

first water break, and Amy Wilson added a
third goal shortly after that.
Sligo trailed by 3-7 to 0-6 at the halftime break and the deficit became 3-11 to
0-8 by the final water break.
There was no way back for the
Connacht county and Wilson scored
another goal to give Wexford a 17-point
advantage in the fourth quarter.
Sligo finished strong and McGrath
scored her goal but the game was already
well over.
WEXFORD: S Merrigan; L Doyle, A Halligan, K
White; C Donnelly, S Murphy, S Harding-Kenny; C
Banville, R Murphy; A Byrne, C Murray, A Neville;
D Doyle, A Murphy (capt.), A Wilson.
SLIGO: L Gaughan; A Morrisroe, M McNamara, J
Mulligan; C Dunne, L Boles, M Davey; S Reynolds,
N Brennan (capt.); S Cunnie, C Gorman, S Regan;
M McCormack, E Kevany, D McGrath.
REF: Lorraine O’Sullivan.

Roscommon head to relegation play-off
Laois ....................................3-8
Roscommon ......................1-7
By RONAN O’NEILL

R

ACHEL Fitzmaurice was the
Roscommon goal-scorer but they
fell to a disappointing 3-8 to 1-7 at
hands of Laois at Coralstown-Kinnegad
GAA club. Fiona Dooley, Laura Nerney
and Jane Moore all fired goals for Laois
as they cruised to a seven-point victory in
the blistering heat.
Laois had already secured 3-15 to 4-9
victory over Roscommon early in the
league but it was a more comfortable win
on this occasion. Laois created ten goal
chances in the game and only converted
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three but they still had plenty left to spare
in the end.
SCORERS – Laois: F Dooley, L Nerney and J
Moore 1-0 each; M Nerney 0-3 (1F), A Havill 0-2,
O Hennessy, SA Fitzgerald (F), J Dunne 0-1 each.
Roscommon: R Fitzmaurice 1-0, A Hanly 0-3, S
Scally 0-2, K Nolan (F) and A Gavin 0-1 each.
LAOIS: E Barry; A Healy, A Potts, A Kelly; R
Williams, E Healy, L Nerney; F Dooley, J Moore; J
Dunne, E Fitzpatrick, O Hennessy; M Nerney, SA
Fitzgerald, A Havill. Subs: L Tarpey for O
Hennessey (47), A Moran for SA Fitzgerald (53),
R Larkin for A Hamill (55), E Mulhall for F Dooley
(61).
ROSCOMMON: H Cummins; R Brady, S Kenny, M
Kelly; R Wynne, A McAuliffe, S McVeigh; C
Conway, L Fleming; E Irwin, K Nolan, R Fitzmaurice; R Finan, A Hanly, S Glennon. Subs: J Cregg
for M Kelly (21), J Higgins for S Glennon (28), C
Beirne for A McAuliffe (h-t), S Scally for K Nolan
(40), A Gavin for C Conway (48).
REF: Brendan Rice.
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Guckian leads the line
Leitrim ...............................4-7
Clare ...................................2-9
By JOHN CONNOLLY
Leitrim Observer

C

LINICAL finishing and a superb
second half display saw Leitrim defy
the League standings as they saw
off the challenge of Division 2 side Clare to
book their place in the TG4 All-Ireland
Intermediate Championship Quarter-Finals
at a sun drenched Duggan Park in Ballinasloe.
In a strangely low scoring encounter
that seemed more in tune with a game
played in the depths of winter rather than
the sweltering conditions both teams
endured, Clare seemed as if the were
taking control of the game when Leitrim
struck for three goals in a devastating
three minute spell.
Two strikes from Michelle Guckian and
another from Laura O’Dowd put Leitrim in
the driver’s seat and although Clare fought
their way back into the game thanks a
converted penalty six minutes from time,
the Munster women were never able to
break down the massed Leitrim defence
who repelled their efforts time and time
again.
With an all Glencar/Manorhamilton fullforward line, Leitrim seemed to adopt their
tactics by dropping most of their team into
defence and playing long quick deliveries
to the Manor girls. At first it did not succeed
as Leitrim saw passes head over the sideline and endline with depressing regularity
in the first half.
But then a moment of magic from
Muireann Devaney, turning on a six-pence
to drill a shot low to the Clare net before
halftime transformed the game, wiping out
Clare’s lead and giving the Leitrim girls a
massive injection of confidence.
Clare again pushed out to a three point
lead and in a cagey, defensive game, it
looked like a match winning lead but that
was until Leitrim’s devastating goal burst.
After a seeing a goal controversially
called back for a Leitrim free, Muireann
Devaney pounced a poor kickout to set up
Michelle Guckian for a goal. Guckian
quickly added another before Laura
O’Dowd superb finish put Leitrim six up
and cruising.
Unfortunately, the day ended on a sour
note for Leitrim with a straight red card for
Ailish Cornyn and Clare’s Niamh O’Dea for
an off-the-ball clash. Now, I didn’t see the
incident but the St Francis player was
incensed and only the intervention of
manager Hugh Donnelly prevented her
from confronting the linesman who brought
the incident to the referee’s attention.
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Cornyn would be a big loss for the AllIreland Quarter-Final but Leitrim will be
waiting anxiously to see who emerges from
Group 3 with Laois, Kildare and Roscommon all in contention for the two places in
the quarter-finals.
The first half was a low scoring, tight
affair where misses from both teams were
the order of the day. It started off promisingly with Niamh O’Dea pointing after a
minute for Clare following a good move but
Leitrim could only worry as Michelle Guckian dropped a shot short and then missed
two frees.
Clare’s Chloe Moloney saw a shot hit
the woodwork after a vital block from
Sinead Tighe but Michelle Guckian also
saw a shot blocked. Niamh O’Dea
converted a free on 12 minutes before
Clare showed how deadly they could be
when Ailbhe Clancy’s shot fell short and
was gathered by the keeper.
Clare moved the ball the length of the
field with Aisling Rediy finding the runner
through the middle before Fidelma Marrinan blasted the ball past Michelle
Monaghan for a goal on 14 minutes,
Leitrim finally opening their account with an
immediate response from Laura O’Dowd,
although a goal appeared on after good
work from Leah Fox and Ailbhe Clancy.
Clare’s O’Dea missed an easy free after
a short free routine but made amends
when she set up Marrinan for a good point.
Muireann Devaney then robbed Clare
centre-back Tara Kelly to point.
When Clare look back on this game,
Michelle Monaghan’s superb save from
Catriona Callinan when she was put clear
through will be a big regret, the Leitrim
keeper making a superb save to deny a
certain goal.
Both sides missed good chances but
Leitrim finished the half best with Michelle
Guckian firing over before she then sent a
high sideline ball into Muireann Devaney
who turned sharply and sent a daisycutter
low to the far corner to tie up the scores.
Moloney and Guckian would swap
points before the halftime, the Leitrim
player superbly fielding a high ball over the
Clare defence to score, leaving the teams
level at 1-4 apiece at the break.
O’Dea edged Clare back in front after
the break but it looked as if Leitrim had
missed a glorious opportunity when Muireann Devaney won the kickout and sent
Leah Fox through on goal. Fox rounded
the keeper and defence but blasted the ball
high over the bar with a goal at her mercy.
O’Dea added two points and was
unlucky to see a free hit the post and go
wide but when Catriona Callinan pointed
11 minutes into the second half, Clare
looked as if they were taking control as
they moved three points clear in the sweltering conditions.
But then Leitrim sprang into life and it

may have been an injustice that fueled
their drive - Michelle Guckian won a long
delivery, was clearly fouled and played the
ball to an unmarked Laura O’Dowd charging through the middle and she blasted the
ball to the net.
Unfortunately, referee Kevin Corcoran
had clearly blown the whistle as Guckian
was passing the ball and, to the ire of the
Leitrim support, the ball was brought back
for Guckian to tap the ball over the bar.
From the next kickout, Leitrim won the
ball and a quick pass found Guckian
unmarked as she blasted the ball to the net
to give the Green & Gold the lead after 15
minutes. Two minutes later another high
ball caused consternation with Fox and
Clancy combining to set up Guckian for a
close range finish.
Clare hit back with a fine O’Dea score
but Letirim were in dreamworld as a long
ball to Leah Fox saw the Clare defence
exposed once more, the Manor woman
finding a charging Laura O’Dowd who
made no mistake from close range with
just over 12 minutes left.
But any doubt that this game would go
to the wire were quickly ended when a high
ball found O’Dea who was fouled by Ailish
Cornyn for a penalty, Moloney expertly
sending Michelle Monaghan the wrong way
to give her team a lifeline.
Incredibly, there was to be only one
more score in the game, a Guckian free
with just over two minutes of normal time
left as Leitrim flooded their defence and
frustrated the Clare attack, never giving
them room to get the scores they needed
while Laura O’Dowd was denied a late
score by a smothering tackle.
There was one scare as a Clare sub
was going through, seemed to be fouled
but a free out was awarded. However, with
the linesman and fourth official drawing the
referee’s attention to a clash between Ailish
Cornyn and O’Dea, the referee then issued
two straight red cards to both players.
Cornyn was incensed and manager
Hugh Donnelly moved swiftly to prevent
the St Francis player from confronting the
linesman, the only sour note to the day.
SCORERS – Leitrim: M Guckian 2-4, 2f; L
O’Dowd & M Devaney 1-1 each; L Fox 0-1.
Clare: N O’Dea 0-6, 3f; C Moloney (pen) & F
Marrinan 1-1 each; C Callinan 0-1.
LEITRIM: M Monaghan; R Rooney, S Tighe, S
McCartan; A Cornyn, C Tyrell, C Owens, C LeGuen;
Á Heslin, C Tyrell; L O’Dowd, M Guckian, E Bruen;
L Fox, A Clancy, M Devaney. Subs: R McHugh for
Bruen (26); B O’Rourke for Fox (59)
CLARE: M Glynn, E O'Gorman, S Ni Chonaill, R
Doohan, O Devitt, T Kelly, R Considine, C
Moloney, R Looney, N O'Dea, A Reidy, F Marrinan,
E Keane, C Callinan, C Harvey. Subs: C O'Leary
for Looney (38); G Nolan for Doohan (42), C
Blake for C Callinan (51).
REF: Kevin Corcoran.
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Leitrim leave it late
Leitrim ..............................1-12
Fermanagh ......................1-11
Leitrim Observer

A

N injury time pointed free from
League top scorer Michelle Guckian gave Leitrim a late, late win
over Fermanagh in the TG4 All-Ireland
Intermediate Championship in Ballinamore.
Leitrim trailed by six points at the
break as Fermanagh threatened to upset
the home team’s plans but a second half
goal from Laura O’Dowd and another
inspirational display from Michelle Guckian was enough to get Leitrim just across
the line.
Fermanagh opened the scoring with
three quick points to put Leitrim on the

back foot but they settled when Michelle
Guckian hit Leitrim’s first point. Another
Fermanagh point was matched by another
from Guckian but the Ernesiders continued to add points to their tally.
Leah Fox pointed to cut the gap back
to four points but Fermanagh stretched
the lead to five points before Laura
O’Dowd and Ailbhe Clancy responded
with points to leave Leitrim three points in
arrears.
But the visitors struck for a goal before
halftime to give them a formidable six
point lead at the break as Fermanagh led
1-8 to 0-5 at halftime. Fermanagh
stretched their lead to seven points but
Laura O’Dowd gave Hugh Donnelly’s side
a real lifeline when she struck for a goal at
her home pitch.
Leah Fox swapped points with
Fermanagh but Leitrim were now cutting
down the lead thanks to two points from

Michelle Guckian before Ailbhe Clancy left
just a point in it. Leitrim could have made
it more comfortable for themselves but
saw Clancy miss two penalties as the
game went down to the wire.
Guckian levelled the scores with time
almost up and with five minutes of added
time, Leitrim were awarded a free much to
the displeasure of Fermanagh and Guckian sent it over to secure a vital victory for
Leitrim.
LEITRIM: M Monaghan; R Rooney, S Tighe, S
McCartan; C Tyrell, C Owens (capt.), C LeGuen; Á
Heslin, V Egan; L O’Dowd, M Guckian, S Ward; L
Fox, A Clancy, R McHugh.
FERMANAGH: S Murphy; E Murphy, M McGloin,
E Keenan; S McQuade, C Murphy (capt.), S
McCarville; R O’Reilly, A Flanagan; S Britton, J
Doonan, A Maguire; N McManus, E Smyth, A
O’Brien.
REF: Siobhan Coyle.

Fleming goal not enough
Kildare ..............................1-11
Roscommon ......................1-7
By RONAN McCARTHY

L

AURA Fleming scored a goal but
Roscommon began their TG4 AllIreland Intermediate Championship
campaign with a four-point defeat to
Roscommon.

Rebecca Finan also scored 0-5 but it
was the 1-5 from Neasa Dooley that was
the difference as Kildare claimed the
points at Duggan Park in Ballinasloe.
Kildare were only 1-7 to 1-6 ahead at
half-time but they kept Roscommon to just
one point in the second half to lay the
foundations for an impressive win.
SCORERS – Kildare: N Dooley 1-5 (1-0 penalty),
L Curran 0-5 (one free), A Rattigan 0-1.
Roscommon: R Finan 0-5 (one free), L Fleming
1-0, J Cregg 0-1, A Gavin 0-1.

KILDARE: D McGinn; S Kendrick, L Lenehan, C
Sullivan; L Murtagh, L Gilbert, H McLoughlin; S
O’Sullivan, G Kenneally; G Clifford, L Curran, C
Wheeler; G Wheeler, N Dooley, A Rattigan.
Subs: E Burke for McLoughlin (HT), M McKenna
for G Wheeler (42), M Aspell for Lenehan (52)
ROSCOMMON: H Cummins; R Brady, S Kenney,
M Kelly; J Cregg, S McVeigh, R Wynne; E Irwin, C
Conway; L Fleming, M McHugh, N McHugh; R
Finan, J Higgins, A Gavin. Subs: A Hanley for
Higgins (36), C Beirne for N McHugh (40), S Glennon for Gavin (43), K Nolan for M McHugh (52), A
Kelly for McVeigh (60)
REF: Shane Curley (Galway).

Fitzpatrick earns provincial award
Roscommon Herald

A

SERIES of superb performances during his side’s successful
provincial championship campaign has earned James Fitzpatrick
the Eirgrid Player of the Connacht U-20 Football Championship
award.
The Oran player was to the fore in the victories against Leitrim, Sligo
and Mayo, hitting 4-6 over the three games.
He also scored 1-1 against Down during last Saturday evening’s
pulsating All-Ireland semi-final success, meaning he has hit the net in
each of the Rossies’ four championship games this season.
Fitzpatrick and his Roscommon team-mates were preparing for the
All-Ireland final against Offaly in Croke Park — a venue he has fond
memories of, after hitting the winning point for Roscommon CBS in their
All-Ireland Colleges B success in 2019.

James Fitzpatrick was rewarded for his fantastic displays
in the Connacht U-20 championship.
Photo: David Fitzgerald / SPORTSFILE.
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O’Reilly points the way
Galway ..............................1-13
Kilkenny ..........................0-15
By SARAH GAUGHRAN

G

ALWAY overcame Kilkenny in the
final round of the All Ireland Senior
Camogie Championship in John
Locke’s Callan in Kilkenny.
Galway who had lost out to Kilkenny in
the All Ireland Final in 2020 and League
final in 2021 were looking to but the
disappointment of the previous two
games behind them.
Galway lined out with two changes to
the team that lined out against Clare last
week. Laura Glynn got her first start in
goals for the Senior team while Noreen
Coen came into the attack, replacing
Niamh McGrath.
Kilkenny were playing with a strong
breeze advantage in the first half.
Kilkenny started the brightest with scores
from Denise Gaule and Aoife Doyle in the
opening 5 minutes. Ailish O’Reilly opened
Galway’s account on the 8th minute
through a free. Gaule added another point
through a free for Kilkenny before O’Reilly
added two more scores through frees for
Galway. Katie Nolan finished the scoring
for Kilkenny just before the water break
as she added a point to their tally to leave
it Kilkenny 0-4 Galway 0-3.
The talking point of the first half
happened just before the water break.
Rebecca Barker, the lines lady, brought
John Dermody’s attention to an off the
ball incident before the break that resulted
in Catherine Finnerty seeing a straight red
card for Galway. This left Kilkenny with
numerical advantage for most of the
game and it meant Galway would need to
dig deep to get a result to ensure they top
their group.
Kelly Ann Doyle added a point for
Kilkenny before O’Reilly added another
point through a free for Galway. Miriam
Walsh, Doyle and Gaule through a free all
added points for Kilkenny while O’Reilly,
Galway’s only scorer of the half added
another point through a free to leave it
Kilkenny 0-8 Galway 0-5 at half time.
Galway had the wind advantage in the
second half and looked like a team who
had their full complement of players on
the field. Galway shot 1-3 in the opening
6 minutes. A goal from Siobhán McGrath
and points from O’Reilly through a free
and from play and Niamh Kilkenny to
leave Galway in the driving seat at the
start of the second half. Gaule added two
frees for Kilkenny before McGrath added
another point for Galway. Gaule and
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STAR: Ailish O’Reilly top-scored for Galway in their narrow win over Kilkenny.
Photo: Piaras Ó Mídheach / SPORTSFILE.

O’Reilly swapped frees on the 43rd and
44th minutes of the second half, while
Mary O’Connell added a point from play to
leave it Galway 1-10 Kilkenny 0-12 heading into the second water break.
Sarah Spellman and Orlaith McGrath
added a points for Galway on the restart
before Doyle and Gaule, through a free,
responded with points for Kilkenny.
O’Reilly added another free and Galway’s
last score on the 32nd minute. Kilkenny,
who were two points down went on the
hunt for a goal to try and seal the victory.
The Galway defence stood strong and a
fantastic point blank save from Laura
Glynn, helped in sealing the Galway
victory, Claire Phelan added a point from
play deep into injury time, but it wasn’t
enough to seal the victory for Kilkenny.
Galway had fantastic performances

throughout the field. In defence, Dervla
Higgins, Shauna Healy, Siobhán Gardiner
and Laura Glynn preformed well, while in
attack, Aoife Donohue, Niamh Kilkenny,
Ailish O’Reilly and Siobhán McGrath were
outstanding. Galway have topped their
group and they have received a bye into
the Semi Finals.
SCORERS – Galway: A O’Reilly 0-9 (0-8f), S
McGrath 1-1, N Kilkenny 0-1, O McGrath 0-1, S
Spellman 0-1.
GALWAY: L Glynn; S Healy, S Dervan, D Higgins;
S Gardiner, E Helebert, AM Starr; N Hanniffy, N
Kilkenny; A Donohue, S Spellman, N Coen; S
McGrath, A O’Reilly, C Finnerty.
KILKENNY: E Kavanagh; M Teehan, C Phelan, D
Tobin; K Doyle, M Farrell, M Bambrick; N Deely, G
Walsh; D Gaule, M O’Connell, S Fitzgerald; K
Nolan, M Walsh, A Doyle.
REF: John Dermody (Westmeath).
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McGrath and Kilkenny shine
Then in the 40th minute, Siobhán
McGrath applied the second as
Galway took a big 2-7 to 0-5 advantage.
Galway were nine points clear with
a quarter of the game remaining and
despite a couple of late consolatory
goals, Clare came up short in the end.
SCORERS – Galway: S McGrath 1-2 (0-2f), N

Galway ........................2-12
Clare ..............................2-6
By JIM MURPHY

S

IOBHÁN McGrath and Niamh
Kilkenny blasted the goals and
Galway held on for a six-point
win over neighbours Clare.
Galway held a narrow 0-5 to 0-4
lead at half-time but the goals were
the difference in the second half and
they claimed all of the points on offer
at Kenny Park in Athenry.
It was a tense opening quarter and
despite points from Aoife Donohue,
Siobhán McGrath (free) and Catherine
Finnerty it was level 0-3 to 0-3.
Clare took a momentary lead but
Galway were in front through Niamh
McGrath and Niamh Kilkenny at halftime.
It only took three minutes of the
second half for Galway to finally grab
the initiative in this match. Niamh
Kilkenny scored the crucial first goal to
give her side a 1-6 to 0-5 lead.

Kilkenny 1-2, N McGrath 0-3 (0-3f), Aoife
Donohue 0-2, Ailish O Reilly 0-2, Catherine
Finnerty
0-1.
GALWAY: S Healy; S Healy, S Dervan, S
Gardiner; E Helebert, N Hanniffy, D Higgins;
AM Starr, N Kilkenny; N McGrath, S Spellman, A Donohue; S McGrath, A O’Reilly, C
Finnerty.
CLARE: D Murphy; S Daly, C Hehir, C
Grogan; A Ryan, N O’Dea, S Conlon; O
Duggan, ZY Spillane; A Keane, Á O’Loughlin,
R Foley; E Kelly, C Morey, R Conway.
REF: Liz Dempsey (Kilkenny).

TARGET: Siobhán McGrath scored 1-2 as
Galway claimed a comfortable win over
Clare.
Photo: Piaras Ó Mídheach / SPORTSFILE.

Galway get off to a flier
Galway .............................3-16
Westmeath .......................1-5
By RONAN O’NEILL

A

oife Donohue scored two goals as
Galway began their All-Ireland
Senior Camogie Championship
with a 17-point win.
Westmeath were never able to cope in
the blistering heat of Kenny Park in
Athenry and Noreen Coen also found the
net for the hosts.
Galway were already well on their way
to victory when they took a massive 2-8 to
0-3 lead into the half-time break.
And they were 0-3 to 0-0 ahead after
just ten minutes while Donohue’s 14th
minute goal pushed them five points in
front.
It was 1-4 to 0-1 at the first water
break and five minutes before the interval
the second Galway goal arrived, Donohue
was once again on target.
It was an 11-point interval lead and
Galway built on that before the end with
Coen delivering another sucker punch.

SCORERS – Galway: A Donohue
2-0, N Coen 1-2, S McGrath 0-4 (two
frees, one ’45), C Dolan 0-3 (all
frees), N McGrath 0-2, C Finnerty 02, C Murphy 0-1, A O’Reilly 0-1, N
Kilkenny 0-1.
Westmeath: M Dowdall 0-5 (two
frees, one ’45), H Core 1-0.
GALWAY: S Healy; T Kenny, S
Healy, D Higgins; R Black, M
Cooney, AM Starr; N Hanniffy, C
Murphy; N McGrath, S Spellman, A
Donohue; C Dolan, A O’Reilly, C
Finnerty. Subs: S McGrath for
Dolan (29), E Helebert for Cooney
(HT), N Coen for O’Reilly (38), N
Kilkenny for Spellman (42).
WESTMEATH: F Keating; D
McLoughlin, E McCabe, L Doherty;
A Cully, F Leavy, A Egerton; M
Scally, C McCrossan; M Dowdall, M
Scally, A Doherty; H Core, M
McLoughlin, S McGrath. Subs: J
Nagle for M McLoughlin (36), M
Ennis for McCrossan (42).
REF: Ray Kelly (Kildare).

STRIKE: Aoife Donohue was on
form against Westmeath.
Photo: Matt Browne / SPORTSFILE.
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The Tribe show Keane edge
Galway ..............................5-13
Meath .................................2-9
By DARAGH Ó CONCHÚIR

Á

INE Keane lit up Seán Eiffe Park in
Ratoath as Galway outscored
Meath by 5-13 to 2-9 to conclude
their All-Ireland Intermediate Championship campaign with a 100 per cent
record.
The teams were level four times in the
opening 23 minutes but two goals in a
minute from Keane, who finished with 2-7,
and an Elisha Broderick screamer opened
a gap that the home team never looked
likely to wipe out.
The irrepressible Jane Dolan got the
scoring under way but Galway were quick
to respond and when Keane pointed a
free in the 14th minute, it brought the
sides level at 0-3 each.

Keane had an answer once more, this
time from play, when Megan Thynne
edged Meath in front and the 19-year-old
sharpshooter provided a stupendous goal
to put some daylight between the teams
for the first time in the 25th minute.
The St Thomas talent showed good
strength to gather possession from
Rachael Hanniffy’s delivery and once she
had done so, had thoughts only for a
major, flummoxing the cover with a classy
shimmy and finishing coolly under pressure from a tight angle.
Keane was at it again just over 60
seconds later, beating two defenders
before feeding Elisha Broderick, who
provided as definitive a finish as you could
ask for to the far corner. Two more points
from Keane and it was 2-6 to 0-5 at halftime.
Meath were facing an uphill battle as a
result of that minute of madness while a
buoyed Galway were liberated. Mairéad
Dillion blasted a third goal from close
range early after the restart, and though

Máire Kirby found the net at the other end
pretty quickly after good work by Kristina
Troy and an error by Galway netminder
Fiona Ryan, Keane raised her second and
her team’s fourth green flag almost immediately.
Dillon grabbed her second goal later
on and though Meath never gave up and
Kirby too found the net a second time,
they had no answer to Galway’s firepower.
The Royals do have a quarter-final to look
forward to however, when they will hope
to have some injured players available,
while whether Galway’s position as tabletoppers earns them a semi-final berth.
GALWAY: F Ryan; K Screene, L Ward, C Donohue;
L Casserly, C Mahon, R Hanniffy; M Burke, S Coleman; M Mannion, A Lynskey, E Broderick; T
Ruttledge, M Dillon, A Keane.
MEATH: M Randle; L Donoghue, E Burke, S
Payne; L Devine, M Clince, T King; A Minogue, K
Troy; A Gaffney, G Coleman, J Dolan; M Kirby, S
Hackett, M Thynne.
REF: Barry Nea.

Dillon is among the goals
Galway .............................2-16
Dublin ................................0-6
By RONAN O’NEILL

Á

INE Keane scored 1-6 as Galway
blitzed Dublin to make it two-fromtwo in the All-Ireland Intermediate
Camogie Championship.
Both of the Galway goals arrived in the
first half as Mairead Dillon also found the
Dublin net and Galway took a big 2-9 to
0-2 lead into the half-time break.
The young Dublin squad has no
answer and Galway piled on the pressure
again after half-time to reassert their

Huge win in
championship opener
Galway ............................4-19
Carlow ...............................0-4
By JOHN McCARTHY
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dominance in the group.
Dillon scored her goal in the 12th
minute and that already had Galway in
pole position, with a 1-4 to 0-1 lead.
They added two further points before
Keane blasted past the Dublin goalkeeper
to give her side an unassailable 2-6 to 0-1
advantage by the 22nd minute. There
would be no way back for Dublin.
Galway were an astounding 13 points
in front at half-time and the game was
already over.
Galway were 2-13 to 0-4 ahead going
into the final water break, and the teams
scored five points between them as the
game came to a close.
SCORERS – Galway: A Keane 1-06 (4f), M
Dillion 1-03, L Casserly 0-02, T Ruttledge 0-01, A

G

ALWAY claimed a comprehensive
27-point win over Carlow at Kenny
Park in Athenry in their All-Ireland
Intermediate Camogie Championship
opener.Galway were 2-11 to 0-2 ahead at
half-time and they only allowed their opponents to score two more points in the
second half.The game was already up at
the first water break when they took an 0-8
to 0-0 lead into the first break.The hosts
fired another 2-3 before half-time while
Carlow grabbed their first two points of the
game, but there was a huge gulf in class.

Lynskey 0-01, T Canning 0-01, S Coleman 0-01, C
Reilly 0-01.
Dublin: N Comerford 0-06 (6f).
GALWAY: F Ryan; S McCartin, L Ward, C Donohue; L Casserly, C Mahon, K Screene; M Burke, R
Hanniffy; S Coleman, A Lynskey, E Broaderick; T
Ruttledge, M Dillion, A Keane. Subs: K Manning
for McCartin (39), T Canning for Broaderick (42),
R Burke for Screene (47), C Reilly for Keane (47),
N Heffernan for Lynskey (48).
DUBLIN: D Cooke; C Shannahan, L Robinson, C
Buchanan; N Heffernan, M O’Neill, N Gleeson; C
Coffey, E Dunphy; A Deegan, N Comerford, A
Heffernan; A Sullivan, N Thorne, S Kehoe.
Subs: H Reynolds for Sullivan (20), S Fenlon for
Deegan (36), A Dillon for Heffernan (39), R Dolan
for Shannahan (39), M Benson for Kehoe (45).
REF: Mike Ryan (Tipperary).

But the second water break saw
Galway holding a 4-14 to 0-4 advantage at
that stage and they cruised to an impressive win.
GALWAY: F Ryan; S McCartin, L Ward, C Donohue; L Casserly, C Mahon, K Screene; M Burke, R
Hanniffy; M Mannion, A Lynskey, E Broderick; C
Kenny, M Dillon, A Keane.
CARLOW: C Kelly; R Breen, N Canavan, S
Kavanagh; K Nolan, E Cody, M O’Shea; C
Kavanagh, E Treacy; A Breen, C Quirke, E
Sinnott; C Kavanagh, C Coady, R Sawyer.
REF: Barry Nea (Westmeath).
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Shock success for Roscommon
Roscommon .............2-11
Cavan ............................1-8
By IAN COONEY
Roscommon Herald

R

OSCOMMON have qualified
for the All-Ireland Premier
Junior Camogie Championship
semi-final after causing a huge shock
against Cavan at Kingspan Breffni.
Frank Browne’s side delivered a
magnificent performance that was a
million miles away from the league
final between the sides nine weeks
ago — a game Cavan won by 18
points.
But Roscommon were a
completely different animal,
deservedly getting over the line by 211 to 1-8 in what was the county’s
most famous victory at this level in
years.
Led by Rachel Fitzmaurice,
Shauna Fallon and Kelley Hopkins,
Roscommon were first to every ball
and Leah Rowe’s goal on the stroke

of half time nourished belief levels as
they took a 1-7 to 0-6 advantage into
the half-time interval.
To the winners’ credit, they never
deviated from their gameplan that
was based on two key ingredients –
hunger and intensity.
Shauna Fallon, who ended up
with 0-8 overall, kept the scoreboard
ticking over, while Niamh Watson
landed a terrific score from the left
flank.
Then, approaching injury time,
full-forward Nicola Crean’s effort
crept over the line for her side’s
second goal of the contest.
Lorna Cahill grabbed a late
consolation goal for Cavan but it
didn’t spoil Roscommon’s achievement.
From a 3-16 to 0-7 loss to a sixpoint victory in the space of nine
weeks — simply remarkable.
SCORERS – Roscommon: S Fallon 0-8, L
Rowe 1-0, N Crean 1-0, K Hopkins 0-2, N
Watson 0-1.
REF: Ciarán Groome.

SHOCK: Kelley Hopkins was one of the stars for Roscommon in their stunning win over Cavan.
Photo: Piaras Ó Mídheach / SPORTSFILE.

Brave effort comes up short
Clare .............................1-10
Roscommon ................0-9
By RONAN O’NEILL

S

HAUNA Fallon scored 0-6 but it
was a narrow defeat for Roscommon against Clare in the AllIreland Junior Camogie Championship
at home in Dr Hyde Park.

Clare held a 0-5 to 0-4 lead at halftime and there was no way back for
Roscommon who suffered their first
defeat of the campaign.
Fallon gave Roscommon an early
lead but Clare equalised in the seventh
minute and it was back and forth for
much of the first half.
Clare were 0-2 to 0-1 in front after
the opening quarter and they held on
for a one-point advantage at the halftime mark.

Facile opening win
Roscommon ...................2-26
Kildare ..............................0-4
By RONAN O’NEILL

R

OSCOMMON put Kildare to the
sword as they began their AllIreland Junior Camogie Championship campaign with a resounding win.

The Connacht county had 28 points to
spare in the end at a sunny Hawkfield, as
they turned their attentions to a much
more competitive outing against Clare.
Full-forward Leah Rowe’s goal gave
Roscommon the perfect start as they took
a 1-1 to 0-0 lead after only seven minutes
of action, and that left Kildare chasing the
game.
In contrast, Roscommon built on their
advantage and they took a comfortable 1-
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The sides were level again, four
minutes into the second half, before
Clare took a three-point lead again
only to be hauled back.
But the telling blow was a Clare
goal in the 57th minute and there
would be no comeback on this occasion.
SCORERS – Roscommon: S Fallon 0-6, R
Fitzmaurice 0-3.
REF: Brian Kearney.

5 to 0-1 lead into the first water break.
They continued to build the score
either side of half-time and Kildare were
already well out of the game, when they
trailed 1-18 to 0-4 at the second water
break.
There was still time for another
Roscommon goal and they powered to
the win with confidence soaring in the
ranks.
ROSCOMMON: C Connaughton; E McNally, N
Farrell, M Tiernan; N Conway, J Beattie, R Dolan;
S Fallon, N Watson; T Naughton, N Coyle, A
O’Meara; K Hopkins, L Rowe, R Fitzmaurice.

REF: Ciarán Groome.
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Huge boost for Gaelic 4
Mothers & Others teams
G

AELIC 4 MOTHERS & OTHERS
clubs across Connacht have
received a significant boost today
as Sports Direct was unveiled as the new
official sponsors of the Ladies Gaelic Football Association’s Gaelic4Mothers&Others
programme, in a three-year deal.
The Gaelic4Mothers&Others initiative
is an innovative way to introduce mothers
and other women to Ladies Gaelic Football, in a fun, non-competitive and social
environment. The initiative has proven
immensely popular since its inception, with
220 clubs from all 32 counties currently
involved, with the aim to grow this further
throughout 2021.
The important role that sport and physical activity plays in our lives has been
highlighted even more in the past 18
months by its absence, with many women
across Ireland unable to reap the mental
and physical rewards associated with
partaking in physical activity regularly.
Sports Direct believes that now, more than
ever, is the time to encourage and celebrate female participation in sport, not just
for the sport itself, but for the other benefits it brings.
A survey carried out by Sports Direct
and the Ladies Gaelic Football Association
with over 1,200 Gaelic4Mothers&Others
participants ahead of the launch underlined this importance even further, as it
found that 90% of respondents felt that the
initiative had improved their mental health,
while 89% agreed that
Gaelic4Mothers&Others had empowered
them to be a sporting role model within
their family.
Speaking at the announcement, Ciara
Murray, Group Marketing Manager at
Sports Direct said: “At Sports Direct, we
firmly believe in the inclusivity of sport.
Our involvement in Gaelic Games at a
grassroots and inter-county level has
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Action from the Gaelic 4 Mothers & Others match during the Mini Games at TG4 All-Ireland
Ladies Football Championship Final Day at Croke Park.
Photo: Piaras Ó Mídheach / SPORTSFILE.

shown first-hand just what sport can do for
a person, a family or a community. Gaelic
Games is not just for the elite, and what
makes it so special is the participation of
so many people across the country. At an
important time for women’s sport in
Ireland, we are especially proud to partner
with the Ladies Gaelic Football Association and show our support for a brilliant
initiative which allows mothers and other
women in every single county across
Ireland to play Gaelic Football in a
welcoming, playful environment. While
Gaelic Games provides many sporting role
models for children across the country,
programmes such as
Gaelic4Mothers&Others ensure that there
are plenty closer to home.”
As part of the new partnership, over

the coming months, Sports Direct will
show women everywhere that while visibility and role modelling may start at home,
with Gaelic 4 Mothers and Others and
Sports Direct, role modelling has never
been so fun. Sports Direct will release a
new video series ‘#MyReasonWhy’ to
showcase ambassadors across the four
provinces of Ireland who will share their
reason why – why they’re involved in
Gaelic 4 Mothers & Others, and why it
means so much to them.
All 220 clubs signed up to the
Gaelic4Mothers&Others initiative will also
receive a toolkit as part of the initiative,
which will include a social media package
and a Sports Direct flag to champion the
Gaelic4Mothers&Others initiative in their
community.
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No player left behind as John
West Féile moves to U-15 and
opens to every Connacht club
J

OHN West, sponsors of the GAA’s
annual Féile na nÓg (football) and
Féile na nGael (camogie and hurling)
competitions, says it is delighted to honour
its pledge that no Kilkenny child would be
left behind following the cancellation of
last year’s events.
This year’s running of the competition
will see it initially take place on a county
basis, with the age-grade moving to
under-15, ensuring children who missed
out in 2020 now get a chance to compete
for the opportunity to represent their club
and county in Croke Park or Semple
Stadium at Halloween.
John West Féile 21 was launched at
Croke Park by John West Féile Ambassador and inter-county camogie star,
Kilkenny’s Denise Gaule, who was joined
by fellow Ambassadors Limerick’s Cian
Lynch (hurling), Armagh’s Aimee Mackin
(ladies football) and Galway’s Shane
Walsh (Gaelic football).
John West Féile has brought together
thousands of young hurlers, camogie players and Gaelic footballers in a celebration
of the GAA’s community ethos through
underage competition. This is the sixth
year of John West’s sponsorship of what
has grown to become one of the biggest
underage sporting events in Europe.
Throughout its sponsorship, John West
has focused on encouraging children to
participate in Gaelic games, while emphasising the importance nutrition plays in
fuelling young athletes.
The 2021 John West Féile na nGael
hurling and camogie events, which this
year celebrate their 50th anniversary, will
take place across individual counties on
August 21. The Féile na nÓg football
events will took place on August 28. Clubs
which are successful in their county John
West Féile can win the opportunity to play
in Croke Park over the Halloween period.
To mark the 50th anniversary of John
West Féile na nGael, a special event will
be organised in Tipperary in which club
representatives from the counties which
participated in 1971 will play in a blitz,
which will include the opportunity to play in
Semple Stadium. This event will take
place on the Bank Holiday Monday, October 25.
“Féile highlights the importance of
sport in children’s lives and that is something John West is truly passionate about,”

John West Féile Ambassador and Galway Footballer Shane Walsh in attendance at the launch of
John West Féile, 2021 at Croke Park.
Photo: Sam Barnes / SPORTSFILE.

said John West Ireland General Manager,
Peter Rooney, "We pride ourselves on
supporting children taking part in sport and
make a conscious and continuous effort to
highlight the importance of young people
continuing to play into teenage and adult
years.
“Féile give us the opportunity to highlight the importance of natural nutrition in
children’s diets. John West has created a
range of products to support active families in a contemporary way whilst consistently delivering the health benefits of
natural protein, natural Omega 3 and Vitamin D.
“The cancellation of the 2020 John
West Féile due to Covid came as a big
disappointment to hundreds of young footballers, hurlers and camogie players all
over Ireland, but John West remains proud
to promote the philosophy that every
player should participate at a level fitting
with their age, skills and strengths. The
chance to play at Croke Park or Semple
Stadium is an added element designed to
once again allow clubs compete against
and foster links with teams in other counties and provinces.”
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According to GAA President, Larry
McCarthy, one of the great benefits of a
lifetime involvement in the GAA is the
friendships and memories made as a
result: “As a competition, Féile has been
superb at living up to this from its very
earliest days. To reach its 50th anniversary is a significant milestone and generations of players have experienced the joy
of being a part of Féile na nGael and Féile
Peil na nÓg.
“I am delighted at the move to the
under-15 age-grade, which will enable
those who were disappointed to miss out
last year, due to the pandemic, to have the
opportunity to play and be a part of Féile
this summer. Restrictions mean that it will
have to be run differently. But we will still
be able to enjoy the games and the skills
and talents of our young players from the
hundreds of clubs and communities they
proudly represent.
“Our thanks to John West for the
support they give to assist us in the
promotion of this iconic competition and to
the national organising committee for
ensuring that we will have a John West
Féile in 2021.”
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Hyland steps down as County Board
pay tribute to former manager
By JOHN CONNOLLY
Leitrim Observer

L

EITRIM are on the search for a new
manager of the County Senior football team after the County Board
announced that Terry Hyland has stepped
down from the post.
The news comes in the wake of the 520 to 0-11 defeat at the hands of Mayo in
the Connacht Senior Football Championship Semi-Final in Elvery's Mac Hale
Park with Terry Hyland telling waiting
media that he would hold discussions with
the County Board before making any decision on his future.
In the statement released at 4pm today
(Thursday), Leitrim GAA County Board
said "Leitrim GAA was informed last night
that Senior Team Manager Terry Hyland is
stepping down from the role. We wish to
express our eternal gratitude to Terry and
his entire backroom team, for the professional, wholehearted, and energetic
manner in which they have carried out
their respective duties to the team and all
associated with it over the past three
seasons."
The statement, which can be read
below in full, went on to add: "Leitrim GAA
is hugely appreciative of its association
with Terry and his professional and practical manner of dealing with both the board
and its players over his three seasons in
charge. We appreciate his many sacrifices
on our behalf. Indeed his contribution to
the activities of Leitrim GAA went way
beyond those expected from a Senior
Team Manager, particularly during the
course of the pandemic. We will be always
grateful for his very positive efforts with us
and the wealth of experience he brought
to the role of Leitrim Senior Team
Manager."
Hyland guided Leitrim to their first ever
promotion of the Allianz NFL Division 4 in
2019 when they won their first five games
in the competition and contested the Division 4 Final against Derry in Croke Park, a
game that witnessed a huge Leitrim crowd
in GAA Headquarters before the Oak Leaf
county won 0-20 to 0-16.
However, in what was a familiar theme
for Leitrim teams over the past few years,
Leitrim suffered a heavy 3-17 to 0-12 loss
to eventual champions Roscommon in the
Connacht Senior Championship.
2020 saw Leitrim contest their first Division 3 campaign since 2008 under
Hyland's stewardship with Leitrim drawing
with Derry in the opening round before
suffering defeats against Cork, Longford
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GONE: Leitrim manager Terry Hyland called
time on his Leitrim managerial career.
Photo: Ramsey Cardy / SPORTSFILE.

and Offaly. A win over Louth followed
before Covid struck and saw the competition suspended.
When the League resumed later that
year, Leitrim conceded the game against
Down due to Covid concerns, leaving
them with a winner takes all encounter
with Tipperary, the Munster men who went
on to win their first Munster title in
decades a few weeks later, taking the
verdict 2-11 to 0-15.
An 11 point defeat to Mayo followed in
the championship with Hyland at first
appearing non-committal about staying on
with the county. However, the former
Cavan boss was persuaded by calls from
members of the County squad to stay on
and committed for the 2021 campaign.
Unfortunately, with Covid again a
factor, a reduced Allianz NFL Division 4
campaign saw Leitrim suffered three
defeats at the hands of Sligo, Louth and
Antrim before Mayo scored their record
equalling victory last Sunday in Castlebar.
The Leitrim GAA County Board statement in full is as follows:
Leitrim GAA was informed last night
that Senior Team Manager Terry Hyland is
stepping down from the role. We wish to
express our eternal gratitude to Terry and
his entire backroom team, for the professional, wholehearted, and energetic
manner in which they have carried out
their respective duties to the team and all

associated with it over the past three
seasons.
In his first in charge, Terry oversaw the
Allianz League promotion to Division 3 in
2019 and a rare appearance in a Croke
Park Final which gave Leitrim GAA, its
players, and supporters the biggest lift
since the days of 1994.
Over what has been the most difficult
sixteen months in living memory since the
onset of the Covid pandemic, Terry and
his management team managed to navigate our players through difficult times for
all concerned, while always respecting
and abiding by the various levels of
restrictions that we have experienced
across these unprecedented times.
Progress was inevitably affected by the
huge disruptions that this caused to all
involved.
Leitrim GAA is hugely appreciative of
its association with Terry and his professional and practical manner of dealing with
both the board and its players over his
three seasons in charge. We appreciate
his many sacrifices on our behalf.
Indeed his contribution to the activities
of Leitrim GAA went way beyond those
expected from a Senior Team Manager,
particularly during the course of the
pandemic. We will be always grateful for
his very positive efforts with us and the
wealth of experience he brought to the
role of Leitrim Senior Team Manager.

Structures
need to be
changed
Leitrim Observer

O

UTGUNNED and outclassed was
the stark assessment of Leitrim
Manager, Terry Hyland, in the
wake of his team's 24 point drubbing at
the hands of Mayo.
The manner of the defeat, played out in
front of a national television audience, only
compounded the problem for Leitrim who
have now become the poster boys of all
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Signs of promise
for Leitrim football
By JOHN CONNOLLY
Leitrim Observer

T

HE scoreline mightn’t indicate it but
anybody who was present for
Leitrim’s 2-18 to 2-9 defeat at the
hands of Sligo in the Electric Ireland
Connacht Minor Semi-Final in Markievicz
Park will know that there are signs of
progress stirring in underage football in
the county.
With impressive performances in
recent weeks from the County U14 & U15
development squads, Minor team
manager Adrian Dockery felt, quite rightly,
that the scoreline did not do justice to the
efforts his team put in against Sligo.
“There are certainly, I feel, green
shoots there,” said Adrian when chatting to
the Observer, “The scoreline mightn’t indicate that but I’d hope that anyone who
watched the game would see that there
were passages of play that showed the
kind of football these lads can play. We
just needed to put a couple more of those
passages together.
“Our goals were well worked, there
was nothing fluky about them so it is a
little bit more efficient on the ball as Sligo
were. I suppose we needed just one or
two more guys going a little bit better and
that was part of it.”

that is wrong with the current structures of
Gaelic football.
Leitrim GAA Chairman, Enda Stenson,
said people and players are not going to
take this anymore and suggested that three
tiers are needed in Gaelic football.
“What's the incentive, to face the same
humiliation next year by drawing Galway,
Mayo or Roscommon?” he asked.
“There's no point continuing this
charade but that mightn't suit everyone at
the top level,” he added.
Enda said he didn't expect the outcome
to be as bad as it was and said that if
people can't see the level Leitrim are at
then they are suffering “delusions of

Adrian was the first to point out that
Sligo were the better team but admitted
that his team struggled in the final quarter:
“Truth be told, today you would have to
say they were the better side and they
showed that in that final quarter but that
said I don’t want the lads going away without knowing that I am extremely proud of
this group.
“I thought we had a slowish start and
then we were clawing it back by quartertime and then just as the game wore on, it
looked as if we were growing into it and by
the time we hit three-quarter time, I
thought we were well positioned. But we
just could have done with staying in the
game in the middle third and upfront a little
bit longer.
“We struggled a bit in that last 15
minutes to try and secure enough possession, even off our own kickouts - we
weren’t getting our breaks and that was
huge for us if I’m being honest with you.”
The ability to convert chances was
crucial but Adrian said the problem
stemmed from Leitrim’s inability to win and
hold onto the ball at the middle of the field:
“They didn’t give up and you could see
them coming back at the death there, a
score or two just to keep us ticking over.
But they were much more efficient, scores
seemed to come a little bit easier for them,
we were working a bit harder.

grandeur.”
Enda stated what the GAA needs to do
for Leitrim - and for all the other smaller
counties - is put the money into coaching.
He stated Leitrim has hired three new
games development officers in the last
week and these coaches need to work
closely with and guide the best underage
coaches in each club in the county. The
focus should be on children aged from 7 10 years being taught the basic skills of the
game.
“We have three GDOs and could do
with a couple more within the clubs; that's
where the GAA should be putting money
into.”
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“I often say if you get your own ball and
you give it away and you work hard to get
it back and then you give it away again,
everybody looks tired. There was more
space for them but we were struggling to
get the ball out. What was happening, in
spells, was that we were getting it to the
other end and it was giving the guys at the
back a little breather but we were having
to work the ball the length of the field for
that.
“They were winning our kickouts, the
break especially if I’m being honest with
you, in that final 15, the breaks was the
issue. You’re competing for your kickout,
you are scrambling to get back, the ball is
going over the bar, wide or whatever.”
“Barry McNulty has been immense all
year for us, he is our captain for a reason he is a super, super operator and at the
wrong time, a couple of guys, the game
just went away from us.”
Indeed, the Leitrim manager had warm
words of praise for his entire squad: “I
really enjoyed working with the bunch, you
could see it there - there was no give-up in
them. Just for them and the effort they’ve
given, I’d have loved for them to get a little
more, they deserved a little more. Very
very proud of them, I know their families
were here and anyone from Leitrim who
were here, I hope they were proud of them
because I certainly am.
“I really, really hope the people that
were here and who watched this are proud
of them because there were some good
individual performances there, there are
guys who will transition very quickly into
senior football with their clubs over the
next year or two and there will be one or
two guys who will give Brendan Guckian
with the U20s something to think about.
“You’re hoping for a couple of guys to
come through from each of these Minor
teams.We named a match 24 for the
match today and eight of those are underage again next year, a third of our team
has another year left.”
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Henry hails his players as
phenomenal run ends
By EMMA GALLAGHER
The Sligo Champion

A

LTHOUGH disappointed the result
didn’t go in the way of Sligo in a
drenched Breffni Park, Sligo
manager Paul Henry said he couldn’t be
prouder of his minor team and all that
they have achieved.
Losing on a five point margin to the
Leinster champions Meath, the Yeats men
showed tremendous fight and a neversay-die attitude in this entertaining AllIreland minor semi-final.
This team have made history by
winning Connacht this year and bridging a
53-year wait and they certainly showed
why they are deserved Provincial champions.
The Curry native said afterward: “We
probably left ourselves with too much of a
mountain to climb there in the second
half, Meath are an excellent, excellent
team.
“They got on top of us and took the
scores and I suppose we had a bit of
slobbery play here and there through the
game and it ended leaving us with too
much to do there at the very end but I’m
just really really proud of these young
lads, they kept going until the very end
and that’s all we can ask for.”
A second goal brought Sligo back
fighting in the second half, courtesy of a
phenomenal strike from Jack McGovern

and the manager said that it’s something
the St Molaise Gaels man is well capable
of.
“It was a serious finish, Jack has that
when he wants to do it. It was a serious
finish and I thought then that we would
push on from that but in fairness to Meath
they went back up and ended getting a
few scores on the board and it just got
away from us.
“If they didn’t get that second goal, you
never know we hoped that goal from Jack
brought us back into the game and it’s
just unfortunate that they pushed on again
at that stage, that’s just the way it goes.”
Paul said the experience and occasion
from playing in an All-Ireland semi-final
should hopefully stand greatly to these
young players in their future careers.
“It’s a huge achievement. I just had a
quick chat with them there and I said to
them how proud us a management group
have been to have been involved with
them, they are an excellent bunch of lads
and we just hope this is the start of them,
not the end because they the amount of
work, the amount of time that not only the
24 that came out today but also the 33
that train with them every week have put
in over the last while has been serious
and it is a case of that’s what they need to
do over the next while to actually get to
this high level and now they’re at it, they
need to stay there.
“Playing the likes of Meath will only
bring these lads on I suppose we set out
at the start of the year to try and play the

best teams in the country, to show them
they are at that level and it came to pass
that they are at that level by winning a
Connacht title.
“We want them to go away and feel
very proud of themselves today. Okay
their heads are down after losing today,
but they should still be very proud, the
only people in Sligo that have a Connacht
title for a number of years now,” the
manager said.
“I’m delighted for them, they deserve it
because they have worked so hard.”
He also praised the substitutes who
came on and made a difference.
“They all came on and made an
impression, that’s why we have the big
squad and that is why they all put in the
hard work so in fairness that’s what we
were looking for when they came in.”
Breffni Park was a sea of black and
white as the Sligo supporters came out in
droves and with many young aspiring
players in their midst, it’s clear this
history-making minor team will be huge
role models for players in years to come
who also want to taste success.
“We had a huge Sligo support with us
today and definitely outnumbered Meath
by a long way and they were very vocal
and got behind us and we really appreciate that and just unfortunately we didn’t
get the win to bring it home.
“I’m just so chuffed with the lads, look
we didn’t get the result today but they’re a
great bunch of lads and I’m really proud,”
he added.

A significant moment for Sligo
By EMMA GALLAGHER
The Sligo Champion

S

LIGO County Board Chairman Séan
Carroll has hailed the Sligo minors’
success in winning the Connacht championship and now looking forward to their AllIreland semi-final with Meath a huge moment
for the county.
The Coolera/Strandhill man said the 53 year
wait for Provincial honours was a momentous
occasion for the Yeats County, who have been
knocking on the door for several years.
Mr Carroll told The Sligo Champion: “It is a
huge moment for the county overall and it’s a
very significant moment.
“It’s one that’s been worked towards for
several years and the results in the Connacht
championship have been quite good over the
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last 6 or seven years.
“It’s brilliant to get across the line, the lads
have done phenomenally well and the challenge now is to make sure we continue to
develop the obvious talents that is there in the
coming years and bring them through to the
higher levels and it is important that is done
correctly,” he added.
The chairman said the sheer delight from
the county after the minors’ historic success in
Dr Hyde Park against Roscommon just shows
what it means to everyone in Sligo.
“The reaction has been huge, everyone is
buzzing and it has given us a tremendous lift
which was badly needed.
“There is a lot of people doing a lot of good
work behind the scenes and sometimes that’s
very hard to see when the results are not
coming, but the lads have given us a tremendous boost.

“People are so positive and it’s really exciting for Sligo GAA, the negativity has been put
on the back burner.
“The work and involvement of the Centre of
Excellence is what it’s all about, to create days
like these and we intend that they will be more
plentiful.
“It’s about the work that’s been done behind
the scenes, the U20s who we have developed
over the years, were very close to Roscommon
who reached the All-Ireland final on Sunday
and this all adds to the positivity of what’s
being done.”
He said that the minors have every chance
to progress further.
“Hopefully this team isn’t finished and we
will see them move a step further, it would be
great to see.
“I think these lads can match up with
anyone and I’m really excited for Saturday.”
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Never-say-die attitude won it
The Sligo Champion

S

LIGO hurling manager Padraig Mannion
was practically breathless after what was
such a dramatic ending to the Christy
Ring quarter final between Roscommon and
Sligo in a sun-drenched Dr Hyde Park.
A second Mark Hannify goal as full-time
loomed with 5 minutes of injury time played,
meant Sligo literally snatched victory late on.
It was such a dramatic finish, the Yeats men,
going from staring relegation in the face to now
looking forward to a Christy Ring semi-final
this Saturday with Derry, the first time every
for the county.
The Ballygar native told the press after the
thoroughly entertaining game that he had
never been involved in a match that ended in
such dramatic fashion.
“I was never involved in as tight a finish
anyway, the lads down to 14 men they never
gave up. I can't say anything bad about them,

they are just unbelievable.”
Speaking of the last-gasp goal, the manager
said it was something they had practised in
terms of hitting balls into the path of Gerard
O'Kelly-Lynch.
“We were telling them all year that when
Gerard was coming out to take the frees if
there's no one on him, give it to him quick and
for once they gave it to him quick and we got
the goal out of it."
He said if Sligo were a point down at that
stage then he would have taken extra-time.
“That's a sweet way to win a game, it's absolutely brilliant.”
Mannion said he was very impressed with all
of the players who stepped up to the plate. “We
switched Mark Hannify into full-forward and he
got 2 goals, I don't think he ever played there
before in his life. He just got a flick on one ball
and probably should have got another one or
tipped it over the bar but he tried to play a nice
cute ball into Michael Munnelly but it didn't
work.”

He said when asked at the start of the year
what were Sligo's goals winning the league and
getting to the Christy Ring final were their
objectives, adding that's still very much on
course.
“We have Derry now on Saturday in what will
be probably a neutral venue.”
The conditions were extremely tough with
the searing temperatures and Mannion laughed
that he was probably sweating more than his
players saying it was hard to hurl out there and
serious credit to them.
In terms of the sending off, he said speaking
to James and the intention is to appeal it.
Mannion, who knows the Roscommon players extremely well, knew they would be a
strong test which they were. “The wing forward
plays with my own club and I trained 5 of them
last year with Athleague, so I had a fair good
knowledge of it in fairness and so had Donal, so
it is nice to win.
“There’s no sweeter way to win a game than
the last puck of a game,” he added.

Sloyan admits there's a need for more games
The Sligo Champion

W

ITH 29 minutes on the clock,
Sligo were in a good position. By
the time the half-time whistle
sounded, they had a mountain to climb.
That was the succinct summary of
Sligo U-20 football manager Dessie
Sloyan after the remarkable contest
against Roscommon where the sides
shared six goals at Dr. Hyde Park.
“We didn't play well in the first half and
I think after 29 minutes, we were three
points down. We thought if we can get in
at half time here and regroup, hopefully
get playing a bit of ball in the second half,
it's there for us.
“I thought we could have got a free in
up at the other end which would have
brought it to two instead of that they
turned it over, the ball hit the post and then
the ball hit the back of the net. Then all of
a sudden it's an eight-point game at half
time and we just struggled from there”.
Six goals were scored in the game, but
there could have been more as both sides
spurned opportunities.
Roscommon could easily have had
three goals by the time they finally hit the
net in first half stoppage time, while Sligo
also looked capable of cutting open the
Roscommon defence at times after the
interval.
“They could have got a couple of goals,
we could have got a couple of goals in the
second half.

“They are match winning saves that
Keelan (Harte) made. He's a super
keeper, a super shot stopper. We knew he
was going to make them and he did. We
thought we should have been able to kick
on from that but we were just unlucky.
“We couldn't seem to just get a grip of
the game. Every time we seemed to come
back in to it we seemed to do something
wrong and they punished us.
“There was a breeze there and I mean
we had 16 attacks and Roscommon had
16 attacks yet we were seven points down
at half time.
“So it wasn't as if we didn't have
enough of the ball or we didn't have
enough chances.
“I think our lads were a little bit hesitant
or maybe a little bit nervous. I hope the
lads learned from that and the experience
stands to them”.
Like most managers who are thrust
into a knockout championship competition,
Sloyan argued that the structure is less
than optimal for player development, as
there is no chance for Sligo to learn from
their mistakes last week.
“It's been a tough year” he said.
“Stop/start the whole time, and we didn't
know whether we were coming or going at
times, but these fellas kept the heads
down and kept training. They were in great
shape and unfortunately we had a few
injuries coming up to it but I'm sure every
team is the same. You would love to have
a full panel to pick from but that's rarely
the case.
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“There are good players here, the likes
of Tristan at full back, Mark Walsh, these
guys that wouldn't have played much
county football, Feidhlim O'Donnell middle
of the field. I think their first championship
game for Sligo was today and you would
love to have a few games with them and
see where they are at over a period of
time but that's not the way it's going to
be".
For many of these players, the next
step will be up to senior football - but
Sloyan, who played for the county for ten
years, making his debut as a 21-year old
in 1997, maintains that intercounty football
is a different world now and players need
something to bridge the gap up to the
adult county game.
“Very few 20/21 year olds are fit
enough to go straight into senior squads
now. You see the physicality of the game,
the strength and conditioning.
“Some of them are growing, some of
them may be more developed than others.
These lads that we have here, there is a
lot more development within them. I don't
think they are quite ready yet but they are
not far off.
“There is definitely a need for something there, let it be a development squad,
proper programmes and proper set ups for
these fellas so that they can progress, to
bridge that little gap.
“Maybe it's a year, maybe it's two for
some of them, but the potential is there
and that's important. We need every
player in Sligo” he concluded.
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Horan delighted
with Mayo’s
energetic finish
By COLM GANNON
Mayo Advertiser

M

AYO’S increased energy levels in
the second half was key to their
come from behind win over Dublin
in Croke Park according to manager
James Horan.
After a tentative first half display from
his side, in the second half they took the
game to Dublin and forced extra-time
before seeing off the All-Ireland champions by three points.
Even though they didn’t play the well in
the opening 35 minutes felt they could
have been closer than they were at the
break.
“We were probably tentative if the first
15 to 20 minutes, you know whether we
should push forward or hold, got a bit
caught in that maybe,” Horan reflected.
“Even with that we had three or four
bad wides that we missed it could have
been 10-7 even though we played very
poorly. Our energy wasn’t what it usually
was, so we managed to lift our energy a
bit for second half and things take off from
there.”
Dublin manager Dessie Farrell said his
side just couldn’t get going after the restart
to get the score they needed to keep the

gap between themselves and Mayo.
“It was obvious we were very flat in the
second half, we knew obviously Mayo and
they had done it in the Connacht final they
were going to come with a lot," Farrell
said.
“I think just we found it very difficult to
get out past their high press and we struggled to build any sort of momentum and a
couple of mistakes, bad decisions maybe
made and I thought at one stage if we
could get a score or two, it might ease the
pressure and we’d ride out the storm.
“We never could get that additional
score that was going to put that safe
distance between us and you could see it
building then and it was very hard to
disrupt their momentum that they generated significantly and got back into it and
got the draw and won in extra time obviously.”
Mayo lost wing back Eoghan McLaughlin to an injury in the second half and
Horan is awaiting to see how he is, hoping
that it doesn’t add to their injury list that
has seen Cillian O’Connor ruled out for the
season and Oisin Mullin miss this contest.
“I know he’s injured and in a lot of
discomfort, the medical team are with him
and gone to the hospital.”
Speaking about how his side failed to
hit the ground running in the second half

FINISH: Mayo manager James Horan was
thrilled with his side’s approach against
Dublin.
Photo: Seb Daly / SPORTSFILE.

and fire as well as they can in their previous matches, Farrell said that he would
have liked his side to have had some
more momentum going into the game.
“Obviously you would like to be coming
in to this stage of the competition with a
little bit more momentum and the collective team form better that it was, we
showed glimpses of it here and there in
good patches really good patches it was
looking for that consistency that we were
missing all year.
“The first half looked really good at
times and the second half was the exact
opposite of that, so it is hard to diagnose
but I think, revolves around the lack of
consistency across the quarters that was
hurting us and it manifested again today.”

TARGET: Mayo midfielder
Matthew Ruane was
awarded as the PwC
GAA/GPA Player of the
Month award winner for
football in July.
Photo: Stephen McCarthy /
SPORTSFILE.
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Bouncing right back

interrupted year, Mayo wanted to a make
a big impression in 2021 and they did just
that by reaching a Lidl National Football
League Division 1 semi-final against
Dublin.
That June fixture won’t live long in the
memory for the green and red though, as
they fell to a 4-15 to 0-10 defeat at the LIT
Gaelic Grounds in Limerick.
Reilly has an altogether different
reason to forget that day as she broke her
jaw in a tackle.
“I think there was five minutes left in
the game. I went in, I over-committed and
thought I was going to get a ball that
wasn’t mine at all. I just got a nick of a
shoulder into the face,” said Reilly.
That collision resulted in a broken jaw
in two places and two plates being
inserted into it. But worst of all, a six-week
stint without solid food, a dreaded

scenario for a butcher’s daughter.
“When I went down first, I freaked out
because my teeth were just pumping
blood. I was just in pure panic mode, probably don’t remember half of it because I
was freaking over my teeth. If anyone
knows me, I am such a perfectionist about
them,” said Reilly.
“When the teeth were gone a bit lopsided, I went into the medical room. Everyone was telling me to go to the hospital
and I was like no, I need to go to the
dentist. They were having none of me
then, they looked in my mouth and said
we will send you for an X-ray.
“I went over to Limerick and I got the Xray, still convinced there was absolutely
nothing wrong with me. I made a phone
call to my mother and said if I don’t get in
for the X-ray now I am going home, there
is nothing wrong with me, I am grand.
“When I did get in for the X-ray, I found
out I had broken my jaw.”
It was a disaster for Reilly and her
season could have been finished then had
she not followed the rules of the rigorous
liquid diet.
She found out what her favourite lemon
yogurt was and at one stage was eating
porridge three times a day.
On a number of occasions she would
cook and bake treats for the girls at training, protein squares and surprise cookies
were the favourites. But she couldn’t even
sample those.
“It was so difficult when I look back on
the first few weeks when I was so moody
at home. I was completely ‘hangry’,” said
Reilly.
“I was injured, I couldn’t comfort eat. I
would come up and dinner time is the
worst. They would be having a steak or
something else nice and I would be looking at them and I would be tucking into my
soup. I thought ‘no I can’t do six weeks of
this’.” But she did.
Reilly headed for Dublin to watch the
Mayo men beat Galway in the Connacht
final at Croke Park.
It coincided with her first proper meal in
six weeks, she went to Gourmet Food
Parlour in Santry and indulged in toast,
avocado and eggs. The added scone gave
her the crunch she craved.
Galway were on the menu for the Mayo
Ladies in the TG4 All-Ireland Senior
Championship quarter-finals, and Reilly
was hoping to make an appearance after
returning to full-contact training.
“We are border counties so anytime
you are going out playing Galway there is
always another motivation to win,” she
said.
“It is a good rivalry and I don’t think it is
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By DARAGH SMALL
Media West Ireland

I

T’S been a tough summer on a liquid
diet after breaking her jaw against
Dublin but Mayo’s Maria Reilly was
hopeful of getting her teeth into some
championship action.
She has returned to contact training
and was hoping to be available for the
TG4 All-Ireland SFC quarter-final against
neighbours and arch rivals Galway.
The 21-year-old suffered the injury and
was unable to eat solids for six weeks but
she says the sacrifice has been worth it
and she’s now back fit for action.
Growing up in the picturesque
surrounds of Bangor-Erris, she used to
help her dad Paddy run the family butcher
and travelling shop business.
Reilly’s Victuallers is a family business
going almost three generations now and
their travelling shop kept the parishes of
Kiltane and Kilcummin, along with parts of
Belmullet, fed during lockdown over the
past 18 months.
She is going into her third year studying PE and Biology Teaching at Dublin
City University but the rest of her time is
spent in and around the Erris Peninsula.
“They say the next stop is America! I
am about an hour from Castlebar but we
train in the Centre of Excellence in Ballyhaunis so that is an hour and a half from
the house and I am doing that three days
a week,” said Reilly.
“You do clock up the miles but we just
get so used to it down through the years. I
am playing underage since I was 12 so
you become so used to that road too.
Anything less than an hour is a short journey now.
“When I am in college, you are coming
down during the week and that was
mental stuff altogether. When you clocked
up the amount of hours you are in the car
it was crazy.
“We used to go down on a Wednesday,
you leave at 4pm and you could be back
around 12.30am or 12.45am.
“I come down to Mayo on a Friday to
training, then go home to Bangor then
probably sleep in my house on a Friday
night get ready for college and go back to
training on Sunday morning and then up to
Dublin again.
“I was living out of bags, Mum used to
tell me she never saw me.”
But it was all worthwhile as the Kiltane
youngster fought her way up through the
underage ranks and then into the Mayo
senior set-up.
Coming off the back of a Covid-19

INJURY: Maria Reilly in action during the Lidl
Ladies National Football League Division 1
semi-final match against Dublin at LIT Gaelic
Grounds during which she suffered a broken
jaw. Photo: Piaras Ó Mídheach / SPORTSFILE.

Defeat doesn't stifle a bright future
By IAN COONEY
Roscommon Herald

F

OR some of the players involved, it
was one of the most chastening experiences of their footballing careers.
Three years after winning the hearts
and minds of the whole country, the
Roscommon minor class of 2006 were
swimming in Castlebar’s shark-infested
waters. True to Mayo’s form at the time,
especially when immersed in a provincial
championship battle with their inexperienced rivals, they didn’t hold back. A 3-18
to 0-7 loss in the 2009 Connacht semi-final
wasn’t the way our heroes from three years
earlier had envisaged their senior careers
unfolding at such an early stage.
Truth be told, there was probably little
choice at the time for a variety of reasons.
Primarily, the county was struggling, having
failed to make an impact at underage level
in the province until the all-conquering
heroes of 2006 came along on their white
horses.
In 2008, John Maughan’s exit, following
crushing league reversals against Armagh
(4-20 to 0-8) and Westmeath (1-14 to 0-6)
in Division Two, accelerated a rapid decline
in the county flagship team’s fortunes.
There was also the mother and father of all
beatings inflicted by Dublin (3-20 to 0-7) in
Parnell Park as Roscommon struggled to
get their house in order, despite a welcome
victory against Cavan (2-13 to 1-15) in the
final round of the league
By the time, Mike Ryan, U-21 manager
that year, took over for the provincial championship, David Keenan, Conor Devaney
and Donal Shine were on the starting 15,
while David O’Gara was introduced as a
substitute during the 2-16 to 0-6 defeat
against Galway at Pearse Stadium.
In 2009, David Flynn, Peter Domican
and Cathal McHugh, alongside Shine and
Devaney, started that subsequent mauling
against Mayo. Paul Gleeson, James
McKeague, Fintan Cregg and O’Gara were
introduced off the bench. By the time
Roscommon recovered to get the better of
Wexford in the qualifiers, Kevin Higgins
was an integral part of the team.
In the space of three years, over twothirds of an All-Ireland winning minor team
had been asked to become men. In hindsight, it was unrealistic, and unfair, at the
time. But, unlike now, was there another
option? The call for these players to be
introduced among success-starved
supporters was deafening. Managements
couldn’t ignore it. In truth, given the depth
of talent available, alternatives were thin on
the ground.
To be fair to them, the quality, character
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and resilience embedded within those players ensured that they were Connacht
champions in 2010 when Sligo did the
heavy lifting in taking out Galway and
Mayo, allowing Roscommon stun the Yeats
County in Castlebar.
It turned out to be a significant turning
point. The sight of Peter Domican lifting the
Nestor Cup was also hugely symbolic —
four years after playing an integral part in
the county’s All-Ireland minor success, here
he was being entrusted with the captaincy
of the senior team. Nobody could accuse
Roscommon of not giving youth its fling.
The likes of Kerry, Dublin or Tyrone
would never have thrown so many minors
into their senior set-ups so quickly. When
they lose players, there’s a ready-made
replacement. That’s the bar Roscommon
must aspire to reach, despite the disparity
in resources.
By the time the Rossies surprised
everyone by becoming Connacht champions at the beginning of the last decade,
they were a Division Four team and a long
way off the top teams. The transition was
incredibly difficult.
In terms of the gap to the best sides in
the country, it could be argued that not
much has changed since then. But that’s
where the similarities end. Roscommon,
despite their championship performances
over the last two years, are a much more
durable, experienced outfit, capable of
beating Galway and Mayo on their day, and
have been consistently a top ten team for
the last five years.
The minor success of almost 15 years
ago changed the way the county perceived
itself nationally alongside the way our
underage players shaped up on the provincial and national stages. Because we
simply weren’t good enough at senior level
at the time, it necessitated short-term pain
for long-term gain by catapulting a host of
these players into senior championship
football before, realistically, they were
ready.
But the subsequent provincial
successes at provincial level at underage
and senior that followed in the last decade,
leaving the county with a core group of
players with a couple of provincial medals
in their back pocket, means that Roscommon shouldn’t feel obliged to introduce a
host of players from this season’s U-20
panel into the senior set-up over the next
couple of seasons.
If the likes of Keith Doyle, Colin Walsh,
Ruiadhrí Fallon, Daire Cregg, James Fitzpatrick, Adam McDermott and Ben O’Carroll are suddenly playing senior
championship football for the county, and
occupying pivotal roles, in 2022 or 2023,
something will have gone drastically wrong.
That cannot be allowed to happen.

What’s far more important is to develop
the proper pathway that feeds these players into the system, only when they are
ready both physically and mentally. While
there were a few bumps on the road
towards the end of the last decade, as will
always happen in a county like Roscommon, the prosperity at minor level in 2020
alongside the performances of the minor
and U-20 teams this summer suggest that
the county is back on track again regarding
its underage development.
In a province that houses Mayo and
Galway, and the resources they have at
their disposal, it won’t always be that way.
The trick is to make sure that it’s not down
to Roscommon taking their eye off the ball.
Monitoring Roscommon competing at
the business end of provincial and AllIreland championships, it’s obvious that
players wearing “Primrose and Blue” at
minor and U-20 level have the skill set to
match the best in the country. But getting
these players up to speed with the Kerrys,
Dublins, Tyrones and Mayos of this world in
terms of strength and conditioning remains
a challenge.
The difference between the county’s
2020 minor team and their All-Ireland semifinal opponents Kerry appeared huge
(pardon the pun) — a Kerry team that were
subsequently outgunned by Derry in the
All-Ireland final.
In this regard, not having a Centre of
Excellence equipped with somewhere to
train alongside access to gym facilities
pretty much all under the one roof is crippling. One could argue that it’s a miracle
that Roscommon has enjoyed the success
that it has.
At the moment, however, strength and
conditioning appears to be far more
streamlined in Roscommon GAA, with Gary
Flannery overseeing the physical development of all teams at underage level, in
conjunction with Academy Director Padraic
Mitchell, Games Development Officers,
Coaching Officer David McDonnell and
Games Manager Willie Hegarty.
The approach should mean a smoother
transition to senior level. It should also
mean that Roscommon may have to keep
their powder dry and spend a few years in
Division Two at senior level over the next
couple of years to bed any new players into
life at this level. The key will be not to fall
any further down the ladder.
Crucially though, we now know that the
talent on the conveyor belt is plentiful.
Sunday’s result doesn’t change anything.
Harnessing and maximising it will determine the trajectory of the Roscommon
senior footballers for the remainder of this
decade.
It’s an opportunity we simply can’t afford
to pass up.
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Canning retires from
inter-county hurling
By JOHN HARRINGTON
GAA.ie

G

ALWAY star Joe Canning has
announced his retirement
from inter-county hurling.
The 32-year old made his debut
back in 2008 and in his final match
for the Tribesmen against Waterford
overtook Kilkenny legend Henry
Shefflin at the top of the all-time
championship scorers list with
what’s now a career tally of 27-485
from 62 matches.
“I knew it was going to happen
this year, I just didn’t think it was
going to be Saturday evening,” said
Canning.
“If you go into a championship
game expecting not to win, you
might as well not tog out in the first
place.
“I don't want to be there as a
token gesture
“I had nothing prepared. Everyone dreams about a lovely way to
go out, and in my own head it was
going to be 22 August, winning an
All-Ireland.”
An All-Ireland winner in 2017
when he was also crowned Hurler of

the Year, Canning says the toll a
number of injuries took on his body
in recent years convinced him it was
time to call it a day as an intercounty hurler.
“Just my body, physically, I don’t
think I’m able to give as much as I
probably should have,” he said.
“Just niggly little injuries this year
alone, and obviously the serious
injuries I’ve had over the last
number of years.
“I don’t want to go out on somebody else’s terms. I want to go out
on my own terms. I had it in my
head all year that this would probably be my last year. “Obviously I
didn’t think it would be Saturday but
that’s just the way the cookie crumbles. That’s life and that’s sport. You
just have to get on with things and
wish the boys the best of luck in the
future.”
In total, Canning won four AllIreland titles at inter-county level –
one senior, one U-21, and two
minors - and five All-Stars as well as
his Hurler of the Year Award in 2017.
He’s also a four-time All-Ireland
winner with his club Portumna and
intends to continue his playing
career at club-level.

LEGEND: Joe Canning scores his eighth point of the game
against Waterford at Semple Stadium in Thurles, making
him the all-time top scorer in the All-Ireland SHC.
Photo: Harry Murphy / SPORTSFILE.

Joyce left bitterly disappointed
GAA.ie

H

LOSS: Galway manager Padraic Joyce was left
disappointed after his side’s defeat to Mayo.
Photo: Ray McManus / SPORTSFILE.

AVING accumulated a five-point
interval lead, Galway manager
Padraic Joyce was disappointed his
team didn’t manage the game more effectively in the second half.
Mayo, inspired by Mattie Ruane, came
thundering back at GAA headquarters to
retain the Nestor Cup. Ryan O'Donoghue
and Ruane scored Ruane netted goals
after the restart for Mayo, who trailed by 25 to 0-6 at the interval.
“The instruction at half-time, we were
five points up and probably not playing
overly, overly well, probably at 30 or 40
per cent of what we could do,” Joyce
reflected.
“We said at half-time we were five
points up, to go manage the game, that is
what you try to do. Of course we gave
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away the penalty straightaway and then
their runners from deep from the half back
line killed us.
“That is something we spoke about,
that is Mayo's strength, we stopped it in
the first half, but for some reason we went
away from it in the second half.
“Overall I have to say I'm proud of the
lads for what they have done, they kept
battling until the end, they kept going, but
it is disappointing to lose it the way we
did.”
Joyce acknowledged that Mayo were
worthy winners at Croke Park. “We are
bitterly disappointed, it is hard to put your
finger on it when we were in a great position at half-time - five points up and ended
up losing the game by six points in the
end, it could have been a lot more.
“It is very disappointing, hard to put
your finger on in the second half where it
went wrong for us.”
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CONNACHT CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE

THE DOME
The Dome contains:
Fullsize indoor GAA Field
Running Track
Fully Equipped Gym capable
of accommodating 30
people at once
Portable Stand
In addition, the Dome, within
72 hours, can be transformed into fully functional,
adaptable conference arena
unique on the island of
Ireland.
On-Site Dome Capacity:
2,000+ for games
10,000-20,000 (seated and
standing) for concerts/
events
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FITNESS TESTING
Connacht GAA are continuing to offer our
established service of fitness testing and
programming for clubs, schools and individuals of all levels and age groups at the
Connacht GAA Centre in Bekan.
Using our fully equipped state of the art
gym our experienced Strength and Conditioning team offer a vast array of tests
designed to help get the best indicators of
strength and weaknesses in your group.

Testing days include:
Body Composition tests
Flexibility Tests
Full Body Movement Analysis
Power Testing
Aerobic Capacity
Speed Testing

We offer a full squad report including
normative values that will allow players
assess their individual needs compared
players playing at the same level. If required
we can implement a bespoke Strength and
Conditioning program for your team based
on results gained from our testing at no
extra cost.
This cost-effective service provides clubs
and players with a platform of knowledge
and information, along with providing a
system to implement a program to help
develop and improve the conditioning of
players.
To book your teams fitness assessment
day or for more information contact
seamus.burns.connacht@gaa.ie
or call 094-9630335.

ALL BOOKINGS AND ENQUIRIES MADE THROUGH

At the Connacht GAA Centre we
have a main building with:
Games Based Facilities:
Analysis Suite
Two Physio Rooms
Six Dressing/Referees Rooms
Storage facilities
Administrative and CommunityOrientated Amenities:
Administrative Headquarters
Six offices
Three meeting rooms
Lecture Theatre
Board Room
Dining Hall, Full Catering Kitchen
Outdoor
Six pitches – five full size Prunty
pitches and one 3G Pitch – of
which five are floodlit
A perimeter walking/running
track measuring 2.2 kms
Parking for up to 400 cars and
20 buses

VIDEO ANALYSIS

GYM HIRE

We also provide comprehensive video
analysis of games using our in-house
software. This service applies to games
either recorded at the Connacht GAA
Centre or elsewhere. Led by our highly
trained staff this service can provide:

The Connacht GAA gym is available to hire to all
teams. This fully equipped area allows teams to
work on all aspects of their physical preparation.
The gym area includes:
racks complete with weights
• 8A squat
vast array of dumbbells/kettlebells
• Benches
• Multi-purpose cable machine
• Battle ropes
• Assault bike
• Rower
• Ski Machine
• Jump Boxes
• Screening area
•The option is also available to have a super-

Breakdown game play into
• short
managable clips
Provides feedback to players
• and
coaches
of different aspects
• ofGrouping
performance e.g.: Kickouts,
shots, turnovers
PRICING:

€100 for 1 game
€250 for 3 games
€350 for 5 games

vised gym session conducted by Connacht GAA
strength and conditioning staff.

EMAILING – RECEPTION.CONNACHT@GAA.IE
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CONNACHT CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE

Cloonacurry, Bekan, Claremorris, Co. Mayo. EirCode F12 WF21
E-mail: reception.connacht@gaa.ie. • Phone: (094) 9630335

